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ABSTRACT

Author: Hakobyan, Liana. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Baroque Modes of Seeing: Reinventing Neo-baroque in Contemporary Latin American
Cinema
Committee Chair: Paul Dixon

While the Latin American literary neo-baroque garnered significant attention, scholarship
on its cinematic counterpart has been relatively scarce. What is more, existing studies situate this
aesthetics within the anti-dictatorship contexts of the 1970s-80s, which contradicts major neobaroque theories that view it as an ahistorical aesthetics relevant to Latin American modernities.
“Baroque Modes of Seeing: Reinventing Neo-baroque in Contemporary Latin American
Cinema” is a dissertation that addresses this gap in research and argues for the relevance of the
neo-baroque in contemporary Latin American cinema. I engage texts by Severo Sarduy, José
Lezama Lima, Alejo Carpentier, Serge Gruzinski, Irlemar Chiampi and others with close
analysis of films produced since the year 2000 to glean new ways in which the neo-baroque finds
expression in contemporary cinema. Chapter two includes three contemporary films that defy
ideologies underpinning both state apparatus and cinematic ones. Jorge Alí Triana’s ¡Bolívar soy
yo! (Colombia, 2002) offers a carnivalized version of a contemporary Simón Bolívar whose
figure is so bizzarely amplified that it can even accomodate the guy next door. The film
questions our commitment to symbolisms trapped in statues and tests our readiness to give a
baroque, quixotic modern Bolívar a chance. Sérgio Bianchi’s film Cronicamente inviável offers a
sharp criticism of Brazil’s chronic disorder precisely by creating an unsettling picture of the
country that transmits chaos and disillusion. Quanto vale ou é por quilo? continues Bianchi’s
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zeal for creating a chaotic filmic experience that is triggered by the juxtaposition of historical
and contemporary forms of social injustice intermingling under the film’s baroque layers.
Chapter three explores the expression of popular baroques in two Peruvian films directed by
Claudia Llosa. Madeinusa, (2006) projects a raw baroque sensibility that underlies
miscegenation, religious festivities, simulacra and carnival at the same time revealing baroque’s
odd pertinence in contemporary Peru. Llosa’s second film titled La teta asustada (2009) liberates
itself from the baroque ornamentation resulting from a cultural hybridity seen in Madeinusa to
create a bare, delicate world where the baroque emanates from allegories that almost elude us.
The final chapter studies films by two auteurs commonly associated with the baroque aesthetics.
Arturo Ripstein’s El carnaval de Sodoma (Mexico, 2006) promises a carnival party, but ends up
extracting carnival out of the drama of its characters’ bodily obsessions and the film’s baroque
temptation to metamorphosize and disguise itself. La noche de enfrente, the farewell film by one
of the most baroque directors Raúl Ruiz (Chile, 2012) invites us on a dreamlike journey with a
retiring poet to explore labyrinthine routes of imaginary spaces, memory, and death.
.

1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation studies Latin American films produced since the year 2000 to argue for
the relevance of neo-baroque expression in recent cinema. This responds to the the tendency in
Latin American film criticism to situate this aesthetics within the anti-dictatorship contexts of the
1970s and 80s. Furthermore, the somewhat idiosyncratic approaches seen in the film production
of the recent decades in Latin America are often, but somehow ambiguously, termed as baroque
or neo-baroque. This dissertation helps eliminate ambiguities surrounding discussions on Latin
American neo-baroque cinema by developing a more precise approach to the study of the neobaroque in film.
First, I will address the gap between the revival and proliferation of neo-baroque theories
in relation to contemporary and postmodern contexts and the Latin American film scholarship
that has not gone beyond the 90s in search of neo-baroque poetics in cinema. My inquiry into
neo-baroque forms and their re-invention in contemporary cinema relies, for the most part, on the
precise mechanisms for analyzing neo-baroque art developed by Severo Sarduy in his essay “El
barroco y el neobarroco.” I turn to Sarduy’s ideas on neo-baroque expression in search of
identifying a more consistent and clear way of approaching neo-baroque poetics in cinema.
Along with Sarduy’s mechanisms of extracting neo-baroque from images, I incorporate writings
on baroque rhetoric and cinematography by Christine Buci-Glucksmann, Raúl Ruiz, Walter
Benjamin, and others.
In addition to examining the neo-baroque from a semiological point of view, this
dissertation seeks to provide insight into neo-baroque expression as content manifested in the
syncretic and multicultural popular practices of Latin America. While studies on the beginnings
of the baroque image—explored, for instance, in José Lezama Lima’s La expresión americana or
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Serge Gruzinski’s Images at War—direct our attention to the content of the baroque cultures,
with the emergence of neo-baroque theories came a prevailing focus on the formal aspects of
neo-baroque in relation to cinema, literature, or entertainment. This is, perhaps, due to the fact
that the baroque culture that was molded from the hybridity and mestizaje of religious, cultural,
racial, ethnic and linguistic knowledge, was revived through a renovation of narrative and
linguistic forms as part of the New Latin American Narrative. Harkening back to the beginnings
of the baroque in the New World, I ask myself where and how this cultural hybridity, mestizaje
and mixed imaginary manifests itself within contemporary contexts. This interrogation led me to
look for baroque content rather than just form in my research of the films as I believe the
ambiguities that surround the cinematic baroque partially stem from the lack of a similar
distinction.
Finally, I look at the spectator’s experience that emerges in presence of neo-baroque
cinematic images in my discussion of neo-baroque in auteur cinema. How is our reception of
neo-baroque films different from the colonial consumption of baroque images? In Cinema’s
Baroque Flesh, Saige Walton states: “A baroque cinema emerges when film enacts or reprises
recognizably baroque figures, forms, and motifs, modes of perception, physicality, and feeling”
and she goes on to “draw out the sensuous significance of the historical and cinematic baroque
by considering its appeals to our different sense fields and to our analogical intelligence” (26). I
will add that a baroque cinema often arises not through recognizable forms but rather through the
unfamiliar that leaves us in awe. To explore this, I study neo-baroque not as element or style
underlying the film’s content, but rather as a general attitude toward filmmaking which can
reinvent itself newly in any historical, political, or artistic context.

3
Chapter one of this dissertation comprises a literature review of the theoretical
approaches to the baroque and the neo-baroque, its representation in Latin American contexts, as
well as its applicability to cinema. It establishes a dialogue between theories developed by José
Lezama Lima, Alejo Carpentier, Severo Sarduy, Omar Calabrese, more recent elaborations by
Irlemar Chiampi and Jorge Luis Marzo, as well as film theories such as the one developed by
Raúl Ruiz’s in his Poetics of Cinema. The theoretical backbone of this dissertation, however, is
Severo Sarduy’s essay “El barroco y el neobarroco” and his other writings related to the neobaroque. By virtue of its semiotic focus, Sarduy’s work lends itself not only to the analysis of
literary texts, but also offers an interesting angle for approaching film and the visual image in
general. The baroque’s relevance to film and visual studies is unquestionable by virtue of the
origins of this art form in architecture and painting. Furthermore, the neo-baroque’s relevance in
modern contexts is confirmed by the abundance of visual exuberance, experimentation and
excess that contemporary cultural production undergoes. Thus, the moving image becomes an
absolute space for the creation and renovation of neo-baroque forms.
The second chapter of this dissertation will focus on films that develop anticlassical,
layered and artificial forms of visual narratives that run against the grain of commercial cinema
challenging the status quo of contemporary realities through a subversive cinematic language.
The list of the films includes ¡Bolívar soy yo! (Jorge Alí Triana, Colombia, 2002), Cronicamente
inviável (Sérgio Bianchi, Brazil, 2000), and Quanto vale ou é por quilo? (Sérgio Bianchi, Brazil
2005). I argue that the neo-baroque in these films resorts to open-form poetics that rely on selfreflexivity, intertextuality and parody (in contrast to the hermetic allegorical forms of the antidictatorship film) in order to challenge established ideologies of national unity. The neo-baroque
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devices such as carnivalization, self-reflexivity, parody, and others not just serve for artistic
purposes, but contribute to the films’ social commentary and subversive narratives.
My third chapter will focus on the manifestation of neo-baroque not only as form, but as
content by approaching the analysis of baroque as a cultural and political phenomenon. Two
films by Claudia Llosa, namely Madeinusa (Peru, 2006) and La teta asustada (Peru, 2009) will
be included in this chapter. I suggest that Llosa’s films showcase a sharp contrast between
celebrative syncretic spaces and everyday realities of marginalized indigenous populations of
Peru by limiting the expression of baroque forms to spaces of spectacle and carnival. I argue that
Llosa’s films reveal and comment on the persistence of colonial baroque dynamics in
contemporary Peru.
Chapter four studies films by two directors who have been consistently associated with
baroque aesthetics. While Raúl Ruiz’s cinema has been identified and thoroughly studied as
baroque and neo-baroque, Arturo Ripstein’s cinema remains ambiguously referred to as baroque
with no studies that would demonstrate where and how Ripstein’s baroquism takes form. I will
argue that both Ruiz and Ripstein perceive of cinema as an allegorical medium and inscribe this
notion into the texture of their films, which—above form or content—gives their films a baroque
temperament that can be channeled outside any historical or genre boundaries. This chapter will
include analysis of Ripstein’s El carnaval de Sodoma (Mexico, 2006), and Raúl Ruiz’s farewell
film La noche de enfrente (Chile, 2012).
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THE BAROQUE AND THE NEO-BAROQUE IN LATIN
AMERICA

Much has been said about the baroque and the neo-baroque in relation to Latin American
literature and culture. The neo-baroque, an aesthetics of profligacy, artifice, chaos and excess,
that has been manifest in the literary and visual culture of the late 20th century, originated from a
17th-century elaborate European art form. This art form travelled to the New World as a religious
and political tool in the hands of the Spanish monarchy but underwent substantial modifications
upon its contact with the local cultures. Criticism on the baroque and the neo-baroque has
emphasized the existence of differences between the Spanish-American baroque and the Spanish
baroque. Throughout the 60s and 70s, Latin American literary and cultural criticism revisited this
concept and its relation to Latin American cultures as a tool for historical revision and literary
renovation. José Lezama Lima, Severo Sarduy and Alejo Carpentier are the most outspoken
writers whose work as literary critics and writers has been deeply informed by the notion of the
baroque and the neo-baroque. The following sections will provide brief summaries of the
approaches that these writers have developed in relation to neo-baroque studies, followed by
more recent elaborations on the concept including its pertinence within postmodern and cinema
studies.

1.1

Approaches to the Baroque and the Neo-baroque
In his essay “La curiosidad barroca” José Lezama Lima puts the foundation of a deeper

inquiry into the Spanish-American baroque and the conditions of its formation through colonial
art and architecture. With a baroquism of his own, Lezama Lima’s essay delves into a discovery
of the American elements in baroque works drawing examples from architecture, painting,
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music, and literature to demonstrate the relationship between expresión americana and the
baroque. Overall, Lezama Lima’s idea of the baroque revolves around two elements: tension and
plutonism. For the Cuban author, the American baroque, contrary to its European counterpart
which is “acumulación sin tensión y asimetría sin plutonismo,” is defined by the tension between
the elements of the work (33-34). He illustrates his point by exploring architectural expressions
in Peru:
Si contemplamos el interior de una iglesia de Juli, una de las portadas de la
catedral de Puno, ambas en el Perú, nos damos cuenta que hay allí una tensión.
Entre el frondoso chorro de las trifolias, de emblemas con lejanas reminiscencias
incaicas, de trenzados rosetones, de hornacinas que semejan grutas marinas,
percibimos que el esfuerzo por alcanzar una forma unitiva, sufre una tensión, un
impulso si no verticalidad como en el gótico, sí un impulso volcado hacia la
forma en busca de la finalidad de su símbolo. (35-36)
Added to this tensión, according to Lezama Lima, there is “un plutonismo que quema los
fragmentos y los empuja, ya metamorfoseados hacia su final” (36). Furthermore, one of Lezama
Lima’s best known quotes poses the baroque as “un arte de la contraconquista” which
“[r]epresenta un triunfo de la ciudad y un americano allí instalado con fruición y estilo normal de
la vida y muerte” (34). In “La curiosidad barroca” Lezama Lima draws our attention to the
symbols of rebellion in the works of the indian Kondori in Perú who “logra inserter los simbolos
incaicos de sol y luna, de abstractas elaboraciones, de sirenas incaicas, de grandes ángeles” and
Alejandrinho in Brasil whose work “puede oponerse a los modales estilísticos de su época,
imponiéndoles los suyos” (54-55). The ideas of miscegenation and artistic rebellion inform
Lezama Lima’s ideas of the American baroque. He sees indio Kondori’s work as a representation
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of “la sintesis del español y del indio” while Alejandrinho’s art represents “la culminación del
barroco americano, la unión en una forma grandiosa de lo hispánico con las culturas africanas”
(36).
While the theoretical explorations around the topic of the baroque—contrary to their goal
of defining it further—fall in the trap of amplifying it even more, Severo Sarduy’s purpose in his
essay “El barroco y el neobarroco” is precisely to:
restringirlo, reducirlo a un esquema operatorio preciso, que no dejara intersticios,
que no permitiera el abuso o el desenfado terminológico de que esta noción ha
sufrido recientemente y muy especialmente entre nosotros, sino que codificara, en
la medida de lo posible, la pertinencia de su aplicación al arte latinoamericano
actual. (7)
Developing Lezama Lima’s ideas of the Americanization of baroque influenced by the
confluence of different linguistic and cultural elements of Latin America and informed by works
of Roland Barthes, Julia Kristeva and others, Sarduy not only adopts a semiological approach to
the baroque, but also an interdisciplinary one developing his theory of the neo-baroque at the
intersection of art, Kepler’s astronomy, and the Big Bang Theory. Sarduy puts the baroque art
and architecture in a parallel with the geometry of ellipses which “can be understood as a
deformation and decentering of the circle, the symbol of classical perfection: displacing the
circle’s single center, it is generated by rotation around two centers” (Kaup, Alternative
Modernities 17). Sarduy bases his theory on the idea of “neobarroco del desequilibrio” precisely
in relation to this deformed circle and decentralization of the linguistic sign where:
la literatura renuncia a su nivel denotativo, a su enunciado lineal; desaparece el
centro único en el trayecto, que hasta entonces se suponía circular, de los astros,
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para hacerse doble cuando Kepler propone como figura de ese desplazamiento la
elipse.” (Sarduy 6-7)
Sarduy continues this idea in Barroco, where he claims that
Ser barroco hoy significa amenazar, juzgar y parodiar la economía burguesa,
basada en la administración tacaña de los bienes, en su centro y fundamento
mismo: el espacio de los signos, el lenguaje, soporte simbólico de la sociedad,
garantía de su funcionamiento, de su comunicación. Malgastar, dilapidar,
derrochar lenguaje únicamente en función del placer – y no, como en el uso
doméstico, en función de información es un atentado al buen sentido, moralista y
“natural”—como el círculo de Galileo— en que se basa toda la ideología del
consumo y de la acumulación. El barroco subvierte el orden supuestamente
normal de las cosas, como la elipse, —ese suplemento de valor— subvierte y
deforma el trazo, que la tradición idealista supone perfecto entre todos, del
círculo. (209)
Cristo Rafael Figueroa Sánchez sums up Sarduy’s vision of the baroque and its subversive nature
in the following:
El neobarroco subvierte el orden normal de las cosas, de la misma manera que la
elipse deforma el trazo del círculo, perfecto para la tradición idealista. Por eso,
para Sarduy, la práctica neobarroca es amenaza, juzgamiento y parodia de la
economía burguesa, basada en la administración tacaña de bienes y, a su vez
significa la búsqueda de plenitud en la persecución de la carencia y del objeto
perdido. (103)
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To reduce this idea into a precise operation as mentioned above, Sarduy develops devices
that help approach baroque art in a more consistent way. One of the key elements in Sarduy’s
operation is the mechanism of artificialization. Challenging Eugeni D’Ors’ ideas of the baroque
as “retorno a lo primigenio en tanto que naturaleza” Sarduy sees the baroque as “la apoteosis del
artificio, la ironía de la naturaleza” (7-8). This artificialización can be achieved, according to
Sarduy, by procedures such as la sustitución, la proliferación, la condensación.
Apart from the artificialization of the language, one of the central pillars of Sarduy’s
baroque and neo-baroque theory is parody, which he sees as an integral element of the baroque
art when configured into the texture of the entire work (which also paradoxically means
disfiguring the work). Sarduy’s views on baroque parody are further informed by Mikhail
Bakhtin’s ideas of carnivalization and intertextuality. In his famous essay “El barroco y el neobarroco,” Sarduy states: “La carnavalización implica la parodia en la medida en que equivale a
confusión y afrontamiento, a interacción de distintos estratos, de distintas texturas lingüísticas, a
intertextualidad” (20). Beyond developing his ideas on neo-baroque in the aforementioned essay
and Barroco, Sarduy explored the neo-baroque in its relation to travestism and the act of writing.
Overall, Sarduy’s work, by virtue of its semiological focus and relationship with art,
lends itself to the study of cinema, but at the same time proposes a challengingly specific
mechanism for approaching the poetics of cinema. This, perhaps, explains why—contrary to
Sarduy’s explicit statements and references to cinema in his essay “El barroco y el
neobarroco”—his ideas have only scarcely been utilized in film scholarship. One of the purposes
of this dissertation, therefore, is to find ways to explore neo-baroque expressions in cinema
through Sarduy’s lens and the tools he provides in his critical work on the baroque and the neobaroque.
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Along with Severo Sarduy and José Lezama Lima, the other author who has an important
role in the development of neo-baroque theories is Alejo Carpentier. He linked the emergence of
the baroque language with the revelation of “lo real-maravilloso” a term he uses in the prologue
of his novel El reino de este mundo and in the collection of his literary essays titled Los pasos
recobrados. Carpentier defines lo real maravilloso as follows:
Lo maravilloso comienza a serlo de manera inequívoca cuando surge de una
inesperada alteración de la realidad (el milagro), de una revelación privilegiada de
la realidad, de una iluminación inhabitual o singularmente favorecedora de las
inadvertidas riquezas de la realidad, de una ampliación de las escalas y categorías
de la realidad, percibidas con particular intensidad en virtud de una exaltación del
espíritu que lo conduce a un modo de estado límite. (El reino 39)
He links the revelation of this marvelous real with the baroque and its expression in
America. Although Carpentier does not limit the relevance of the baroque to Americas,
discussing it in a more global context and illustrating examples from India, Russia and other
parts of the world, he sees Latin America as a privileged place to give birth to a “kinetic energy
of Baroque space [which] accommodates the interactions of American histories and cultures, as
does its dynamic impulse to expand and displace” (Zamora xvii). In Alejo Carpentier’s words the
baroque is:
constante del espíritu, que se caracteriza por el horror al vacío, a la superficie
desnuda, a la armonía lineal geométrica, estilo donde en torno al eje central—no
siempre manifiesto ni aparente—(en la Santa Teresa de Bernini es muy difícil
determinar la presencia de un eje central) se multiplican lo que podríamos llamar
los ‘núcleos proliferantes’, es decir, elementos decorativos que llenan totalmente
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el espacio ocupado por la construcción, las paredes, todo el espacio disponible
arquitectónicamente, con motivos que están dotados de una expansión propia y
lanzan, proyectan las formas con una fuerza expansiva hacia afuera. Es decir, es
un arte en movimiento, un arte de pulsión, un arte que va de un centro hacia
afuera y va rompiendo, en cierto modo, sus propios márgenes. (Los pasos 72)
Whereas Carpentier brings examples from different parts of the world’s baroque
architecture such as Bernini’s Santa Teresa and Saint Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow, José Lezama
Lima turns his discussion of baroque delving right into the American element of it while
discussing Indio Kondori’s architecture in Peru. For Carpentier, the baroque is a human constant
that can emerge anywhere and anytime, while José Lezama Lima and Severo Sarduy connect the
baroque more intimately and inherently with Latin American identity due to the confluence of
races and languages that encountered each other in Latin America. However, as pointed out by
Cristo Rafael Figueroa Sánches, Carpentier’s approach also underscores that “el subcontiente
latinoamericano es el espacio propicio para la manifestación de lo real-maravilloso, dado el
carácter sincrético de su historia, la simbiosis étnica, la vastedad y la complejidad de la
naturaleza, la fuerza telúrica o la variedad climática” (89).
This line of thought runs through the writings of Brazilian poet and literary critic Haroldo
de Campos who linked the baroque with Oswald de Andrade’s “Manifesto Antropófago” which
places cannibalism at the core of the Brazilian culture: “Cannibalism alone unites us. Socially.
Economically. Phylosophically” (Oswald de Andrade 38). Haroldo de Campos suggests that “no
barroco se nutre uma possível ‘razão antropofágica’, desconstrutora do logocentrismo que
herdamos do Ocidente (243). He emphasizes that the baroque for Latin America is a não-origem
and a não-infância because they were born into the baroque “falando um código universal
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ectremamente elaborado: o código retórico barroco” and devouring these codes by producing
different ones (239). He reads Sor Juana’s writing in her La carta atenagórica as “um barroco
diferencial” where she discusses theological constructions “para devorá-las e a seu autor” (242).
Campos suggests that in Sor Juana’s case, “não é a Góngora que ela replica, mas antes, ao
Romantismo alemão e ao onirismo surrealista que ela se antecipa” as a response to her
confinement in a represeively colonial and patriarchal space where Sor Juana and Vieira
operated differently a common code—the baroque (242). Once again, the baroque is described as
an inherent characteristic of Latin America. And once again there is an emphasis on the
regenerative and differential routes (different from the European baroque) it takes within Latin
America’s unique multifaceted socio-political, historical, linguistic, and cultural settings.
Alejo Carpentier, José Lezama Lima and Severo Sarduy remain the most outspoken
authors of the baroque and lay the foundations for one of the influential theoretical frameworks
for approaching the New Latin American Narrative and the neo-baroque traits in the works of
writers such as Gabriel García Marquez, Carlos Fuentes, Jorge Luis Borges, Fernando del Paso,
Miguel Ángel Asturias among others and the theorists of the neo-baroque themselves. Since this
dissertation aims at defining specific ways to approach baroque poetics in cinema, as explained
earlier, my analysis will mainly rely on Sarduy’s approach to the study of baroque and neobaroque forms.

1.2

The Neo-baroque and (Post)Modernities
The past few decades have seen a renovated interest in baroque and neo-baroque

expression from a global perspective and across different artistic forms extending discussions on
the neo-baroque to other spheres. For instance, semiologist Omar Calabrese’s 1987 book Neobaroque: A Sign of the Times looks at baroque from a global perspective in order “to search for
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signs of the existence of a contemporary ‘taste’ that links the most disparate objects, from
science to mass communications, from art to everyday habits” (xi). While Calabrese makes sure
to refrain from using the already overused term “postmodern” he also inevitably links the
discussion of the neo-baroque taste with modern and postmodern cultural phenomena that show
a temptation toward neo-baroque forms.
For Calabrese, the neo-baroque consists of “a search for, and valorization of, forms that
display a loss of entirety, totality, and system in favor of instability, polydimensionality, and
change” (xxi). To find and valorize these forms, Calabrese, following the example of Sarduy,
adopts a very specifically designed methodology in his approach to the problem. He defines a
specific set of categories that, according to him, underlie all neo-baroque cultural and scientific
forms. The nine categories are rhythm and repetition, limit and excess, detail and fragment,
instability and metamorphosis, disorder and chaos, the knot and the labyrinth, complexity and
dissipation, the approximate and the inexpressible, distortion and perversion. Calabrese also
follows Sarduy’s example of linking the study of the neo-baroque with sciences, but in
comparison with Sarduy who, according to Calabrese, seems to be accepting that science
influences art, Calabrese argues for a more reciprocal relationship where “taste deriving from art
literature or mass communication might influence the body of scientific thought” (11). It is
important to acknowledge that Calabrese approaches he -baroque not from a specific cultural and
historical perspective, but rather from the vantage point of global cultural transformations, thus
disassociating the neo-baroque from Latin America and Hispanic cultures. In Calabrese’s words,
in order to advance with his analysis of the neo-baroque phenomena across disciplines and
cultural phenomena, he should:
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draw once more upon one of Sarduy’s intuitions. He defines “baroque” not only,
or nor exactly, as a specific period in the history of culture, but as a general
attitude and formal quality of those objects in which the attitude is expressed. In
this sense, the baroque might be found in any epoch of our civilization (15).
Although Calabrese mentions Sarduy, the approach he adopts is also specifically
informed by Eugeni D’Ors ideas who “completely denies historicism” and sees baroque as “a
category of the spirit, formed by constants … named ‘eons,’ as well as echoes Carpentier’s
position on baroque as a human constant. While Calabrese’s work can be useful in approaching
the baroque in contemporary contexts and at the intersection of different artistic expressions, it is
important to be aware of this amplified and de-contextualized character that Calabrese attributes
to his idea of the neo-baroque as a common denomination to describe the taste of contemporary
times.
In line with discussions of the baroque an its relation to contemporary contexts, Irlemar
Chiampi’s Barroco y Modernidad contends that the baroque is an inevitable syndrome of the
crisis of the modernity in Latin America. Seeing the baroque as “muy revelador del malestar y …
de las patologías de la cultura moderna,” this Brazilian author, as opposed to Calabrese, situates
her discussion of neo-baroque precisely within postmodern studies (1). By providing a brief
history of the reciclaje of baroque forms, Chiampi concludes that
A diferença entre as reapropiações anteriores do barroco com as que caracterizam
o neobarroco nos anos 70 e 90 é que nestas é reconhecível uma inflexão
fortemente revisionista dos valores ideológicos da modernidade. Moderno e
contramoderno ao mesmo tempo, o neobarroco informa sua condição pósmoderna ... como um trabalho arqueológico que só inscreve o arcaico do barroco
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para alegorizar a dissonância estética e cultural da América Latina enquanto
periferia do Occidente. (Barroco e modernidade 13)
Chiampi’s study, therefore, suggests that baroque proposes an archeology of the modern
in order to reinterpret the Latin American experience from the vantage point of “uma
modernidade dissonante” (4). Chiampi further contends that the differences between Carpentier’s
idea of the neo-baroque and Lezama Lima’s American baroque consists in that Carpentier
approaches the baroque as a style that represents the Latin American essence, while “Lezama
insiste na idéia do americano como um devir (um ser e um não ser), em permamente mutação…
un paradigma continuo, desde los origenes no seculo XVII até a atualidade” (11). Lezama
Lima’s idea of the baroque’s constant mutation is what leads Chiampi to retrieve recylced
baroque forms in contemporary works.
Chiampi further views Sarduy’s conclusion to his essay “El barroco y el neobarroco” as
most relevant in neo-baroque’s relationship with modernity. This is how Sarduy’s closes his
famous essay:
Al contrario, el barroco actual, el neobarroco, refleja estructuralmente la
inarmonía, la ruptura de la homogeneidad, del logos en tanto absoluto, la
carencia que constituye nuestro fundamento epistémico. Neobarroco del
desequilibrio, reflejo estructural de un deseo que no puede alcanzar su objeto,
deseo para el cual el logos no ha organizado más que una pantalla que esconde la
carencia. (…)
Neobarroco: reflejo necesariamente pulverizado de un saber que sabe que ya no
está ‘apaciblemente’ cerrado sobre sí mismo. Arte del destronamiento y la
discusión (35).
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Sarduy’s idea that the baroque provokes an explosion of “un saber” which “aprendemos a
identificar como la espiteme moderna,” according to Chiampi, not only anticipates the big
debates on postmodernism, but also “proporciona un paradigma cognitivo reconocible dentro del
paradigma estético” making this Sarduy’s most productive contribution to the process of the
recycling of the baroque (“La literatura neobarroca” 5). Chiampi further suggests:
la propuesta de Sarduy —sobra decirlo— selecciona entre los rasgos que
marcaron el barroco histórico los que permiten deducir una perspectiva crítica de
lo moderno. Sin utilizar el término «postmoderno», que en los años 70 no estaba
todavía en circulación en América Latina, Sarduy anticipa diversas
especulaciones sobre el régimen estético del postmodernismo, especialmente por
la revelación de una «extraña modernidad» en las invenciones formales del siglo
XVII y que la novelística del postboom procura reciclar intencionalmente desde
los años 60. (8)
In this regard, Chiampi’s elaboration of the baroque and the neo-baroque as a syndrome
of the crisis of modernity can not only be applied to the analysis of literary texts produced in the
era of the New Latin American Narrative, but also to film and contemporary expressions of neobaroque in their relation to modern and postmodern phenomena. To finalize, Chiampi makes a
valuable observation that “a pluralidade das definições do barroco reflete a pluralidade das
imagens que identifica a crítica moderna, posto que pensar o barroco tem significado, para
o homem moderno, pensar sobre si mesmo” (Barroco e modernidade 127-128).
Monika Kaup’s recent book Neobaroque in the Americas: Alternative Modernities in
Literature, Visual Art, and Film echoes Chiampi’s approach tying the neo-baroque with her
discussion of modern and contemporary artistic expressions from Anglo-American, Latin
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American, and Latinx contexts arguing that “modernity should be understood as having multiple
forms generated by the complex interplay of colonial and indigenous concerns. The New World
neobaroque … constitutes such a site-specific hybrid modernity” (“Neobaroque” 128).
Among other critics who have brought the baroque into discussions of contemporary
times is Serge Gruzinski whose Images at War: Mexico From Columbus to Blade Runner,
although not directly related to the neo-baroque, studies the emergence of the image of the
Virgin of Guadalupe and the baroque imaginaire1 formed along with it, the politics of the
baroque colonial images in Mexico, as well as their persistence in post-baroque eras. Gruzinski’s
discussion ranges from the development of the baroque imaginaires in colonial era and the
politics manipulating baroque imagination during Enlightenment, Independence, to the recycling
of the ideologies behind the baroque image in muralism and the televised image. He concludes
his book with intriguing statements:
The term ‘neo-baroque’ could be used to qualify our times, when the channels of
communication (video, cable, sattelites, computers, video-games, etc.) have
multiplied in Mexico as elsewhere, and the spectator has been left with the new
freedom to compose his or her own images. This label ‘neo-baroque’ has been
chosen because the individual and collective experiences of the image-consumers
of the colonial era shed light on the ideas taking shape today, the margins that are
breaking free, but also on the traps that this apparent freedom, this apparent
disorder of the imaginaire dissimulate. (Images at War 226)

1

Serge Gruzinski uses the French word imaginaire to refer to the imaginative power that arises out of an encounter
with images. In Images at War he relates it to the “the complex and mobile whole made of attitudes, feelings, and
interpretations” (28). In his essay “Images and Cultural Mestizaje in Colonial Mexico” he emphasizes it “in its
totality and mobility” and in the intersection of expectancies and answers, in the joining of sensibilities and
interpretations, in the crossing of fascinations and passions aroused by images (54).
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Gruzinski believes that neo-baroque imaginaires prefigured and foreshadowed the
postmodern experience of today’s world consumed by electronic bodies and images. He suggests
looking deeper into the colonial baroque experience, the politics and consumerism of the baroque
images to better understand the relationship of today’s masses with the plethora of hybridized,
recycled, and mediated images.
Furthermore, a new and fresh dimension to the discussions of the baroque is contributed
by Jorge Luis Marzo, who, much like Gruzinski, examines the politics behind the emergence of
the baroque in the New World. This Catalan art historian ventures to uncover the myth of the
baroque culture in his recent book La memoria administrada: El barroco y lo hispano arguing
that the baroque was a manipulative political instrument, rather than an attempt at creating a
unified culture and identity falsely imposed over Hispanic cultures. Marzo’s analysis of colonial
baroque images, architecture, religious celebrations and the dynamics between indigenous
populations, criollos and the Spanish Church argue that the American baroque cultural images
emerged as not a product of rebellion, but rather as a result of a well-planed political
manipulation by the Spanish who, driven by political motifs, intentionally welcomed indigenous
practices and believes in order to create a superficial image of a unified cultural and religious
imaginary. Marzo’s point goes in line with Bolívar Echeverría’s observation that a baroque
culture came to life due to:
la imposibilidad de llevar adelante la vida americana como una reconstrucción de
la vida prehispánica; diezmados por las masacres y por el desmoronamiento de su
orden social, los indios americanos viven día a día la conversión de ellos mismos
y sus culturas en ruinas. El siglo XVII en América no puede hacer otra cosa, en su
crisis de sobrevivencia civilizatoria, que re-inventarse a Europa y reinventarse
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también, dentro de esa primera reinvención, lo prehispánico. No pueden hacer
otra cosa que poner en práctica el programa barroco. (96)
Whether through rebellion, impossibility to fight the baroque, or through political
manipulation, baroque cultural practices were molded and came to influence the artistic
production and political ideologies in Latin America even beyond the baroque era and beyond
the baroque’s geographical borders. To approach the phenomenon of the baroque recycling from
a more comprehensive perspective, it is important to “search elements of reflection in the
colonial baroque experience, so exemplary in its capacity for dealing with ethnic and cultural
pluralism on the American continent” and to be aware of the different layers of political,
religious and historical conditions that shaped the Latin American baroque (Gruzinski, Images at
War 226).

1.3

The Neo-baroque and Cinema
In his 2011 article, Paul A. Schroeder Rodríguez examines “for the first time the

existence or a neo-baroque phase within the New Latin American Cinema” (15). By analyzing
films produced between 1967 and 1989, he identifies two phases within the New Latin American
Cinema (NLAC), militant being the first phase and neo-baroque being the second one. He
contends that the same directors that were part of the militant phase of the NLAC, now during its
neo-baroque phase reconceptualize their work to respond to a more complex project:
desarrollar el equivalente cinematográfico de un discurso político pluralista
identificado con una emergente sociedad civil y opuesto al autoritarismo y
monologismo de los regímenes re presivos que se impusieron en la región a partir
de los finales de los 60. Estéticamente, se trata de un cine que oscila entre el
espectáculo (e.g., Montaña sagrada, Alejandro Jodorowsky, México-EEUU,
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1973) y el realismo (p. ej., Bye Bye Brasil, Carlos Diegues, 1980), y que
frecuentemente combina ambas tendencias en lo que Daniel Sauvaget (305) ha
llamado un barroco social. (Schroeder Rodríguez 16)
While Schroeder Rodríguez’s article initiated an important discussion on neo-baroque
tendencies in cinema filling a significant gap, it at times also suffers from ambiguous
generalizations such as one that seems to classify spectacular cinematography under a neobaroque aesthetics without illustrating it through specific details from the films or directors he
refers to. Since Daniel Sauvaget’s “barroco social”2 was specifically used to refer to Arturo
Ripstein’s filmography, attributing it freely to films such as Bye Bye Brasil without in-depth
analysis can be misleading. Despite this, Schroeder Rodríguez’s study offers a valid framework
for approaching the neo-baroque poetics in films such as Frida, naturaleza viva (Paul Leduc,
Mexico), Tierra em transe (Glauber Rocha) and Org (Fernando Birri) from the vantage point of
Sarduy’s ideas. Furthermore, Schroeder Rodríguez adds another layer of theorization where he
differentiates between the neo-baroque in the metropolis and the neo-baroque in the peripheries:
Por lo general, el barroco y neobarroco en la metrópolis tienden a representar a
los privilegiados y poderosos en el centro o en la ci ma de jerarquías sociales muy
claramente demarcadas; mientras que el barroco y neobarroco en la periferia
tienden a representar a los marginados en el centro de la narrativa o de la
composición visual, de forma tal que las jerarquías sociales, en lugar de ser
reforzadas simbólicamente, son invertidas, desestabilizadas, o simplemente
borradas en un exceso de significantes (19-20).

2

See Daniel Sauvaget’s article on Arturo Ripstein in Los grandes directores de cine
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A similar ambiguous attitude can also be noted in Guido Ring’s article “En busca de
nuevas formas barrocas: el cine español y latinoamericano contemporáneo” which incorporates
brief reviews of a vast array of films from Spain and Latin America that only seem to be
following a generalized idea of the baroque as an increasingly welcoming aesthetics that can host
a vast variety of themes and filmmaking approaches. Perhaps, this is the reason that makes the
author conclude his study with the following confession:
No todas las películas analizadas pueden ser catalogadas como neobarrocas, y no
todos los libros reseñados ofrecen un enfoque análogo; pero tampoco se puede
negar la tendencia académica a abrirse al mundo excesivo, híbrido y teatral de los
cines español y latinoamericano contemporáneos. (208)
Monika Kaup’s book titled Neobaroque in the Americas: Alternative Modernities in
Literature, Visual Art, and Film provides a more specific analysis of two neo-baroque films
which she situates within the antidictatorship contexts of Latin America, namely Mémoire des
apparences by the Chilean Raúl Ruiz and Yo la peor de todas (1990) by the Argentinian María
Luisa Bemberg. The book is an important contribution to the studies the of neo-baroque within
modern and postmodern studies. It retrieves and examines Anglo-American neo-baroque
expression in comparison with Latin American and Latino/a neo-baroques. Her analysis ranges
from T.S. Eliot and José Donoso to films by Raúl Ruiz and contemporary Chicano and hip-hop
baroque in Cuban-American art. While Kaup argues for the contemporaneity of neo-baroque
forms not only within Latin American contexts, but also in U.S. and European contexts and
across different art forms, she chooses two films from 1987 and 1990, leaving the gap of neobaroque expression in recent cinema open.
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A quite intriguing article that examines neo-baroque poetics in cinema and popular
culture is by Carlos Monsiváis who sums up neo-baroque as follows:
In a purely operative definition, we may understand neobaroque as the mise-en
scene of a sensibility composed of a thousand sensibilities, where elements related
to the baroque are brought into the present: the fully realized profundity of
darkness; horror vacui, or the fear of empty spaces; the explosion of forms that
delight in their own display; the re-creation of the human against a backdrop of
organic Nature; the point of extreme tension that is synonymous with the creative
act. And it is also always chaos, which in relation to this multifarious sensibility
serves to reject homogeneity and its false harmonies. (183)
Although Monsiváis’s vision clearly echoes both Sarduy’s reduction of the baroque into a
precise operation, the subversion of false homogeneities and Lezama Lima’s idea of tension that
lies at the core of the creation of neo-baroque symbols, he avoids making references to Latin
American films. Schroeder Rodríguez is correct in noting that “Carlos Monsiváis discute
veintidós ejemplos de películas neobarrocas del cine europeo y de Hollywood, pero ninguno del
cine latinoamericano” (18). Despite this strange omission, Monsiváis does identify difficulties
that have surrounded discussions of the Latin American neo-baroque outside the literary genre:
In literature it is relatively easy to cite examples of a neobaroque tendency. It is
more difficult to situate the phenomenon in Mexico's popular culture, with its
Spanish baroque heritage, especially if the term popular culture includes such
things as devotional rites, religious festivals, altarpieces, silver jewelry,
stonework, and woodcarving. Popular culture today (erroneously confused with
mass cul ture) is a highly diverse field in which virtually any aesthetic of excess
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qualifies as neobaroque but in which, with longer working days and less free time,
popular forms have tended to become simpler, less labor-intensive. (183)
In fact, the observation about the difficulty of situating the neo-baroque within
discussions of the popular culture holds true in relation to cinema as well. Most of the recent
attempts to elaborate a discussion of neo-baroque poetics in Latin American cinema have led to
ambiguous and generic classifications of all sort of excess as neo-baroque. This has to do with a
lack of apt approaches to a baroque cinematic language on one hand and a refusal to understand
the certain viewing experience that emerges from the baroquism on screen. Baroque cinema, I
believe, offers an experience more elusive to interpretations than its literary counterpart does.
A director whose cinema and writings on film have been consistently associated with
baroque and neo-baroque is the Chilean Raúl Ruiz. His work has been extensively studied under
a baroque light, while his writings on cinema offer ingenious ways to navigate and experience
the limitless possibilities of cinema—a trait that underlies Ruiz’s baroque poetics. Except for the
criticism on Ruiz’s work (who, in fact, was exiled in France for most of his cinematographic
career), there has been no consistent way of approaching the baroque and the neo-baroque in
Latin American Cinema.
Stephen Calloway’s Baroque, Baroque: The Culture of Excess and Angela Ndalianis’s
Neo-Baroque Aesthetics and Contemporary Entertainment are examples of studies that view the
baroque from a global perspective inscribing it into different spheres of cultural production.
Calloway focuses on the presence of excess in film, photography, fashion, architecture and
design from 1900s to 1990s, while Ndalianis discusses the astonishing and the spectacular in
film, computer games, comic books, theme-park attractions and other spheres to argue for the
neo-baroque character of contemporary entertainment. While Calloway mostly offers brief
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commentary about the baroquism of the sets, the décor and the “feel” of baroque films, he does
not delve into deeper analysis of films. Nevertheless, he raises an important question regarding
definitions as to “what characterizes the difference that exists between a film with baroque
themes, subject matter or settings and a piece of baroque film-making” (226). This ambiguity,
according to Calloway, has led many American films and diverse examples of international
films—ranging from works by Almadovar to Paradjanov—to be classified as baroque (226-229).
Angela Ndalianis views the neo-baroque as a “new order” that imbues mainstream
cinema and other entertainment media (5). The author suggests:
As a result of technological, industrial, and economic transformations,
contemporary entertainment media reflect a dominant neo-baroque logic. The
neo-baroque shares a baroque delight in spectacle and sensory experiences. Neobaroque entertainments, however—which are the product of conglomerate
entertainment industries, multimedia interests, and spectacle that is often reliant
upon computer technology—present contemporary audiences with new baroque
forms of expression that are aligned with late-twentieth- and early-twenty-firstcentury concerns (5).
Ndalianis’s study incorporates yet another element to the already multifaceted and
layered notion of the neo-baroque—modern technologies. She observes that while the Latin
American neo-baroque emerged as a conscious effort to manipulate the colonial baroque for
avant-garde purposes, the emergence of the late twentieth- and the early-twenty-first-century
neo-baroque is conditioned by radically different cultural and technological transformations.
“Cultural transformation has given birth to neo-baroque form” claims Ndalianis and argues:
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neo-baroque articulates the spatial, the visual, and the sensorial in ways
that parallel the dynamism of seventeenth-century baroque form, but that
dynamism is expressed in guises that are technologically different from
those of the seventeenth-century form. (17)
While this position offers a valid gateway into the study of baroque forms that can be
extracted from technological effects in cinema, video games and other forms of entertainment, it
cuts neo-baroque’s ties both from its recent past and its geographical and cultural origins, and
rather establishes a parallel with the dynamism of baroque forms of the 17th century. And while
this may serve as a new, more global way of approaching neo-baroque as a taste, style or order,
it seems to overlook the political, historical and ideological elements of neo-baroque, viewing it
only from a formal perspective.
The discussions around the baroque outside Latin American contexts (Calabrese,
Ndalianis, and Calloway) seem to oscillate toward expanding this notion to different spheres of
the human experience that are increasingly linked with forms of entertainment which is oddly
contradictory with neo-baroque’s initial ties with the literature of difficult and non-mainstream
writers of the New Latin American Narrative, or directors of the NLAC and auteur cinema of
Raúl Ruiz. This tendency is illuminating in several ways. While it once again indicates the lack
of consistency in the definitions of the neo-baroque, at the same time it points to the baroque’s
propensity to constant mutation, its applicability to the postmodern experience as pointed out by
Gruzinski, and the plurality of the ways to approach it, as discussed by Chiampi. Secondly, it
should make us wonder whether the neo-baroque finds expression in contemporary
entertainment in Latin America. Is there mainstream Latin American cinema that is also baroque
or neo-baroque? There seems to be no dialogue between scholarship on the Latin American neo-
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baroque and the neo-baroque in the rest of the world where critics tend to revive the idea of the
neo-baroque across various disciplines and areas of the human experience. While these
interrogations are valid ways to explore the neo-baroque in Latin American contexts, this
dissertation aims to fill the gap on identifying baroque forms of expression in recent Latin
American cinema offering ways to approach its expression in film without diluting our analysis
with excessive yet incomplete reiterations about the neo-baroque excess.

1.4

Severo Sarduy and the Neo-baroque Approaches to Cinema
With the plethora of approaches to the question of the baroque and the neo-baroque in

Latin American cultural production, it would be counterproductive to adopt one single way of
approaching this aesthetics. Therefore, this dissertation engages both fundamental theories
developed by the forefathers of the neo-baroque revision within the New Latin American
Narrative that emerged in the 1960s and recent elaborations that locate the baroque within
discussions of the crisis of modernity and postmodern studies. The theoretical backbone of this
dissertation, however, is Severo Sarduy’s essay “El barroco y el neobarroco” as it addresses both
the baroque’s ties with Latin America’s rich cultural and linguistic heritage and provides a
mechanism that helps extract figures of the baroque in the works of art produced in postmodern
light. It is also one of the few theories that emphasizes the applicability of certain figures to the
analysis of a neo-baroque cinematic image. While Sarduy’s approach results more challenging
for a cinematic analysis than for a literary one, it does serve as a doorway into identifying a neobaroque sensibility in cinema. What follows is a discussion of the baroque rhetorical figures
developed by Sarduy which showcases a few examples of their use in film criticism.
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Articitialization is one of the pillars of Sarduy’s theory. His ideas on artificialization of
language—or cinematic language—consists in three operations namely sustitución,
proliferación, and condensación. At the core of these three mechanisms lies the idea of
distancing the signified from its signifier, thus contributing to the artificialization of the sign. If
in the case of sustitución the signified “ha sido escamoteado y sustituido por otro totalmente
alejado semánticamente de él,” with proliferación the signified is not replaced by another one
“sino por una cadena de significantes que progresa metonímicamente y que termina
circunscribiendo al significante ausente” (Sarduy 9-11). The final element among the
mechanisms of baroque artificalization, which Sarduy sees particularly apt for cinematic
language, is la condensación. This consists of:
permutación, espejeo, fusión, intercambio entre los elementos—fonéticos,
plásticos, etc.—de dos de los términos de una cadena significante, choque y
condensación de los que surge un tercer término que resume semánticamente de
los dos primeros” (15).
Contrary to Sarduy’s intuition that “el campo ideal de la condensación es la
superimposición cinematográfica”—a practice, he claims, often seen in Leopoldo Torre-Nilsson
and Glauber Rocha—film criticism, it seems, does not offer references to this technique in neobaroque cinema (17). Condensación for Sarduy, is a type of superimposition that does not just
offer a chain of meanings or images, but rather creates a new meaning through their fusion: “el
autor crea una tensión entre dos significantes de cuya condensación surge un nuevo significado”
(18). This goes back to Lezama Lima’s idea of tensión present in the elements of the colonial
baroque architecture where there is “un plutonismo que quema los fragmentos y los empuja, ya
metamorfoseados hacia su final” thus creating a symbol (Lezama Lima 36). By way of an
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amplification of the notion of superimposition that gives birth to a third meaning forming a
metaphor or a symbol, I believe such condensation can also be achieved by superimposing
genres, symbolisms, historical epochs, icons, etc. to create a new meaning through tension.
Parody is another important aspect of the neo-baroque in Sarduy’s thought and is highly
influenced by Bakhtinian notions of carnivalization which, according to Sarduy, the Latin
American neo-baroque literature has inherited: “La carnavalización implica la parodia en la
medida en que equivale a confusión y afrontamiento, a interacción de distintos estratos, de
distintas texturas lingüisticas, a intertextualidad” (Sarduy 20). For Sarduy, the carnivalization of
linguistic and cultural textures in Latin America happened when Spanish found itself duplicated
and reflected in the complex system that comprised the different languages and pre-Columbian
knowledge available in Latin America. This prepared a soil for the “abundancia de lo nombrante
con relación a lo nombrado, a lo enumerable, al desbordamiento de las palabras sobre las cosas”
(21). Sarduy also develops notions of intertextualidad and intratextualidad as part of the
carnivalization of literature. Related to intertextualidad, Sarduy considers elements such as cita,
which consists in incorporating an outside element into the text in the form of a collage, and
reminiscencia, which implies incorporation of external elements into the text on a more profound
level where “el texto extranjero se funde al primero, indistinguible, sin implanter sus marcas”
(23). Sarduy’s intratextualidad implies incorporation of intertextual elements which are
“intrínsecos a la produccion escriptual” and which participate in the very act of creation (26). An
example of such intratextuality would be the relationship Monsiváis establishes between
churrigueresque style and popular speech in his essay “The Neobaroque and Popular Culture”
where he suggests that the most prominent representative of this in film and theater is Mario
Moreno Cantinflas, who “erects cathedrals of nonsense, and winkingly lays bare the hermetic
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code that a simple Buenos días could contain” (184). Here, in Sarduy’s terms, the intratextuality
established with the churrigueresque style participates in the creation of a churrigueresque
discourse in popular speech. This, in turn, inevitably leads to the neo-baroque artificialization of
language and the exaltation of its dysfunctionality. We could say, then, that Sarduy’s ideas of
artificialization, carnivalization and parody revolve around the dysfunctionality and mockery of
nature—a sort of mockery which in Bakhtin’s terms crowns and uncrowns at the same time
(Sarduy 21-25). Monika Kaup draws parallels between Sarduy’s ideas of baroque mockery of
functionality with Raúl Ruiz’s cinematography, which:
delights in the conspicuous wastefulness of baroque style… Ruiz makes the case
for a neobaroque cinema that displays cinematic style at anarchic play, rather than
at work in the service of an extraneous purpose (such as effective communication
as constructed by mainstream media theory). Embracing ‘superabundance,
brimming cornucopia, prodigality, and wastefulness,’ the baroque, asserts Sarduy,
is ‘a mockery of all functionality, of all sobriety.’ Ruiz offers a similar eulogy of
redundancy in cinema, in which the cinematic signifier triumphs over the
signified and throws off the yoke of machine age principles of efficiency—
Hollywood’s continuity system. (Alternative Modernities 204)
Furthermore, the idea of ellipse in its opposition to the classical circle is central to
Sarduy’s idea of baroque’s tendency toward destabilization, decentralization, and revolution.
Rodríguez Schroeder, for example, uses this idea in his analysis of the destabilizing images of
Frida Kahlo reflected through multiple mirrors in Paul Leduc’s Frida, naturaleza muerta (1983),
offering:
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descentramiento narrativo que hace la película al representar a una Frida cuatro
veces marginada de los centros de poder: (1) por ser una mujer bisexual en una
sociedad androcéntrica y heteronormativa; (2) por ser trotskista en una época en
que el estalinismo era la ortodoxia marxista; (3) por ser una artista visual que
trabajaba lienzos autobiográficos en un entorno en el cual el mural se valoraba por
ser público y épico; y (4) por ser una mujer discapacitada... La fusión de una
sofisticada puesta en escena policéntrica y fragmentada, con una narrativa
alternativa sobre la vida de Frida Kahlo, produce así una imagen-tiempo
neobarroca donde la artista adquiere estatus alegórico de una sociedad civil
marginalizada, que lucha por superar los dolorosos traumas a los que fue sometida
por los gobiernos autoritarios de los años 70 y 80. (22)
As mentioned earlier, both Kaup and Schroeder Rodríguez—two scholars who have
utilized Sarduy’s ideas in their analysis on neo-baroque cinema —situate the neo-baroque within
anti-dictatorship contexts of the 1970s. However, the theoretical scheme developed by Sarduy
does not seem to confine the neo-baroque within a specific historical or political context, nor do
his definitions of the neo-baroque: “Neobarroco: reflejo necesariamente pulverizado de un saber
que sabe que ya no está ‘apaciblemente’ cerrado sobre sí mismo. Arte del destronamiento y la
discusión” (Sarduy 35). By engaging Sarduy’s semiological approach of detecting and analyzing
the neo-baroque sensibility with close analysis of films produced since 2000, I not only intend to
argue for neo-baroque’s relevance in contemporary contexts, but also seek to illuminate the
dynamics between baroque forms of expression and specific contemporary contexts.
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NEO-BAROQUE CINEMA AND CONTEMPORARY
IDEOLOGIES

If during the 70s and 80s allegory and metaphor became the tools in the hands of the
cinematic baroque, the democratic transitions and cultural transformations that followed in the
later decades seem to have brought about other forms of neo-baroque expression. To understand
and address these new possible expressions of neo-baroque poetics, this chapter brings together
films that not only share a common inclination toward the neo-baroque poetics, but also share an
explicitly critical stance toward underdevelopment caused by corruption, state ideologies and
constant reinforcement of historically conditioned issues. The language these films use to talk
about these issues, as mentioned, is not enclosed in hermetic and allegorical forms accessible or
decipherable by a certain type of spectatorship. Chapter one illustrated examples of baroque
expression in films produced throughout 1970-80s under the yoke of dictatorships and state
censorship. Earlier neo-baroque films such as, for instance, Raúl Ruiz’s Mémoire des apparences
(1987) depicting a free adaptation of Calderon’s La vida es sueño, has been interpreted as a
baroque allegory for the dictatorship in Chile. While Maria Luisa Bemberg’s Yo, la peor de
todas (1990), a baroque rendition of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz’s biography, has been viewed by
the same author as an allegorical criticism of authoritarianism and state censorship enforced both
in colonial and contemporary epochs (Kaup, Alternative Modernities 184). Building on the
theories of the baroque and the neo-baroque and recent elaborations on its relationship with
contemporary contexts, this chapter intends to identify and analyze new forms of neo-baroque
poetics in recent cinema attempting to answer the following question: Are there contemporary
triggers for neo-baroque expression and what kind of relationship does this expression maintain
with 21st-century cultural developments? How is this different from earlier neo-baroque forms?
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To find answers to these questions, this chapter conducts analysis of three films from Brazil and
Colombia produced since 2000 onward which are ¡Bolívar soy yo! (2002) directed by Jorge Alí
Triana, as well as Cronicamente Inviável (2000) and Quanto vale ou é por quilo? (2005) directed
by Sérgio Bianchi.
This chapter suggests that the cinematic baroque has not disappeared with the elimination
of dictatorships and authoritarian rules but has found other phenomena to respond to in the 21st
century. While the selected films are different in many ways, they share a common tendency
toward neo-baroque subversiveness. ¡Bolívar soy yo! tells a story of an actor embodying Simón
Bolívar who comes to think or pretends to think himself to be the real Simón Bolívar and uses
his own madness to overturn the government through a rather quixotic and subversive course of
events. Cronicamente inviável and Quanto vale ou é por quilo? present examples of films that
destabilize official discourses through unmercifully explicit and corrosive criticism directed from
the margins to the center. In visual and narrative terms, these films create anticlassical, nonlinear,
digressive and artificial aesthetics that emphasize the cinematic medium and run against the
grain of commercial cinema. What is more, these films maintain a constant intertextuality with
Latin America’s history, literature and cultural phenomena through parody and carnivalization.
In summary, these films challenge the status quo of contemporary realities through a rebellious
cinematic language for which classic cinema seems to render itself insufficient. They become
outlets of a renovated neo-baroque spirit that transcends established and acceptable narrative and
visual limits in an attempt to question and subvert official ideologies.
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2.1

¡Bolívar soy yo! (2002)
¡Bolívar soy yo—Jorge Alí Triana’s 2002 Colombian comedy-drama film, depicts an

overflowing of historical fiction from the shooting set of a telenovela into the socio-political
picture of the country. What starts as a scene from the filming of a Colombian popular soap
opera titled Los amantes del Libertador grows into a kidnapping of the Colombian president with
the involvement of a guerrilla group and the replica of a national independence hero, Simón
Bolívar, who died two centuries before. Two historical epochs are condensed into one and
haphazardly permeate each other giving birth to a national chaos.
Santiago Miranda, the actor embodying Bolívar, interrupts the shooting of the execution
scene of his character because he insists that Simón Bolívar did not die like that. Indeed, Bolívar
died the most mundane death of all: bedridden and sick. The telenovela producers, however, are
presenting a dramatization of Bolívar’s death because a bedridden death matches neither the
Liberator’s heroic image, nor telenovela viewers’ grandiose expectations. The telenovela chooses
then to change the historical fact by making the Liberator’s death look more spectacular, worthy
of the hero of independence. In a comic twist, Santiago Miranda—the actor impersonating
Bolívar—liberates the Liberator from his on-screen death and most importantly from the
confines of history and fiction.
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Figure 2-1 Santiago Miranda in Bolívar’s execution scene

Figure 2-2 Santiago-Bolívar kidnaps the President of Colombia

Frustrated by the producer’s intention to change history, Santiago is, in fact, himself
looking to generate a more grandiose outcome of history by continuing Bolívar’s unfinished
plans of restoring La Gran Colombia. Santiago, absorbing his Bolívarian identity, leaves the
shooting set and starts to make appearances and talks at presidential parades and state events that
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conveniently use Bolívar’s impersonator to promote their political agenda. In a bizarre
development of events, Santiago-Bolívar kidnaps the President during an official meeting in
Santa Marta, sets on a journey along the Magdalena River, joins forces with a guerrilla group and
later dies in a clash with the government in Bolívar’s house-museum in Bogota. Amidst such
chaotic developments, the neo-baroque spirit finds favorable space for revealing itself in the
film. Various elements contribute to the creation of neo-baroque folds around the film, such as
self-reflexive and metafilmic elements, trompe-l’oeil, carnivalization, intertextuality, and parody.
But it is through the ultimate transformation of Simón Bolívar—the figure that holds together the
idea of a unified national identity—into a disoriented, eccentric and carnivalized character that
underlies the neo-baroque spirit of the film.
2.1.1 The Neo-baroque and the Colombian Identity
The strong connection between Simón Bolívar’s image with Colombia is manifest in the
large number of statues, parks and plazas, in the names of hospitals and schools, in works of
fiction and film where the Liberator resides. In his book El culto a Bolívar, Germán Carrera
Damas studies Bolívar’s presence in the history of Colombia and Venezuela and attributes the
omnipresence of this figure to a certain historical necessity and designates three fundamental
factors: “factor de unidad nacional, como reivindicación del principio del orden; factor de
gobierno, como manadero de inspiración política; y factor de superación nacional, como religión
de la perfección moral y cívica del pueblo (44). All these factors have contributed to the
maintenance of a unified national identity since Independence. The figure of Bolívar has been
reworked and recycled through centuries, making it a redundant, ubiquitous figure that receives
almost religious veneration in Colombia and Venezuela. This veneration toward Bolívar forms
part of what David Bushnell calls ultra-Bolívar ianismo which indicates:
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the working and reworking of the concept of national identity through the
promotion of some independence heroes. As defined here, national identity refers
to the modification, proliferation, and intensification of habits and feelings which
can be formed by technologies, such as television and cinema, and which can
contribute to the projects of nation construction (Bermúdez Barrios 47).
¡Bolívar soy yo! provides yet another fictional space where the repetition and exploitation of the
Bolívarian symbolism manifests itself. While these reworkings of Bolívar’s figure reinforce
centuries-long ideologies, such incessant recycling of this symbol also makes it prone to baroque
transformations as we come to see in ¡Bolívar soy yo! According to Cristo Rafael Figueroa
Sánchez:
[Las figuras barrocas] desde un punto de vista histórico, son consecuencia de la
acumulación de objetos culturales; desde un punto de vista social, son el espacio
de llegada de una ideología consumista que obliga a replicar lo producido, y desde
un punto de vista formal, son componentes de un ‘universal barroco.’ (104)
This is not only true about the telenovela contained in ¡Bolívar soy yo! (and the telenovela genre
in general) which presents a space for the accumulation and consumption of cultural symbols and
products, but also about Triana’s film itself as it both mirrors and mocks this Bolívarian cult. At
the same time, while Bolívarian symbolisms have been proliferated and reinforced since
Independence wars, recent years have seen a revisionist attitude toward the significance of
Bolívar’s figure in contemporary contexts:
Desde el cine y la literatura que surge a partir de la segunda mitad del siglo XX se
inicia una revisión de la imagen del ‘Bolívar victorioso’ ... Bolívar es un hombre
enfermo y muy debilitado, es un indocumentado en la novela La ceniza del
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Libertador (1987) de Fernando Cruz Kronfly; es la proyección delirante de un
desquiciado, Santiago Miranda, en el filme Bolívar soy yo de Jorge Alí Triana
(2001), y es un colibrí, según la novela Yo, Bolívar rey (1986), de Caupolicán
Ovalle. (Barreto and Contreras 137)
Triana’s film offers a parodic and mundane amplification of Simón Bolívar’s historical figure
which proves to be oddly relevant in contemporary Colombia. In ¡Bolívar soy yo!, we find it
hard to perceive a truthful image of Bolívar. It is impossible to attain because as put by Santiago
Miranda himself “cada uno imagina a Bolívar de su propia forma.” There can be no fixed
national identity to be imposed through historical figures. Much like Santiago-Bolívar’s identity,
contemporary Colombia is too diverse, multifarious and chaotic to be represented by a symbolic
figure of national unity. Cinema, then, becomes the perfect space for transforming Bolívar’s
static historical image inundating national landmarks into a constantly changing eccentric figure
lost in contemporary crisis. The modification and proliferation of Bolívar’s figure through a
mundane and parodic cinematic depiction challenges the state’s utilization of the image of the
hero in its function of the above-mentioned factors proposed by Carrera Damas.
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Figure 2-3 Santiago Miranda and the statue of Bolívar in Bogota

The Bolívarian symbolism confined in statues and paintings of him, implies, in a way, a
paralysis of ideals that maintain the established order. Triana’s film strives to break this rigid
image by putting Bolívar’s figure into motion. The firm and symbolic figure of the national hero
trapped in paintings and statues breaks history’s spatio-temporal rules to come alive and provoke
a national turmoil:
En un paralelo con la imagen plástico-visual del monumento, observa en las
revisiones que se hacen desde textos escritos en torno a la figura tradicional de
Bolívar el correlato de la representación de un sistema político roto, contaminado
y caótico. (Barreto and Contreras 138)
¡Bolívar soy yo! reveals a necessity of having a current-day Bolívar, but also comments
on the impossibility of matching the current national circumstances with the symbolism of a
historical figure from two centuries ago. So, Triana brings Bolívar down from his pedestal,
modifies him according to the times and tosses him into Colombia’s modern reality both
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questioning the relevance of Bolívarian symbolism in contemporary Colombia and challenging
the idea of national unity and order. In their study of recent texts that invert the traditional heroimage of Bolívar, Barreto and Contreras suggest:
El Bolívar de los textos ficcionales indica que en el entorno social y político
de fines del siglo XX y las primeras décadas del XXI ya no tiene una sola
faceta, sino varias capas y surge como una respuesta fidedigna al espacio
social y político en el que se le reconoce como héroe nacional. Por este
motivo se le convertirá en un exiliado, un desplazado o un hombre solitario y
confundido. (Barreto and Contreras 139)
Triana’s film makes us ponder over how, for instance, a modern Bolívar would handle
the complex armed conflict of Colombia by weaving these issues into Santiago-Bolívar’s
uncertainty and confusion about his own identity.
A partir de la intención de Santiago de involucrar a Bolívar en desfiles militares y
reuniones políticas, se muestra que la nueva historia de Bolívar es escrita desde el
presente y se narra teniendo en cuenta el conflicto nacional del siglo XXI: la falta
de seguridad civil debida a la alta proliferación de grupos insurgentes. (Barreto
and Cortreras 143, italics mine)
Instead of refusing the relevance of Bolívar’s figure altogether, the film amplifies and
transforms it in order to match it with the peculiarity of the contemporary epoch. This revision of
the Bolívarian figure is in line with the revisionist attitude of the neo-baroque literary movement
of the 1960s. The neo-baroque aspirations of the film culminate precisely in this transformative
revision. Triana comically brings Bolívar down from his pedestal, takes him out of his portraits,
makes him a mundane character (who lives with his mother, has romantic issues with his co-star,
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likes to dance salsa) and molds an eccentric renewed version of Bolívar who is to solve big state
problems.
Santiago’s character not only evokes an affinity with Don Quijote, Jesus Christ, Simón
Bolívar, but also inscribes these figures into his present-day image through his performance of a
television star, active citizen, and an insane person. Converted into a sort of bizarre and magnetic
cornucopia, Bolívar attracts multilayered socio-political and cultural elements into his horn. This
renewed version of the Independence hero embodied in Santiago Miranda destabilizes the
official image of Bolívar as a guide for Colombia and rather offers an eccentric version of
Bolívar who is confused and unsure about his own identity. Most importantly, we find ourselves
unable to settle with one Bolívar: should we believe his madness or his shrewdness? Following
Omar Calabrese’s ideas on neo-baroque, Figueroa Sánchez suggests that “la excentricidad es
otro motor impulsor hacia los limites de un sistema, y puede comprobarse en la literatura, en la
moda o en las comnicaciones, permanentemente desplazadas hacia la perferia y hacia los
márgenes” (105). Santiago-Bolívar’s eccentricity—beyond pushing the established systems and
signs towards their limit—defies the relevance of this figure in fostering a unified and stable
national identity. The Bolívar we find in the film offers a transformed image, one that emerges
subjectively before the viewer’s eye. This renewed Bolívar that according to Santiago Miranda
rose out of his “tumba porque el continente se merece una segunda oportunidad” becomes a
figure of neo-baroque destabilization which “busca anular la imagen de un Bolívar heroico que
representa una unidad nacional y que muestra a través de sí mismo una nación estable y soberana
(Barreto and Contreras 137). At the same time, in Bolívar’s transformation we also find
Bakhtinian ideas of a carnivalesque becoming; Bolívar’s contemporary carnivalized figure
constitutes an incomplete representation, an unfinished figure that implies renewal.
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The idea of tension that José Lezama Lima offers in relation to the origins of the
American baroque can shed light on the implications of the transformation of Bolívar’s image
and the neo-baroque nature of this act. Lezama Lima’s idea of the American baroque suggests
that various elements of European, indigenous and African origins fuse to create a new symbol
which is defined by a sort of tension that can be seen in the architecture of Alejandrinho or Indio
Kondori. By assuming Simón Bolívar’s persona, Santiago Miranda generates a similar neobaroque tension as he simultaneously evokes the symbolism of national unity and inverts it
through his carnivalesque, disoriented, and multifaceted character. The film offers a modern
parallel of Lezama Lima’s example of plutonism from which this tension originates:
En la portada de San Lorenzo, de Potosi, en medio de los angelotes larvales, de
las colgantes hojas de piedra de las llaves que como galeras navegan por la piedra
labrada, aparece sintuosa, hierática, una princesa incaica, con todos sus atributos
de poderío y desdén. En un mundo teológico cerrado … aquella temeridad de la
piedra obligada a escoger símbolos, ha hecho arder todos los elementos para que
la princesa india pueda desfilar en el cortejo de las alabanzas y las reverencias.
(Lezama Lima 36)
The encounter between Bolívar’s image as a hero of Independence and his renewed,
quixotic and disoriented self implies a confluence of multifaceted and contradictory sensibilities
that in Lezama Lima’s terms generate a unifying tension. Triana’s film becomes an architectonic
space where the tension between Bolívarian symbolism related to the Colombian national
identity, contemporary citizens’ responsibilities and civic rights, and the resistance against
imposed ideologies come to mold a new representation through a cinematic plutonism of sorts.
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In addition to Lezama Lima’s notion of the neo-baroque tension, Barreto and Contreras
point out:
la tensión presente entre la significación de Simón Bolívar en la consciencia
histórica—a partir de una imagen heredada de modo patrimonial por estamentos
estatales y artefactos academicistas y ortodoxos—, y la presentación del mismo
sujeto histórico en el horizonte de la ficción fílmica. (135)
José Lezama Lima’s archeology of the American baroque is further illuminating for the
understanding of this specific tension as part of a spectatorship that Barreto and Contreras
introduce in their analysis of ¡Bolívar soy yo! The authors explain that the interaction between
Bolívar’s old and re-invented figure “genera una tensión para quienes desde la obra de Triana
encuentren un Bolívar moldeable a cada situación política y social, y otros que vean un Bolívar
que rechaza salir de su representación permanente de héroe independentista (142).
Finally, in Carlos Monsiváis’ words, Santiago would be a cinematic reflection of neobaroque as “the mise-en-scène of a sensibility composed of a thousand sensibilities, where
elements related to the baroque are brought into the present…the point of extreme tension that is
synonymous with the creative act” (183). The baroquism of the Santiago Miranda-Simón Bolívar
figure is manifest precisely in the accumulation of multifold cultural sensibilities around this
renewed Bolívarian figure that is living the moments of the apotheosis of his own re-creation. By
way of a cinematic hyperbole, the film accumulates historical, cultural, literary and political
issues around Bolívar’s eccentric figure, “which in relation to this multifarious sensibility serves
to reject homogeneity and its false harmonies” offering a representation that is defined by tension
and chaos (183).
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While it is obvious that Santiago Miranda is not Bolívar, the way the film puts Bolívar’s
cinematographic replica at the center of a political turmoil comments on the country’s political
scene’s precarious closeness to carnivalesque spectacle and circus. The carnivalization of
Bolívar’s figure constitutes a parody of Bolívar and the amplification of this figure. As if placing
Bolívar into a telenovela titled Los amantes del Libertador is not carnivalesque enough, the film
goes further to tease out an image of Bolívar that dances salsa, gives away piropos to get what he
wants, spends a night at a brothel, lives with his mother, gets drunk and is made fun of, and most
importantly is coronated as the king of the carnival.
Throughout Santiago’s pursuit to finish Bolívar’s dream, we come to discover a comical
parody of Simón Bolívar. Emerging from the immobility imposed on him by history and state
ideology, Bolívar’s renewed version comes out to draw the curtain of sobriety and unleash the
carnival hidden behind it. Inspired by Bakhtin’s writings on carnival, Sarduy notes:
Sustrato y fundamento de este género —cuyos grandes momentos han sido el
diálogo socrático y la sátira menipea—, el carnaval, espectáculo simbólico y
sincrético en que reina lo “anormal”, en que se multiplican las confusiones y
profanaciones, la excentricidad y la ambivalencia, y cuya acción central es una
coronación paródica, es decir, una apoteosis que esconde una irrisión. (20)
The film presents a coronation of a disoriented, eccentric, quixotic character with one of
the strongest symbols of the Colombian identity—that of the Liberator. The central act in

¡Bolívar soy yo! also consists of a semi-serious rebellious attempt at the subversion of the order
by a resuscitation of a historically symbolic corpse—a neo-baroque figure par excellence. And
this act hides the mockery directed at the political system that is being subverted by an “insane”
telenovela actor.
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Figure 2-4 Santiago’s imitation of Colombia’s politics.

The carnivalization of Bolívar’s figure offers mockery of Colombia’s socio-political
situation, while at the same time seems to disguise the serious layer of the film addressing
Colombia’s inner crisis. But above mockery, the film suggests a disfiguration of the Bolívarian
symbolism of unity and order; we find a quixotic representation of Bolívar that embodies chaos,
disorientation, and illusion on one hand and an identity in crisis on the other.
2.1.2 The Bolivarian Carnival
Triana’s film is driven by an eccentric spectacle from beginning to end. The deceptive
spectacle that opens the movie goes on to overflow its fictional limits and penetrate the sociopolitical reality of the country. Santiago Miranda, whom we rarely see outside his Bolívarian
attire, is not only referred to as Bolívar (or mi general, libertador) by people in the streets, at the
airport, at a brothel and elsewhere, but is also treated as Bolívar by the heads of state. Thus, the
fiction happening on the telenovela set, transcends the cinematic limits and enacts this theater
outside the film. Bolívar’s presence stirs spectacle everywhere he goes giving continuation to the
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illusion that was created and broken at the beginning of the film. The neo-baroque spectacle that
surfaces in Bolívar soy yo! also pinpoints the political theatricality that plagues the country and
underpins the film. Santiago-Bolívar makes appearances at different state events and parades that
use Bolívar as a symbol of national unity and order.
Soon, the theater first authorized by the state lets loose the carnival spirit and threatens to
invert the established order. Santiago Miranda’s carnivalesque presence in the political sphere—
within the closed parenthesis of the theater cushioned by the government—bursts out breaking
all boundaries. As a result, the president is kidnapped by a telenovela actor believing himself to
be Simón Bolívar; an armed group gets involved in the development of the spectacle which ends
with a deadly clash between government forces, the telenovela actors, and the guerrilla.
It is important to note the relation of insanity with the baroque and carnival, which
Figueroa Sánchez describes as “fiesta en que se abre un paréntesis a favor de la locura y de la
licencia...” (43). The moment Santiago Miranda leaves the telenovela set, the parentheses that
contain the baroque carnival and the locura are lifted. Following a quixotic route, “Santiago, por
su parte, se vale de su locura para enfrentar los estamentos gubernamentales, los medios de
comunicación, los grupos contrainsurgentes y los estamentos educativos” (Barreto and Cantreras
147). It is not only the insanity licensed by the political atmosphere which gives birth to the
carnival that crowns Santiago Miranda as a modern-day Bolívar, but also the relationship that
¡Bolívar soy yo! establishes with history, literature and popular culture. The carnivalization
present in ¡Bolívar soy yo! stems from parody and intertextuality—two elements constituting
Sarduy’s idea of neo-baroque carnivalization.
La carnavalización implica la parodia en la medida en que equivale a confusión y
afrontamiento, a interacción de distintos estratos, de distintas texturas lingüísticas,
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a intertextualidad. Textos que en la obra establecen un diálogo, un espectáculo
teatral cuyos portadores de textos —los actuantes de que habla Greimas— son
otros textos (20).
In this theatrical spectacle of ¡Bolívar soy yo! Greimas’ actants embodied in Santiago
Miranda are Don Quijote, Simón Bolívar, Jesus Christ, a telenovela actor, a citizen of the 21st
century, etc. All these layers interact with each other creating the carnivalized version of Simón
Bolívar and the Colombian identity.
Following Bakhtinian ideas of parody derived from carnivalesque folklore, Sarduy
elaborates on the tradition of intertextuality and parody in the Latin American neo-baroque of the
1960s placing a specific emphasis on the importance of El Quijote:
Las saturnales, las mascaradas del siglo XVI, el Satiricón, Boecio, los Misterios,
Rabelais, por supuesto, pero sobre todo el Quijote: éstos son los mejores ejemplos
de esa carnavalización de la literatura que el barroco latinoamericano reciente—
no por azar notemos la importancia del carnaval entre nosotros—ha heredado.
(Sarduy 20)
Much like neo-baroque theories that defined the revisionist character of the New Latin American
Narrative, ¡Bolívar soy yo! offers a revision of Bolívar’s image and Colombia’s national identity.
To do so, the film carnivalizes a ubiquitous historical figure that inhabits parks and plazas,
hospitals, schools, museum and memorials by creating a cinematic parody and establishing a
close intertextuality with Don Quijote from the very first scenes. In a double intertextuality
Santiago-Bolívar, informed and influenced by Quijote, becomes a quixotic allegory for the
contemporary Colombian reality. The reference the film provides to Don Quijote at the
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beginning not only establishes intertextuality with Cervantes’ text, but also acknowledges the
presence of a quixotic character.
Se debe tener en cuenta que la película comienza con la escena en donde Santiago
Miranda, reflexionando sobre su papel protagónico de representar a Bolívar, mira
un crucifijo que tiene al frente y dice: “los tres grandes majaderos de la historia:
Jesucristo, Don Quijote y yo”, mientras se dirige a la sala de rodaje. Esta mención
indica que todos ellos han representado imaginarios utópicos. En el caso de
Bolívar, representar una unidad nacional estable ha sido una utopía, y como tal,
esa unidad ha sido fragmentada, como se ve en la película, a través de los
diferentes bolívares que se representan. Pero, además, Bolívar representa una
unidad nacional en crisis por la amenaza de su agotamiento frente a la
globalización y la fuerte agencia de los medios de comunicación. (Barreto and
Contreras 146-147)
The film’s neo-baroque endeavor provokes amplification, proliferation and eventual
carnivalization of Bolívar’s figure thus offering a renewal and transformation of official
ideologies and signifieds of the Colombian national identity.
Apart from the transformation of the symbol of the national hero, the neo-baroque
character in Triana’s film reveals itself through features such as trompe l’oeil and condensación.
I suggest that ¡Bolívar soy yo! starts as a sort of a cinematic trompe l’oeil. Commonly associated
with the baroque and the neo-baroque, trompe l’oeil is an art form that relies on a visual illusion
through a deception of the eye. It consists of creating a visual illusion of depth or large spaces by
painting them on walls or other flat surfaces. Buci-Glucksmann explains trompe l’oeil illusion as
follows:
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By integrating several arts and spaces (sculpture and architecture) into the
composition of painting, and by physically applying paint onto walls and sites in
order to better create the illusion of the body in movement or spaces that are
enlarged, doubled, imaginary, trompe-l’oeil renders the limit—and the line—
indeterminate. (13)
The opening of ¡Bolívar soy yo! tricks us into perceiving a 19th-century Colombia when
the film is, in fact, depicting a contemporary one. In one of the very first scenes of the film, we
find a perturbed, sick man looking through the pages of Don Quixote. This man, as it soon turns
out, is Simón Bolívar himself and he is soon called out and led to his execution ceremony. As he
is dizzily making his way there, he is accompanied by a woman who seems to be Manuela
Sáenz, Bolívar’s lover and partner. Bolívar, dressed in his military attire, starts pronouncing a
passionate manifesto as his last word, addressing his dream of the unification of La Gran
Colombia. The emotive speech has even touched the hearts of the soldiers that are to carry out
the execution order. The firing squad is ready, arms are up, and Bolívar rolls his eyes in despair;
a fatal shot is going to end his life. All of a sudden, the patriotic and emotive tension that has
been built on screen shuts down, and we hear a mundane “¡Corten! ¡Corten! ¡Corten!” (Cut! Cut!
Cut!) coming out of Bolívar’s mouth. This exclamation, addressed, it seems, to the fire squad, is
rather intended for the film crew of a telenovela titled Los amantes del Libertador.
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Figure 2-5 Member of the firing squad at Simón Bolívar’s execution scene
The resolution of this scene reveals that the man was being somberly led not to his own
execution, but rather that of his character. In other words, Bolívar’s early inquietude that the
spectator witnesses at the beginning of the film was not a result of his upcoming death, but rather
that of his character—Simón Bolívar. The cinematographic game here hinges on the fact that the
execution scene also happens to be the execution of Bolívar’s character in the telenovela series.
In the fictional realm, this scene would represent the real death of Simón Bolívar, while in
cinematographic terms it would mean the death of the main character of the telenovela. The film,
therefore, starts with a trompe l’oeil where the first sequences of the film trick us into perceiving
the opening action as being scenes of the film we are going to watch. Of course, these scenes are
part of the film we will be watching eventually, but it is not the film we think we will be
watching. The opening scenes, in reality, present a sort of backstage to the telenovela that is to be
filmed a few scenes later. The opening sequences of the film, it turns out, are not from historical
film, nor from a telenovela, while they do not give any hints of being set in 2002. The opening
scenes, in a way, consist of elements that comprise all of these films. These cinematic layers,
generated by the metafictions in the film, create baroque folds of fiction in ¡Bolívar soy yo! until
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the very end. Although the film situates the telenovela as a metafictional element and clearly
posits itself as not a telenovela, it is thoroughly imbued with a sentimentalism characteristic of
telenovelas.
This trompe-l’oeil-esque fusion of historical epochs, genres and characters sets forth an
ambiguous experience where it becomes difficult to distinguish the limits of film and telenovela,
past and present, insanity and reason. This type of cinematic viewing resembles the experience of
looking at a trompe-l’oeil that consists of a painted abyss on the ground; the viewer is trapped
not knowing whether to believe the reality of the painted scenery or her own sense of space.
Throughout the film, we are in constant vacillation as to whether to believe the telenovela, the
comedy or the drama because “trompe-l’oeil renders the limit— and the line— indeterminate”
(Buci-Glucksmann 13).
In ¡Bolívar soy yo!, not only is this line indeterminate in terms of the fabric of the film,
but also when it comes to the identity of the main character. Bolívar’s existential crisis, his
exuberant acceptance by the masses and the government as the Liberator and his at times
mundane, at times ceremonial, and yet sloppy rendering of Bolívar make the film thrive on
comical illusion. To complete this ambiguity and baroquism, the movie closes with yet another
metafilmic gesture. When Santiago Miranda, Manuelita and all the involved characters die after
a clash with government forces in La Quinta de Bolívar, the last scene shows an image of a
clapperboard which has “Yo soy Bolívar” as the title of the film.
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Figure 2-6 Santiago Miranda dies after a confrontation with the government.

This last self-reflexive gesture adds another fictional layer to the film, making it clear that
there is yet another metafilmic level that we have been unaware of. Triana’s film offers a
carnivalization not only through the Bolívarian image but also through this constant becoming of
the film. The final cut of the film gestures toward the death of the Bolívarian symbolism on one
hand and a renewal and regeneration on the other.
Severo Sarduy, referring to the works of Carlos Cruz-Diez, talks about how the artist
manages to compose several different pictures in one depending on the position of the viewer.
He calls this process “desplazamiento del espectador —proceso, en este caso, comparable a la
lectura—condensa todas las unidades plásticas en un cuarto elemento—el cuadro definitivo—
cromática y geométricamente ‘abierto’” (16-17). In ¡Bolívar soy yo! a similar displacement takes
place which is more emphatic at the beginning of the film when the spectator has not been
“placed” anywhere yet. In the first sequence, as discussed above, we are led to see historical
fiction. This picture is relevant until the interruption of Bolívar’s execution (scene) from where
we are suddenly displaced and relocated to a position that reveals a contemporary self-reflexive
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film. Along with this, a specific telenovela spirit peeks through the dramatization of these scenes
as we witness Bolívar’s inner turbulence caused by the denial of his own (on-screen) death. It is
as if the characters played their telenovela parts both on and off camera, still remaining in the
fictional realm of the film titled ¡Bolívar soy yo! The acting of the characters right before the
shooting of the actual telenovela is informed by an unconfutable telenovela aesthetics. As a
result, we have a sequence of opening scenes that reflect aspects of telenovela, self-reflexive, and
historical film. We, however, see this as one inseparable picture. It is not until after the
camouflaged metafiction is revealed that we perceive all these layers as separate. The borders
between this three aesthetics are rendered indistinguishable.
Genre boundaries seem to be eliminated as it becomes increasingly hard to distinguish
between the two fictions created by the telenovela titled “Los amantes del Libertador” and the
film titled “Bolívar soy yo.” The sentimentalist characteristic of the telenovela that the film
seems to parody overflows and permeates the film’s emotional texture. For example, the soldiers
moved by Bolívar’s manifesto before his execution could be both part of the telenovela being
filmed and part of the main film. The telenovela, the historical film and the metafilm are
seamlessly condensed into one, while two historical epochs bizarrely and haphazardly pervade
each other. What is more, throughout the film, we witness a telenovelización of Colombia’s
socio-political issues. As fiction takes over Bolívar’s identity and extends it outside the limits of
the telenovela, the tension born from telenovela sentiments extends itself through the entire
country and becomes a space for such proliferation. In this process, we find Bolívar conveniently
switch between his character and his self within seconds.
Sarduy has suggested that “el campo ideal de la condensación es la superposición
cinematográfica: superposición de dos o más imágenes que se condensan en una sola” which
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consists in “choque y condensación de los que surge un tercer término que resume
semánticamente los dos primeros” (15). The condensation in the case of the discussed scenes
consists in the fact that instead of specific images, we have a seamless superimposition of films
or filmic aesthetics (telenovela and historical film) that generate a third film—the metafilm, the
trompe-l’oeil. The trompe-l’oeil constitutes our confusion as to what layer of the film or which
side of Bolívar’s character we should believe. ¿Do we believe the insane Bolívar? The one that
one-upped the government? The quixotic one? The films’s plea directed at us is to perceive all of
these layeres as part of the new Bolivarian figure. Sarduy states that “las figuras que se
superponen tienen… valor, no de simple encadenamiento, sino de metáfora; insistiendo en sus
analogías, el autor crea una tensión entre dos significantes de cuya condensación surge un nuevo
significado” (18). This also applies to Bolívar’s condensed figure whose historical image—
superimposed with a contemporary one—reflects the tension between their signifieds, giving
birth to a new one.
As part of this condensed aesthetics, Bolívar soy yo! develops an intratextuality with the
telenovela genre. In a sort of a backstage (metaphorical and literal) to the telenovela, characters
still burst into exaggerated sentimentalism that not only blurs the lines between the two films, but
secretly offers a parody of the telenovela genre. For instance, in the scene where the director
shares his anger about Santiago’s not wanting to comply with the script, the actress interpreting
Manuela Sáenz, all of a sudden, falls into an overacted telenovela monologue about the actor’s
inner chaos when interpreting a role. Here we find “utilización paródica del código a que
pertenece una obra, su apotheosis e irrisión—la coronación y el destronamiento de Baktine—en
el interior de la obra misma son los mejores medios para revelar esa convención, ese engaño”
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(24-25). The telenovelización of such scenes in the backstage of the telenovela blur genre
borders but this confusion is exactly what reveals the parodic function of these scenes.
We can conclude that in terms of the neo-baroque narrative and visuality, the film offers
multiple layers of metafiction that include historical film, metafilm, and telenovela. These
metafictional layers, in their quality of baroque folds, reveal multiple aesthetic sensibilities as the
film unfolds. In addition, the borders between these layers are ambiguously blurred, which
creates a cinematic experience that puts the viewer in constant transit from one aesthetic to
another, from one epoch to another, from one Bolívar to another. This is done both consciously
and seamlessly by the film, which contributes to the creation of either a trompe l’oeil or selfreflexive effect. In terms of neo-baroque’s response to contemporary realities, Simón Bolívar’s
parodic resuscitation and bizarre functionality outside historical and fictional realms speak to a
neo-baroque rebellion against reason and a subversive attitude against imposed ideologies.

2.2

Cronicamente Inviável (2000)
Sérgio Bianchi creates idiosyncratic cinematic experiences through two of his films

aesthetically reminiscent of each other: Cronicamente Inviável (2002) and Quanto vale ou é por
quilo (2005). Both films launch a sharp and explicit attack toward certain social phenomena that
contribute to the eternal cycle of human exploitation, social inequality and poverty in Brazil.
Bianchi’s films are built on a form of expression that comes close to a poetics representative of
Latin American neo-baroque narratives as described by Angela Ndalianis: “minimal or lack of
concern with plot development and a preference for a multiple and fragmented structure that
recalls the form of a labyrinth; open rather than closed form… and a self-reflexivity that requires
active audience engagement” (15).
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Cronicamente Inviável “which makes sharp, disjunctive jumps from one character and
place to another, resists easy summarizing” (Backstein 318). In general terms, it revolves around
six characters representing different layers of the Brazilian social fabric. Maria Alice and Carlos
are an upper-class couple, who often dine at their friend Luís’s restaurant. While Maria Alice
represents Rio’s upper-class who is troubled by a social conscience, Carlos’s character is more
comfortable with his privilege and often makes cynical comments about underdevelopment in
Brazil. Luís is the owner of a fine Rio restaurant and is attracted to Adam, a homosexual waiter
who constantly engages in rebellious behavior. Adam is fired by Luís after spending the night
with him. Amanda, the manager of the restaurant, has an indigenous background and was
exploited as a child worker but is now involved in human organ trafficking under the veil of
social programs for indigenous populations. Professor Alfredo is the writer of the book “Illegal
Brazil” who travels to different parts of Brazil such as Bahia, São Paulo, Santa Catarina, Mato
Grosso, Rio de Janeiro and Amazonas and provides a voice-over narration about the things he
witnesses throughout the film. At the end, he is unexpectedly revealed to be involved in
Amanda’s activities of human organ trafficking.
At the heart of the film is what comes between these episodes captured outside the
scripted lives of these archetypical characters. Cronicamente Inviável puts together a collage of
episodes from the lives of these characters and their relationship and interactions with the
margins of the society. The organization of the film, with episodes glued together “is marked by
a non-linear structure and a high degree of reflexivity which frustrates the spectator’s
expectations” making it difficult to develop any sort of organized interaction with the film’s neobaroque visual narrative (Heise 111).
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While Bianchi’s cinematic style is difficult to classify, both Cronicamente inviável and
Quanto vale ou é por quilo? showcase visual and narrative tendencies that impart a neo-baroque
feel to the films. Karen Backstein finds Bianchi’s filming style to be reminiscent of directors
belonging to various epochs and movements: from Glauber Rocha’s “red-hot fury and screaming
desperation” and Buñuel’s “anarchic, surrealistic style, simply delighted in uncovering the layers
of hypocrisy… in which the elite classes wrapped themselves” to Sergei Eisenstein’s montage
and “editing style in which seemingly unrelated shots are ‘slapped’ together to create new and
unexpected meanings,” Bianchi’s film reveal a neo-baroque mode of seeing (317-318).
Neo-baroque narratives and visual poetics are often described as having an “open form”
as originally coined by Heinrich Wölfflin in relation to baroque arts (Ndalianis 15).
Cronicamente inviável hinges on open form in that Bianchi allows the picture to be freely
permeated by elements outside the fictional realm or the narrative frame without establishing
closures. The film’s flow is often interrupted by insertions that do not continue the narrative in a
coherent manner, but rather provoke a proliferation of the film’s events. The fictional frames in
Cronicamente inviável are loose and therefore, easily displaced, moved, distorted or extended in
what we can call “anarchic play” in Kaup’s terms (Alternative Modernities 204). The presence of
open forms is observed in re-filmed episodes, insertion of extradiegetic voice-overs into the
film’s narrative and other self-reflexive techniques. By virtue of this open-form narrative and
style, the film allows for an unbounded interaction between different layers of meaning. This
section will examine the film’s usage of neo-baroque open forms that create proliferation of
images and signs, collage and fragments, chaos and disorganization, as well as self-reflexivity. I
will suggest that Bianchi does not simply utilize these neo-baroque figures for superficial
stylistic effect, but rather uses a neo-baroque rhetoric as a means to evoke Brazil’s social,
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cultural, historical, and economic issues. The collaged and fragmented portrait of Brazil
comments on the country’s divided socio-political and economic fabric, the disorganized
narrative mirrors Brazil’s inner chaos, while the self-reflexive filmmaking aims to implicate the
spectator’s self-reflective activities in her interaction with the film’s fiction.
2.2.1 A Collage of Brazil
By way of an antithesis of what Raúl Ruiz terms as the “Central Conflict Theory”
underlying the structure of Hollywood films revolving around a central conflict, Bianchi creates
a film that resists a systematic or traditional development of character, plot, or conflict (Ruiz 1932). We are presented, instead, with a collaged, fragmented and ugly portrait of Brazil. A type of
portrait that would be hidden beneath a beautiful landscape in a photo album. It is a portrait that
captures the grotesque side of Brazil, impoverishing our idea of the beautiful urban skylines and
exotic beaches. This portrait also mirrors the socio-economic contrast that exists in the country.
In José Geraldo Couto’s words, “Sérgio Bianchi traça um retrato do Brasil de hoje como uma
cadeia de opressões, cujos elos mais fracos são os índios e a natureza” (Couto, Folha Online).
What seems to be a stable and constant conflict in the film is the socio-economic inequality that,
like a red thread running through the scenes, weaves the fragments of the picture together. As a
result, we are left with a mended portrait of Brazil which is evocative of the social inequalities,
conflictive and fragmented ideologies present in the country:
By means of anarchic questioning and a corrosive sense of humour, the film
destroys the image of Brazil as a harmonious and unified nation and highlights
instead the conflicts the contrasts and the insurmountable differences that
characterize it. Here, as in all of Bianchi’s films, Brazil is depicted as a
chronically unfeasible nation, as its title makes clear. (Heise 111)
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2.2.2 The Film’s Disorder, Brazil’s Chaos
In Cronicamente inviável, Bianchi crosscuts from one sequence to another without
establishing a specific logic and stimulating an unstructured and un-foreshadowed experience of
the film. As a result, between these transitions, we often get isolated images that relate to the
episodes of the film in unusual ways. Cronicamente inviável lacks any concern with plot and
conflict, instead intensifying the lack of organization in the film. The lack of a central argument
and the multiplicity of focus not only points to the neo-baroque character of the film on a surface
level but serves to establish a metaphoric parallel for Brazil’s inner distress by encouraging a
chaotic experience for the spectator. The film is composed of a compilation of scenes inserted
one after another that could be prolonged and proliferated till eternity. Describing baroque in
architectural and artistic terms, Alejo Carpentier points out:
[un] estilo donde en torno al eje central —no siempre manifiesto ni aparente—
(en la Santa Teresa de Bernini es muy difícil determinar la presencia de un eje
central) se multiplican lo que podríamos llamar los “núcleos proliferantes”, es
decir, elementos decorativos que llenan totalmente el espacio ocupado por la
construcción, las paredes, todo el espacio disponible arquitectónicamente, con
motivos que están dotados de una expansión propia y lanzan, proyectan las
formas con una fuerza expansiva hacia fuera. Es decir, es un arte en movimiento,
un arte de pulsión, un arte que va de un centro hacia fuera y va rompiendo, en
cierto modo, sus propios márgenes… (172)
In the case of Cronicamente inviável, these “núcleos proliferantes”—the cinematic
elements and motifs that fill the space of the edifice that is the film—could be infinitely
expanded and seem to contain their own life. Moreover, they testify to the film’s attempt to move
toward the peripheral elements without focusing too much on the main characters. The characters
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of the film talk, move, exist within the realm of the work inasmuch as they relate to the chaos,
disorganization and injustice affecting the populations at the peripheries. Most of the episodes
with Maria Alice and Carlos revolve around their dinners at Luís’ restaurant where their
conversations always deal with social domination and injustice, poverty, cheating, etc., the visual
representations of which creep into the picture in between these conversations. Through a
constant back and forth between the street poverty, intellectual ponderings and restaurant meals,
we witness an unending movement from the peripheries to the center and vice versa.
Cronicamente inviável goes against the foil of classic film-making in many ways, giving
preference to complex visuality and narrative. The film shows a strong commitment to episodic
moments that can be perceived as digressive elements, but below these filmic layers lies a
straightforward, unfiltered, and restless social commentary:
Todas as formas de reação à miséria são questionadas e, no limite,
desqualificadas: a ação política (por meio de uma disparatada invasão de terras), a
reflexão intelectual, a caridade, a indiferença. Daí que a sensação produzida pelo
filme seja a do mais profundo incômodo. (Couto, Folha Online)
Bianchi exposes the socio-economic disparity in Brazil from an almost cynical critical stance. He
collects raw images of the misery found in the streets and inserts them between the episodes
centering on the main characters. Bianchi juxtaposes, for instance, images of food being served
to the poor at a ghetto area in São Paulo with the dinner served at Luís’s restaurant. In this way,
the clashing encounter between marginalized and privileged groups not only happens as part of
the film’s fiction, but also in between its frames—through Bianchi’s crosscutting editing
techniques.
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Curiously, this encounter is often a painful one, accompanied by the sound or image of a
car hitting children crossing the streets. There are two accident scenes that illustrate this: a
woman hits a child crossing the street at night and keeps repeating “a culpa não é minha” and
assures that she “cumpre as leis” and the parents are the ones to blame. Both accidents happen
during a dinner scene at Luís’s restaurant drawing the clients outside.

Figure 2-7 Car accident scene in front of Luis’s restaurant
By way of an interruption to the peaceful dinner at the restaurant, the accidents become a
point of painful encounter between different social groups. As if echoing and summarizing the
clash between the social realities of people, the sound resulting from a car accident repeats itself
a few times in the film including when there is no visual representation of an accident. In the
sequence where two homeless people are eating out of the garbage cans, a sound of a car
accident is heard from afar although the accident itself is not shown. Bianchi masterfully
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connects these radically different “dinner scenes” by introducing the same sound of the crash in
each case.
As for the crosscutting technique between the street life and the enclosed restaurant
episodes, the film not only motions toward Brazil’s margins, but also pushes genre boundaries.
In these sequences, Bianchi seems to make a transition from a more fictional mode of
filmmaking toward a rawer documentary one. “Designed to anger, offend, interrogate, and
instigate at every instant—but without providing easy answers to complex questions—the film
serves up a mixture of documentary and fiction, of politically declaiming and melodramatic
irony” (Backstein 318). The images collected from the streets, in a documentary spirit, evoke a
street experience in that they are images of people/extras who become accidental and brief
insertions into the film’s plot. These street images project a rawer reality through overexposed
images and uncontrolled camera movements. In contrast, the restaurant scenes are very much
theatrically arranged and emphasize the stiff status of the bourgeoisie in their enclosed spaces.
The restaurant scenes differ from the rest of the film in their use of uneven lighting, intense play
of shadows, and overall dark ambiance that give an almost claustrophobic feel to the images. The
visibility of the shadows not only intensifies the dramatic feel of the scenes, but also imparts a
certain theatricality and constructedness.
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Figure 2-8 Maria Alice, Carlos and Luis at Luis’s restaurant

Figure 2-9 Supper at Emmaus (Caravaggio, 1606)

Poverty in Cronicamente inviável is overexposed, literally and photographically. When
Maria Alice and Carlos are dining with Luís, they are depicted against a pitch-dark background
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with their pale features popping out in the dark. Resembling the play of shadow and lights in
baroque painting of the 17th century, the scenes emphasize the fabricated nature of this
representation, whereas the street scenes (that Bianchi inserts into this sequence) impart a
documentary feel through overexposure both of poverty and sunlight.
In addition, this street scene is an example of Carpentier’s “núcleo proliferante” that
surrounds the central scenes of the film, still remaining outside both thematically (in its quality
of a digression from the lives of the film’s principal characters) and cinematographically, as if
decorating the film’s “external walls” from outside. To show Brazil’s crude reality outside the
walls of the restaurant, the film gestures toward the streets and the peripheries, interrupting the
dinner scenes with Maria Alice, Carlos, and Luis.
Speaking about Raúl Ruiz’s neo-baroque cinematography, Monika Kaup suggests that
the director offers a “eulogy of redundancy in cinema, in which the cinematic signifier triumphs
over the signified and throws off the yoke of machine age principles of efficiency—
Hollywood’s continuity system” (Alternative Modernities 204). Bianchi’s cinematic vision not
only goes along with this counter-Hollywood aesthetic so eloquently elaborated by Ruiz both on
screen and in his Poetics of Cinema, but also manifests its neo-baroque temptation toward
proliferation at the expense of the coherence of cinematic action.
In his Poetics of Cinema series of cinematic manifestos, Ruiz makes the case for a
neobaroque cinema that displays cinematic style at anarchic play, rather than at
work in the service of an extraneous purpose (such as effective communication as
constructed by mainstream media theory) (204).
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One of the most striking and strange scenes that offers a similar “anarchic play” is a
close-up of a stream of urine travelling down the sun-soaked cobblestones after a carnival in
Bahia, bathing the body of a street boy sleeping on the ground.

Figure 2-10 The aftermath of the carnival

This scene is inserted between a sequence of film that contemplates crowds of people at a
carnival with a voice-over commenting on the dictatorship of happiness and a TV show
discussion about Professor Alfredo’s book “Illegal Brazil.” This oddly poetic image of a stream
of urine reaching a child lying on the ground, reminiscent of Paradjanov or Buñuel, at first seems
bizarre in its relation to the film, but makes a strong commentary exquisitely summed up by
Couto:
The ideology of compulsory happiness, consecrated in the buttocks and electric
trios of Bahian carnival parades, is reduced to a stream of urine running down the
gutter where it bathes the body of a street boy on the ground. The ideology of
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efficient and civilizing work results in a job agency providing indigenous people
to work as extras in TV commercials. The ideology of charity produces a war of
wretched children disputing the toys donated by a bourgeois woman filled with
guilt. (Couto qtd. in Heise)
The above scene also comes in form of a proliferation to the previous scene that comments on
“felicidade moribunda, podre, mijada” and would lend itself to Sarduy’s description of neobaroque as “superabundancia, cornucopia rebosante, prodigalidad y derroche” (21). Here, the
film gives way to cinematic wastefulness in service of the corrosive poetics of the film. The
above image is inserted into the narrative in a parenthetical manner, as a proliferation of the
preceding element and has its own life, to echo Carpentier, who believes that digressive
insertions in baroque prose can serve as elements “que son otras tantas células proliferantes,
frases metidas en la frase, que tienen una vida propia y que a veces enlazan con otros ‘entre
paréntesis’ que son otros elementos proliferantes” (76).
Backstein’s analysis of Cronicamente inviável in terms of cinematography further relates
the concept of cannibalism—as formulated in “Cannibalist Manifesto” within the frames of the
Brazilian modernist movement of the 1920s—with the social, political and economic
relationships in Bianchi’s film. Joaquim Pedro de Andrade refers to cannibalism as “the
exemplary mode of consumerism adopted by underdeveloped peoples” (Johnson and Stam 82).
Haroldo de Campos, in turn, relates the concept of cannibalism with baroque in his essay “Da
razão antropofágica” where he proposes that the articulation of the Latin American baroque in
Sor Juana’s literature, for example, was a product of the “devouring” of European cultural codes
(242). In relation to the cannibalism in Bianchi’s film, Backstein’s claims that the political
statement of the film voices that:
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People consume each other and are consumed in turn, by both Brazilian society
and nature. Ultimately, Cronicamente Inviável feeds the mind, forcing us to think
and to confront a social situation that cries out for radical change. Its intelligent,
dialectical style pulses with energy. (321)
While agreeing with Backstein’s statement, I also believe the cannibalism in Bianchi’s
film, as was the case with the other neo-baroque elements discussed above, transcends content
(social, political, economic relationships between the characters) and affects the fabric of the
film itself: the the classical modes of filmmaking are devoured leaving us with fragments torn
apart from the film. In Cronicamente inviável, along with this formal cannibalism, we see a
devouring of cultural concepts as well: this self-cannibalism produced in the film is what reduces
carnival to a stream of urine.
José Teixeira Neto criticizes “a prioridade dada a questoes sociais e economicas em
deterimento do refinamento artístico” in Cronicamente inviável (39). But Bianchi’s aim with this
film is not to create a sublime picture criticizing social injustice and inequality—an expectation
that Neto, it seems, had from the film as his criticism centers on the “baixa artisticidade” of
Bianchi’s directorial choices—but rather to reduce Brazil’s portrait to the unedited, unrefined,
ugly reality found in the street, in the conversation of the elite, in the destruction of the nature,
humiliation of the poor, trafficking of indigenous children, etc. (40). And this lack of
“refinamento” is one of the things that makes Bianchi’s film an expression of baroque in relation
to its etymology of “perla irregular” as defined by the RAE dictionary (Barroco). Finally, a
closer look at Bianchi’s film reveals that the aesthetics choices that underpin the film are not
mere stylistic devices, but mirror and resonate with the reality depicted in the film. Bianchi’s
work “destrói ideologias e imagens já cristalizadas coletivamente por um passado difuso”
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precisely through an aesthetics of ugliness, cannibalism, and chaos (Cipriani 52). The selfreflexive character of the film discussed in the following section is yet another exemplification of
this relationship between form and content.
2.2.3 Self-reflexive Cinema for a Self-reflective Spectator
Cronicamente Inviável uses self-reflexive filming techniques not to simply create a
metafilmic experience, but rather to allow the spectator to reflect around the social issues
depicted in the film. Going against the commercial grain of creating a seamless experience of
reality, Bianchi unworriedly emphasizes the artificiality of the cinematic medium, making us
aware of the processes involved in creating filmic realities. Speaking about Raúl Ruiz’s selfconscious filming style, Monika Kaup mentions that:
[Ruiz’s neo-baroque cinema] recasts the notion of (narrative) cinema by reversing
priorities: whereas classical Hollywood valorizes character, causality, and conflict
over the cinematic image, Ruiz places the cinematic image—and, by extension,
the cinematic medium—at the center. (Alternative Modernities 202)
Similarly, Bianchi makes use of self-conscious scenes in a very straightforward and
striking manner as if aiming to interrupt our viewing rather than help us immerse in it.
Counterintuitively though, this interruption does not disengage us from the film, but rather
comes as a trigger for a more active engagement with the different layers of the film.
This self-reflexive gesture is most striking in one of the first scenes when we are
introduced to two homeless individuals who eat leftover food out of the recycling bins outside
Luís’s restaurant. The two characters find leftovers and eat them with extreme eagerness and
craving, almost transferring their contagious appetite to us. Suddenly, a voice-over declares: “É
muito explicita essa cena. Não seria melhor fazer duma forma mais adaptada a realidade?”
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Bianchi proceeds to refilm this scene and show us another version of it where the two characters
are now rejected the leftover food as the restaurant employee prefers to give them to a stray dog.
So, in a way this scene comes as a belated edit rather than a substitution to the previous scene
which did not end up in the film’s metaphorical trash can but rather was kept as part of this
sequence. Sadly, the substitution of the original scene does not offer a better reality as it
continues to be an explicit reaffirmation of poverty and misery, now coupled with the cruelty of
the restaurant employee.
Bianchi re-films this scene, to not only emphasize the possibility of other layers of reality
inhabiting the streets of Brazil, but also to comment on our incompetence and often reluctance to
process unfiltered and raw images whether in film or reality. First, he brings a piece of street
reality into the film and declares it to be too explicit. And instead of discarding the previous
version of the scene, Bianchi employs a self-reflexive cinematic technique to engage us with an
unedited moment both on screen and in the street.
This gesture can be linked to the specifically baroque figure of mise-en-abîme, which
refers to self-reflexive techniques common in baroque narrative and visual arts. By creating a
metafilmic sequence (re-filming a scene we had already seen in another way), Bianchi not only
toys with this self-conscious technique but takes it to another level of self-reflexivity which
implicates the spectator. It provides a commentary regarding our tendency to “edit out” explicitly
painful realities (both fictional and real) from our experience. Interpretable in many ways, this
self-reflexive gesture is directed to an implied Brazilian spectatorship that cannot stand explicit
images of misery filling the streets of Brazil. The film’s interference with the spectator’s
experience and the revision of the scene invite us to not only appreciate the wit of self-reflexive
cinema, but also implicates us in our own self-reflectivity. Backstein suggests that “This form of
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direct address dominates much of the film and probably causes more than a few audience
members to squirm in painful recognition” (319). It is perhaps partly due to the self-reflective
response on the part of the spectator that watching Cronicamente inviável implies undergoing a
“mais profundo incômodo” (Couto, Folha Online).
The film closes with a social commentary where a homeless woman is telling her son to
always be good to people regardless of everything. According to Couto, this scene is:
doloroso e perturbador, aparentemente descolado do restante do relato, que, a
despeito de sua ironia feroz, eleva o filme acima da mera sátira ou comentário
social e o torna uma obra de arte, conferindo-lhe a ambiguidade, a compaixão e a
poesia até então ausentes ou ocultas. (Couto, Folha Online)
Bianchi hides his cinema’s poetry under the layers of a chaotic collage that puts together
caricatured bourgeoise characters, underprivileged groups of the society, harsh street reality,
carnival, deforestation, social irresponsibility, poverty and other issues that make Brazil
infeasible. By recreating this socio-economic infeasibility in his film, Bianchi also provides an
infeasible viewing experience for the spectator.

2.3

Quanto vale ou é por quilo? (2005)
Following up on Cronicamente inviável’s concern with social issues, Quanto vale ou é

por quilo? provides an equally bitter and open criticism of the different forms of injustice
underlying socio-economic inequality in Brazil. Sérgio Bianchi, this time juxtaposes two
historical periods—the colonial and the contemporary era—to comment on the superficiality of
the improvement of the Brazilian social structure by exposing the parallelisms of inequalities that
both colonial and contemporary Brazil share. Bianchi focuses our eye on images images that
both hide and reveal the symptoms of historically perpetuated social injustice in Brazil.
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A free adaptation of Machado de Assis’s short story “Pai contra mãe” and narrations
from Crônicas históricas do Rio Colonial by Nireu Oliveira Cavalcanti, Quanto vale ou é por
quilo? juxtaposes vignettes from colonial epochs that show violence and exploitation of slaves
with contemporary episodes of social inequality and violence. Machado’s story focuses on the
life of Cândido Neves, a poor man who makes a living catching runaway slaves and who is
unable to provide for his wife and his soon-to-be-born child. Cândido soon confronts a situation
where in order to save the life of his own baby, he catches a pregnant slave and returns her to her
owners—causing the woman to lose her unborn child. Other stories taken from Crônicas
históricas do Rio Colonial revolve around the life during the times of slavery. For instance, one
vignette that is featured in the film and is titled “Um bom negócio” tells the story of a merchant
woman who develops friendship with a slave woman and buys her freedom only to keep taking
advantage of her and making her work for a few more years until granting her freedom in
exchange of money. The director both recreates history through these vignettes and interprets
them through parallel stories related to contemporary issues in Brazil.
Bianchi activates a critical stance toward these issues by superimposing different
historical layers on each other making slavery meet modern forms of human exploitation and
injustice. In his study of the function of the baroque fold in Quanto vale, Carlos Velásquez
Torres observes:
esta película se despliega a partir de varios hipotextos que se proyectan en el
tiempo y reproducen una realidad pretérita en el presente evidenciando que las
dificultades inherentes a esa realidad permanecen como parte esencial del mundo
que es representado, en este caso el Brasil contemporáneo. (262)
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While the baroque folds and intertextuality the film establishes with these texts is already
indicative of its neo-baroque narrative, Bianchi’s film reveals other aspects of the neo-baroque
by superimposing these two historical epochs and making them reminiscent of each other:
[The film] juxtaposes the conventions of classical Hollywood narrative, television
commercials, documentaries and historical films. By means of this collage of
styles, the film establishes a parallel between the slave-based economy of the
eighteenth century and today’s NGOs and charitable organizations, suggesting
that the latter only serve to perpetuate the 400-year long tradition whereby the
white ruling classes gain money and privilege by exploiting the poor. (Heise 111)
In this regard, Quanto vale not only shares a neo-baroque cinematic attitude with Cronicamente
inviável, but also a common social concern in that it “attacks the humanistic discourse of NGOs
and suggests that ‘social conscience’, a term which has become fashionable among Brazilian
elites, is no more than a hypocritical way for the rich to relieve their social guilt while helping to
maintain the status quo” (122). And much like Cronicamente inviável, Quanto vale uses these
neo-baroque stylistic techniques in service of the film’s critical proposition.
2.3.1 Baroque Folds of History
It is obvious that Bianchi’s cinema does not resort to allegorical forms for the depiction
of the endless perpetuation of social injustice, but rather utilizes explicit imagery and direct
communication between the camera and the characters of the film to openly draw parallels
between the colonial and contemporary eras. The characters visually or verbally evoke the
parallels otherwise dormant under the contemporary layer of the image.
Colocada a questão da representação, veja-se como o passado se insere na diegese
dos filmes. Em Quanto vale..., vários fragmentos deste aparecem imersos em uma
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narrativa que se liga ao presente e ao cotidiano das grandes cidades e de um novo
ator social, as ONGs... Há uma relação de contigüidade entre as duas
temporalidades, construida a partir da questão racial. Essa postura é ratificada, por
exemplo, no elo entre a diretora de uma ONG e uma senhora que revende
escravos (ambas interpretadas pela mesma atriz, Ana Lúcia Torre) e na seqüência
em que há a exposição de objetos de tortura para escravos, que se revela, na
montagem, o sonho da personagem Arminda (Ana Carbatti), cuja presença em
uma festa (realizada em uma favela) nos remete ao tempo presente. Em resumo:
Quanto vale... evidencia uma temporalidade superposta. (Hamburger 64)
The film awakens this contiguity between colonial slavery and its modern counterparts by
means of a neo-baroque device that Sarduy calls condensación. Condensación for Sarduy is a
technique where “el autor crea una tensión entre dos significantes de cuya condensación surge un
nuevo significado” (18). The episodes in Quanto vale not only imply a narrative and visual
condensación of two historical epochs but provoke an association that underlie these two epochs
and connect them in a striking way. Bianchi not only guides us toward discovering an association
between the stories and episodes, but also creates images that offer an explicit evocation of their
colonial counterparts. The image of the prisoners accumulated behind the bars becomes an
illustration of such superimposition as it evokes the slave ships used to transport African slaves
to Brazil.
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Figure 2-11 Modern prison from Quanto vale ou é por quilo?

Figure 2-12 “Negres a fond de calle” ("Navio negreiro") by Johann
Moritz Rugendas, 1830

This association, dormant at first, in the commonplaceness of an image of a crowded
prison, is explicitly induced by one of the prisoners: “Esse é o nosso navio negreiro. Dizem que
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a viagem era bem assim. Só que ela só durava 2 meses. E o principal o navio ia terminar em
algum lugar.” Before the spectator can have a chance to interpret the images, Bianchi lets his
characters establish a link with the navio negreiro looking directly at us. This image allows
history to surface up by lifting its layers of contemporaneity.
The image establishes an intertextuality with historical images through a condensation of
sorts: the picture we see evokes and reveals another image and together, as a result of such
condensation, they generate a third picture. The film challenges our perception of these images
as closed and self-contained when it draws parallels and disturbs the organic unity of the image.
By opening up the image, Bianchi lets history penetrate it and shed light on the present. Through
a superimposition of these two images onto each other, the film lets us generate a new
signification, a third image which joins past and present—a procedure which is in line with
Sarduy’s idea of condensation.
A similar technique is used in the scene where a woman is carrying a cart with a little boy
by his side, which is soon followed by its historical counterpart. Bianchi goes even farther with
this image by alternating between the two images instead of creating a mental image like in the
example of the navio negreiro.
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Figure 2-13 Two women representing contemporary and colonial Brazil.
Instead of inserting an allusion to the past through a more traditional form such as a
flashback or a juxtaposition of the sequence from the past, Bianchi resorts to a more impactful
solution. He inserts the historical image of the black character into the present-day streets of
Brazil and instead of a simple comparison, we are left with a mirage from the past.
These two examples lead me to my next point which explores a concept central to
Lezama Lima’s and Sarduy’s idea of neo-baroque tensión. As was discussed regarding the
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significance of Bolívar’s renewed contemporary representation in ¡Bolívar soy yo!, the encounter
and condensation of historical and contemporary sensibilities produce a tension between the
signifieds of the Bolívarian figure, which end up creating a new meaning. By the same token,
this idea of tension finds expression in the images analyzed above. Bianchi is not merely
juxtaposing colonial and contemporary portraits of Brazil for purposes of comparison or contrast,
but rather superimposes these pictures to generate the tension that will create a third picture of
Brazil—the one he eagerly criticizes and the one that constitutes Quanto vale ou é por quilo.
This tension finds expression, for instance, between the evocation of a navio negreiro in the
confinement of a contemporary prison and the explicit criticism that is transmitted across the
prison bars.
This is a type of tension that also informs the allegory of history in form of ruins which
both point to the passing nature of time and the rootedness of history in the present.
Like ruins, which contain within them the memory of past experience, an
understanding of the meaning of the fragment functions as nostalgic remnant or
emblem of the past, but it also reinvents itself as a unique whole that belongs to
its own time. (qtd. in Ndalianis 60)
The image of the contemporary woman carrying the cart evokes the colonial past and at the same
time proves the embeddedness of this colonial ruin in a present moment. Chiampi’s observation
regarding baroque’s relationship with history and the image of ruins is illuminating for Bianchi’s
superimposed temporalities:
En lugar de pretérito perfecto o de negación de la temporalidad, lo barroco se
dinamiza para nosotros en la temporalidad paralela de la metahistoria: es nuestro
devenir permanente, el muerto que continúa hablando, un pasado que dialoga con
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el presente a través de sus fragmentos y ruinas, acaso para prevenirlo de volverse
teleológico y conclusivo. (Barroco y modernidad 11)
In Quanto vale ou é por quilo? slavery, violence and human exploitation in their function as
ruins and baroque figures carry history into the present through fragments. By incorporating
these ruins, Bianchi contributes to the creation of a metahistory in his film and he does so by
utilizing neo-baroque devices such condensación and intertextualidad.
2.3.2 Neo-baroque: Impossible Borders
Quanto vale ou é por quilo? is impossible to categorize under a specific film genre. Much
like Cronicamente inviável, it thrives on a peculiar neo-baroque spirit by virtue of its multilayered narrative and visuality. Bianchi’s film juxtaposes two historical epochs through a visual
defoliation of sorts where contemporary layers of reality are constantly stripped off to reveal
historical connections. The historical references unveiled in the film reveal themselves from
beneath contemporary images of poverty and injustice:
Através de um jogo de ocultação/revelação, os vários tipos de linguagens
articuladas no filme (publicidade, história, direito, vídeo, televisão, etc.) irão
expor fragmentos de ações que ressaltam o aspecto do conflito nas relações de
raça e de classe. (Hamburger 63)
The hybrid filming style, the incorporation of different types of media and
cinematographic genres, as well as the versatility of borders between these genres and forms also
add to the creation of a neo-baroque aesthetics. Quanto vale does not respect borders or limits,
nor does it resort to closed forms. Bianchi cuts open the film’s fiction and lets historical, cultural
and documentary elements freely penetrate its texture. The film’s genre borders are lifted as the
film’s mode switches from documentary to fiction to TV advertisement by throwing the
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spectator from one sphere to another. Following Omar Calabrese’s ideas about the fluidity of
fictional limits in neo-baroque works of art, Angela Ndalianis states:
Borders reflect a fluidity that opens up and encompasses other narrative
formulations. In the neobaroque realm, classical systems of spatial and narrative
organization are disturbed and a dialectic is developed between the whole and the
fragment. (60-61)
Bianchi goes on to emphasize the relativity of these borders by emphatically placing portraits of
children within an ornamental frame, while emphasizing its artificiality and dysfunctionality in
its capacity of a frame.

Figure 2-14 Images of children accompany financial calculations of an NGO
employee
Alongside its episodic organization, the film develops several levels of fiction by
incorporating advertisements and informative sequences about social aid programs that the film’s
critical eye, in fact, targets. One of the sequences, for instance, shows an employee of a
governmental agency who keeps all the records of the people receiving social aid, and informs us
about the “importance” of their job and the related “reuniões, debates, congresos...” carried out
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as part of the programs. This scene, as a proof of the lack of utility of such programs, creates an
autoparody by openly mocking the situation while being a representation of it. In this sequence,
we, as spectators, constitute both the implied spectator of the social advertisement as fragment
and the spectators of the whole film. Our viewing is inevitably informed by the main film
surrounding this fragment. Therefore, these scenes suggest a possibility of two levels of
spectatorship – consumers of social ads and active spectators of the film. Apart from being a
spectator “consuming” this informative sequence, we are the film’s all-knowing spectator that
passes this sequence through a critical filter, perceiving the underlying mockery.
Just like Bolívar soy yo and Cronicamente Inviável, Quanto vale utilizes neo-baroque
poetics to comment on contemporary issues in Brazil. The film’s neo-baroque character goes
beyond a stylistic purpose. The film creates a tapestry of Brazil, whose social, historical and
economic issues are brought to the surface precisely by the use of condensations and
superimpositions, self-reflexive and intertextual devices, antirealist and non-linear modes of
representation, multiple genres and media.
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POPULAR BAROQUES IN CLAUDIA LLOSA’S FILMS

I am not an ideologue of the baroque. I am simply Latin American. I can’t help but be
baroque. Allegory for me is much more than a game or an element of style.
―Raul Ruiz
The ambiguity surrounding the concept of the neo-baroque cinema partly owes to the
lack of distinction between, roughly put, baroque form and baroque content. The creation of a
baroque culture in Latin America and the americanización of the baroque, according to José
Lezama Lima, hinges on a synthesis of “la [raíz] hispano incaica y la hispano negroide” (La
expresión 56). This intermingling of elements created cultural, religious, racial, linguistic and
other fusions that came to identify the totality of the culture that emerged from it as SpanishAmerican Baroque. This hybridity served as a basis for developing the neo-baroque literary
practices as part of the New Latin American Narrative and offering revision of historical, cultural
and national narratives in the framework of the Latin American boom. Owing to this, perhaps,
the idea of the neo-baroque in literature and film is often discussed from a formal perspective. If
the baroque is such an inherent part of the Latin American culture, as suggested by Carpentier,
Lezama Lima, Sarduy and others, then one can wonder whether the neo-baroque has been
channeled in Latin American film as content. If so, where and how is it manifested? This chapter
will try to answer this question. The two films included in this chapter are Claudia Llosa’s
Madeinusa (2006) and La teta asustada (2009). Apart from developing an analysis of the
baroque visuality and narrative offered by the selected films, this chapter will also address this
question by approaching the analysis of the baroque as a cultural and political concept. I propose
that these films present an interpretation of the motifs and themes of the Hispanic baroque as a
“cruce de discursos y códigos culturales… favorecido por el carrefour de lenguas, razas, hablas,
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tradiciones, mitos y prácticas sociales propiciadas por la colonización de América” in
contemporary contexts ("La literatura neobarroca" 7).
The director of the films, Claudia Llosa, who came to be widely known in Peruvian and
international circles for these two films, has often been associated with a certain baroque
aesthetics in her films and has herself confessed: “Yo creo que de por sí soy barroca, es verdad.
Me gusta lo barroco. Me da cosa liberarme de ello. No sé cómo describirlo” (Chauca et al. 54).
At the same time, Llosa was part of a 2004 exhibition organized by art historian Jorge Luis
Marzo and ambitiously titled “El d_efecto barroco” which was later turned into a research
project that aimed to expose the myth behind the Hispanic baroque and show its utility as a
political tool in the hands of the Spanish monarchy, rather than a cultural phenomenon seeking to
develop a unified identity in Latin America. Marzo further develops these ideas in his book titled
La memoria administrada: El barroco y lo hispano which provides an alternative take on the
baroque and proves to be relevant for my approach to the baroque in Llosa’s films.
The previous chapter engaged in a discussion of the neo-baroque mainly through an
analysis of baroque visual and narrative devices—baroque form. I suggest that the neo-baroque
in Madeinusa is detected through its content, rather than form. That is, the baroque in Madeinusa
resides not between the frames of the film—through editing, visual and narrative techniques—
but rather within the cultural elements of the film. It is channeled through the exuberant
festivities, through the multifaceted sensibilities beneath the miscegenation and cultural practices
in a fictitious peripheral region of Peru. Thus, the analysis of the neo-baroque in Madeinusa will
focus on certain elements of the baroque mise-en-scène of the film, as well as the syncretic
practices that make up the festivities of tiempo santo, the carnivalesque feast, the liberation of
the female character, and the inversion of the social order at the end of the film. Furthermore, I
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will discuss the idea of fiesta and celebrations as the ultimate space for the baroque culture and
the political implications of the baroque in these spaces.

3.1

Madeinusa (2005)
Imagine an Andean village where tiempo santo means a few days of absolute freedom to

commit any sin, where the time of the festivities is manually adjusted by a sleepy timekeeper for
whom the clock will not tick until he finishes rubbing his eyes and calculating the sun, where
pageants select virgins to be used for the religious procession of the tiempo santo, where an
incredibly talkative truck driver is nicknamed El Mudo, and where Madeinusa is not a label on a
piece of clothing, but a name of the Virgin of the celebrations of tiempo santo. These are some
elements of the fictitious reality of the Andean village called Manayaycuna that Claudia Llosa
creates in her film Madeinusa (2005).
Madeinusa is the name of the protagonist of the film (Magaly Solier) who lives in the
village of Manayaycuna with her father Cayo Machuca (Juan Ubaldo Huamán), the village
administrator, and her sister Chale (Yiliana Chong). We learn that Madeinusa’s mother has left
for Lima, leaving behind a pair of earrings that Made cherishes just like her dream to follow her
mother’s steps and escape to Lima. The film is set amidst a religious tradition running from
Good Friday to Easter Sunday, during which time any sin is permitted in Mayayacuna because,
according to the tradition, God has died and cannot see. Every year, the village selects a girl to
represent the Virgin and this time, it is Madeinusa’s turn to be the chosen virgin of the festivities.
During tiempo santo, while God cannot see, Cayo expects to take his daughter’s virginity. The
events, however, take an unexpected turn as a young geologist from Lima named Salvador
(Carlos J. de la Torre) arrives in the village on the first day of the celebrations. As the village
bursts into celebration, Madeinusa, dressed in the image of the Virgin, sneaks out and initiates a
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sexual encounter with Salvador, thus disobeying her father who, upon learning about this, goes
on to fulfill the sexual desires he had held for his daughter. At the end of the film which
coincides with the conclusion of tiempo santo, Madeinusa ceremoniously kills her father by
feeding him a soup with rat poison. Upon discovering Madeinusa and Salvador next to her
father’s dead body, Chale, the younger daughter, first blames her sister, then the gringo, for
having killed her father. In an unexpected twist, Madeinusa joins her sister in screaming “El
gringo ha matado a mi papá. ¡Vengan!” The film closes with Madeinusa leaving for Lima in the
truck that had brought Salvador to the village.
From the title of the film to the profligacy of the sets, from the casual commingling of the
sacred and the profane to the carnivalesque spirit of the celebration of tiempo santo, Madeinusa
thrives on baroque energy that is hard to dismiss. Llosa’s fictitious village of
Manayaycuna during tiempo santo offers the ultimate space for multifold baroque sensibilities to
pour out in all splendor introducing us to an eccentrically syncretic world. We witness a
transformation of a tranquil, dormant village into an ebullient, chaotic place where anything
becomes possible with the tick of a clock. The undeniably carnivalesque and syncretic
environment of the festivities coupled with Llosa’s cinematic approach allow Madeinusa to
unleash baroque energy.
In most simple terms, Madeinusa depicts a curious transformation of a pious group of
people into a carnivalesque crowd engaged in a ritual of disobedience to both religious and
worldly rules. Licensed by a peculiar syncretism, Manayaycuna’s carnivalesque festivities set
free prohibited desires that have fermented under the cover of religious piety and abstinence.
Baroque’s transformational powers, however, start with the name of the title character. A
ubiquitous label found on a product made in the USA has been transformed into a name that
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aspires (and achieves) the magnificence of a queen’s name. Madeinusa, this ingenious plagiarism
of sorts, is divested of its original significance and blank spaces to be invested both with a new
meaning and a sublime mellifluousness apt for the film’s languages. The ubiquitous presence of
the phrase “Made in USA” does not escape the film’s satiric powers. Namesake of a product
label, Madeinusa encounters her name printed on the back of Salvador’s shirt during their sexual
encounter:
M: Tienes mi nombre en tu polo.
S: ¿Tu nombre?
M: Lo he visto.
S: ¿No sabes qué significa? “Made in USA”. Eso no es un nombre.
M: Es mi nombre y a mí me gusta.
S: Eso no es un nombre. Deberías llamarte Rosa o María, no Madeinusa.
M: Es mi nombre.

Figure 3-1 Madeinusa discovers her name on Salvador’s polo
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Salvador is reluctant to accept Madeinusa as a name, but as the film unfolds we curiously see his
own name (meaning Savior) disown him. Contrary to the designation prescribed to him by the
film which seems to posit Salvador as Madeinusa’s savior, Salvador falls short of his name when
an inversion takes place in which he not only cannot save Madeinusa but needs a savior himself.
Madeinusa, contrary to Salvador’s opinion, is a name which Manayaycuna’s virgin owns
proudly and profoundly. In fact, through a loose phonetic resonance, it comes much closer to
Medusa, than “Made in USA” and the striking effect Madeinusa has over Salvador suggests a
stronger affinity with the potency of Medusa than a piece of information on a polo’s
manufacturer’s origins. The protagonist seems to involuntarily lure Salvador back into her home
only to blame him for the murder of her father and leave him astonished and immobilized before
such a drastic turn of events. Julia Kroll, on the other hand, sees Madeinusa as a siren of sorts:
Made's manipulation of her own sexualized, ritual image—at least temporarily a
play for agency—inverts gender hierarchy via the siren figure's ability to lure
male travelers to a promise of secret knowledge and to then sacrifice them or
consume them once they are in her possession. (121)
Although the analogy with the figure of the siren is curious and adds an interesting
dimension to Madeinusa’s character, I see the events that unfold after Madeinusa’s return to her
house as an impulsive response with no intentions of “sacrificing” the savior. The twist at the
end arises from Made’s impulse to defend herself and her dream. It baffles us as much as it
baffles Salvador, whose immobility mirrors our own astonishment. Instead of interpreting this
along the lines of narratives of sirens luring men travelers into their trap, I see this twist as an
expression of a baroque inversion which unexpectedly robs the male savior of a culturally
prescribed agency.
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The ingeniously assembled character of the protagonist’s name extends to other
expressions of the baroque starting with the artifacts that make up the ceremony of the
coronation of the Virgin. However, it is not so much through the decorous set of the ceremony
that a baroque atmosphere is cultivated in this sequence of scenes, but rather through the
surprisingly seamless confluence of religion and popular culture. One of the most important parts
of the festivities of Manayaycuna is the public ceremony of the selection of the girl (chosen by
unknown criteria) who is expected to embody the Virgin during the entirety of the festivities of
tiempo santo. The ceremony underscores the cult of the Virgin Mary and the importance the
Catholic faith gives to the figure of the Virgin. But what is more, this tradition, by virtue of the
competition it entails, blends in the modern cult of beauty pageants omnipresent in Latin
America. In a peculiarly harmonic incongruity, Manayaycuna’s annual tradition fuses the
Medieval cult of the Virgin Mary with Latin America’s and the modern world’s cult of beauty
queens creating a spectacle that rests on a hybrid mixture of popular culture and religion.
Madeinusa, in a way, bridges a gap between a beauty queen and a virgin.
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Figure 3-2 The contest for selecting the Virgin of Manayaycuna

This hybrid ceremony is where Madeinusa takes up baroque characteristics and does it
through a representation of a bizarre affinity between a virgin and a beauty queen. Two
completely unrelated and somewhat antithetical figures become unified in a tradition that
celebrates Christ’s death. And although this religious-popular contest posits Madeinusa’s figure
in a space where both queen and saint overlap, the two seem to inhabit Madeinusa’s body only
on a surface level. During tiempo santo, Madeinusa is the embodiment, an actor, a
theatricalization of something she deeply is not. Underneath the carnivalesque layers of tiempo
santo, Madeinusa’s truthful identity comes close to anything but the icon of a virgin or a queen.
The embodiment of the Virgin, therefore, becomes a dramatization, a theater, a simulacrum that
hides the truth. The entire festivity of tiempo santo and the carnival itself is a theatricality, an
allegory of the human desire to transcend limits and become something else.
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3.1.1 Icons: Saints and Semiotics
The baroquism of Madeinusa’s image as a Virgin also relies on her being a representation
of a representation similar to the baroque parody which implies “una representación de otra
representación, en la cual la representación anterior u original es desfigurada y traicionada
permanentemente por la nueva representación” (Herrera 145–46). By representing a religious
icon, Madeinusa, becomes an icon of an icon in semiotic terms. Charles S. Pierce defines icon as:
a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes merely by virtue of characters of
its own, and which it possesses, just the same, whether any such Object actually
exists or not. It is true that unless there really is such an Object, the Icon does not
act as a sign… Anything whatever, be it quality, existent individual, or law, is an
Icon of anything, in so far as it is like that thing and used as a sign of it.” (Peirce
102)
In other words, an icon is a sign based on resemblance between the signified and signifier. For
instance, one’s portrait is one’s icon. Madeinusa is represented as an icon of the Virgin. What is
more interesting, however, is that as the film unfolds, her identity in transience, her status of an
icon weakens in our eyes. Although self-evident, the film indicates more pointedly that
Madeinusa is an empty, fleshless reproduction of the icon of the Virgin, rather than the icon
herself. As we take a comparative look at Madeinusa’s image in a photograph taken by Salvador
as opposed to a still from the scene of the procession, this tension between the icon and its object
becomes more palpable. The link between Madeinusa and her icon in the form of the photograph
seems more perceivable, while the still from the film seems to point to the absence of the
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signified, the emptiness of the icon. The void imprinted on Madeinusa’s face in this sequence is
only indicative of the absence of her signified3.

Figure 3-3 Madeinusa attaches her photograph to her underskirt

3

To use a bizarre web-inspired analogy, if Madeinusa’s image (Image 2) were a clickable link, we would
receive a “Page Not Found” message upon clicking it.
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Figure 3-4 Madeinusa during the procession

The above images help us contrast the two uses of a semiology of images by the film.
The difference between these two images portraying the same figure is striking. Madeinusa’s
photograph seems to point at her, not the Virgin, while the still from the procession signals or
points to the absence of a person underneath the icon of the Virgin. The void on Madeinusa’s
motionless face in Figure 3-4, which shows her as the Virgin during the procession, constitutes
an indication (an index) of the empty space underneath the Virgin’s gown. Its existence is linked
to a public sphere. By contrast, Figure 3-3, which is a photograph of Madeinusa (an icon of
herself) revealing her joy of being coronated as the Virgin of Manayaycuna points to
Madeinusa’s character in the film rather than the Icon of the Virgin. In Figure 3-3, we detect
more vitality and movement on Madeinusa’s photographed image in the face of the medium that
captured it, than we do in the procession scene which ascribes double immobility to Madeinusa’s
stiff body. In the still, Madeinusa substitutes the statue of the Virgin, her inanimate icon, an
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immobile piece of ornament decorating the processions of the religious ceremony. With her
majestic presence, her unmoving face resembling a painting and with her body automatically
moving to the motion of the ceremonial litter across the uneven Andean landscape, Madeinusa
only simulates the icon of the Virgin carried along the Andean lakefront.
While Made passively carries the image of the Virgin imposed on herself, she cherishes
more profoundly her own icon—the photograph that captured an expression of joy that
determinedly escapes the face of the Virgin in Figure 3-4. Madeinusa attaches her own
photograph—perhaps the only image she has of herself—to her laboriously layered underskirt.
As if an icon of a secret identity functioning in a private space, the photograph gains the
significance of a prohibited self-image which Madeinusa cannot display publicly. The
photograph becomes a metaphoric sphere, hidden beneath the multiple layers of the Virgin’s
clothes, where Madeinusa’s bare identity is projected.
Madeinusa’s photograph hidden under her clothes draws attention toward
Manayaycuna’s reality layered with artifice and theatricality of the carnival. The heaviness of the
fabric and the folds of the Virgin’s dress evoke the weight of the baroque artifice and its
ineptness in this underground world of desire and self-liberation. The film turns the masquerade
inside out for the spectator precisely by showing hidden layers of reality transpiring beneath the
ornate artifacts of the euphoric reality of tiempo santo. The whole point of the boisterous
celebrations of a spiritual weekend on Manayaycuna’s calendar is to enable the worldly
pleasures to take place beneath the carnival’s ornamentation.
There is more to the baroquism of the figure of Madeinusa as the Virgin of tiempo santo.
The image of Manayaycuna’s Virgin represents an expression of baroque condensation in
Sarduy’s terms. Not only is “Made in USA” condensed to acquire a phonetic fluidity of a name,
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but so does Madeinusa’s figure become a condensation of Latin America’s cult of virgins and
beauty queens. Madeinusa, however, does not adequately represent each figure separately and it
is only through the condensed, superimposed image of the Virgin-Queen incarnated in her that
she makes our conception of this baroque figure possible. Madeinusa’s body, transformed into
the figure of the Virgin-Queen, becomes the space where the medieval and the modern merge to
create a syncretic representation of past and present. At the same time, through her coronation as
the Virgin-Queen, we perceive her as a hypertelic figure in that she transcends the imitative
borders of each of these figures (the coronation of the Virgin as the winner of a contest
deforms/transcends the sacred idea of the Virgin and vice versa). Inevitably, Madeinusa falls
short of the functions of both figures. The Virgin of Manayaycuna, in our eyes, becomes a mere
artifact, an effect, a simulation.
Madeinusa may fall short of her function and purpose as the Virgin of the festivities, but
she quite intelligently takes advantage of the freedom of committing sins during tiempo santo.
The simulacrum of her transient agency gets out of hand as her inner desires surface up. The
Madeinusa disguised under the image of the Virgin takes over, derailing from the path of the
procession. As if slipping out of her Virgin image, Madeinusa sneaks out of the procession and
initiates her personal rebellion against suppressive rules that have been lifted with the start of the
festivities. Manayaycuna’s Virgin, the sacred symbol of the tiempo santo, swaps her immobile,
statuesque figure with a more active, sexual role taking advantage of the tradition’s license to
sin. By resisting the cultural and religious role imposed by the gown of the Virgin, Madeinusa
abandons her position of the icon in order to pursue her own identity and agency.
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3.1.2 Syncretism and Carnival of Tiempo Santo
The European cultural and religious forms imposed upon indigenous cultures of the New
World engendered a plethora of syncretic believes that are practiced until now in all parts of
Latin America. At the center of all tiempo santo celebrations lies a profound syncretism which
licenses modification and adjustment of catholic festivities preceding Easter with local believes
and traditions. In fact, the carnival in Madeinusa becomes the culmination of the syncretic forms
deeply related with the baroque art. It was through the baroque that Catholicism was imposed
and propagated to indigenous cultures and it was through the americanización of the baroque art
as discussed in Lezama Lima’s La expresión americana, that these syncretic forms and Latin
American baroque came to life. Regarding the portrayal of baroque Andean cultural practices in
Madeinusa, Kroll notes:
While actual Andean religious and cultural practices can be traced as influences
of the film's fictionalized tiempo santo, in another anthropological analogy,
Madeinusa shows Andean religion and culture as processes of resistance precisely
by showing products of incomplete Christian evangelization. (115)
Whether as a result of a resistance to religious homogeneity or the effects of the colonial political
agenda4, the inhabitants of this fictional village invert the sacred, suspend time and proliferate
the significance of Christ’s death. What is seen as “abnormal” or sinful before tiempo santo
(incest, promiscuity, alcohol, etc.) is now allowed and largely practiced in the village.
The transition from a quiet religious ceremony to the carnivalesque celebration is clearly
marked in the film. The carnival of tiempo santo is preceded by a religious ritual illustrating

4

I will argue later in this chapter that Madeinusa not only reveals products of incomplete Christian evangelization,
but also showcases incomplete integration of indigenous populations in the dominant culture of Peru and
reminiscent of colonial times.
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Christ’s death which is then followed by the announcement of the beginning of tiempo santo by
Manayaycuna’s mayordomo who initiates the carnival by demonstratively smashing a pot of a
traditional meal. The carnivalesque spirit frees the baroque desires of wastefulness, desperdicio,
erotism and laughter that were suppressed in the whispers of the praying people minutes before
the celebration burst out into a boisterous feast. With the announcement of the tiempo santo, we
are momentarily plunged into a chaotic carnivalesque feast, which Sarduy sees as:
espectáculo simbólico y sincrético en que reina lo “anormal”, en que se
multiplican las confusiones y profanaciones, la excentricidad y la ambivalencia, y
cuya acción central es una coronación paródica, es decir, una apoteosis que
esconde una irrisión. ("El barroco y el neobarroco" 20)
Most of Madeinusa revolves around this symbolic and syncretic spectacle which celebrates the
death of Christ who can no longer see sins until the end of the tiempo santo, while at the center
of the spectacle lies the “apotheosis” of the Virgin that hides a mockery.
It is noteworthy that Llosa puts as much emphasis on the baroque enmascaramiento, as
she does on showing the life underneath the carnival. By doing so, the film unveils a stark
contrast between the reality of Manayaycuna’s everyday life and the carnival—the Bakhtinian
“second world” and “second life outside officialdom” (Bakhtin 6). Unlike the villagers immersed
in the spectacles of the carnival, we as spectators are also introduced to the desires hidden
underneath carnival and Madeinusa’s sacred image. The film becomes a sort of a backstage to
the carnival it depicts. Llosa allows us to participate in the layering and de-layering of
Madeinusa’s image and her identity behind the Virgin’s mask to allow for a deconstruction, a
desnudamiento, where the baroque theater and spectacle unfold to reveal another spectacle
transpiring underneath the carnival’s layers.
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Sarduy’s exploration of the baroque’s carnivalesque forms, heavily influenced by
Bakhtin’s ideas of the carnival, are relevant for the discussion of Manayaycuna’s feast in
Madeinusa. The Russian critic, who developed most of his ideas on carnival in the book
Rabelais and His World, sustains:
Carnival celebrated temporary liberation from the prevailing truth and from the
established order; it marked the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges,
norms and prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming,
change, and renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed.
(10)
Bakhtin suggests that the “second life” of folk culture that is created through carnival is “to a
certain extent a parody of the extracarnival life” and relates the origins of parody with the
carnivalesque folklores of the middle ages. It is no coincidence that Madeinusa’s carnivalesque
environment of folk culture and feast gives birth to parodies. Bakhtin clarifies, however, that
“carnival is far distant from the negative and formal parody of modern times. Folk humor denies,
but it revives and renews at the same time (11). By the same token, the film’s parody of the
Virgin is constructed through Madeinusa’s becoming, her revival and the renewal of her female
figure rather than a negative denial and mockery. In Madeinusa, parody stems from the
carnival’s very basic rules of suspending all norms and prohibitions and turning the world inside
out. In Madeinusa’s journey as the Virgin of Manayaycuna, from her coronation to her loss of
virginity, we witness an example of carnival’s parodic “crownings and uncrownings” (Bakhtin
11).
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Madeinusa’s coronation as the Virgin is curiously parodic as it imitates both the
coronation of the Virgin Mary, a common subject in Christian art, and is also oddly informed by
the modern cult of beauty pageants. While Madeinusa’s Virgin image offers a citation from
Christian art and the colonial baroque, it also elaborates what Sarduy calls desfiguración of the
original work, in this case—the icon of the Virgin ("El barroco y el neobarroco" 18). Madeinusa
“inventa libremente” her own figure as the Virgin and eventually disfigures it (19). So, it is not
Made’s coronation that hides the mockery of parody, as stated above, but it is rather her postcoronation free adaptation of the Virgin’s figure that hides a mockery. What is Madeinusa’s
sexual act at the very culmination of the celebration if not a mockery of her own sign, of her own
functionality?
Furthermore, Madeinusa becomes a hypertelic figure of baroque whose level of
simulacrum exceeds her utility and reveals itself through “un camuflaje que procura producir un
efecto, sin el compromiso de pasar por la Idea” ("La literatura neobarroca" 12). We discern the
simulacrum in Made’s unengaged performance of her function as the Virgin of the festivities
because we see through her mask. Referring to the baroque epoch of thought, Michel Foucault
talks about the deceptive nature of resemblance and its kinship with illusion typical of baroque
representation. He points out that we can no longer see resemblances, but rather chimeras of
resemblance,
el tiempo privilegiado del trompe-l’œil, de la ilusión cómica, del teatro que se
desdobla y representa un teatro, del quid pro quo de los sueños y de las visiones;
es el tiempo de los sentidos engañosos; es el tiempo en que las metáforas, las
comparaciones y las alegorías definen el espacio poético del lenguaje. (Foucault
58)
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Not only does Madeinusa’s Virgin figure render herself as an illusion, a deceptive trompe l'oeil
in the realm of the carnival, but so does Madeinusa’s character built throughout the film when
Made swaps places with Salvador. Llosa allows for the idea of simulacra underlying the
phenomenon of the carnival to extend itself to Madeinusa’s character.
While the festivities come as a sort of liberation to the villagers, for Madeinusa they
mean entrapment in the Virgin’s image and the arrival of the night when her father takes her
virginity. However, in a twist of events and in an act of resistance against tradition, Madeinusa
gives her virginity to a stranger from Lima and plans an escape from Manayaycuna. Llosa’s film
“shows indigenous ritual as a place of contesting hierarchies, inverting order, transcending the
outward appearance, and accessing that which is hidden (Kroll 118). Dressed in her attire of the
Virgin, the protagonist abandons her position, sneaks out in the middle of the festivities and
urges Salvador to take her virginity because God has died and cannot see them. Inside this
carnivalesque world, we encounter in Madeinusa a character who embodies both sin and
innocence as tiempo santo allows for “the union of opposites in which the sacred and profane
coexist, both incarnate in Madeinusa” (121). This act of resistance and ingenious twist to the
image of the Virgin creates a baroque inversion of the social order conveniently provoked and
privileged by the carnival.
Through the “dramatization of female sexuality and agency,” the inversion of the order
not only takes place inside this indigenous space and against rules imposed by the indigenous
community of Manayaycuna, but also those imposed from the metropolis (118). Madeinusa
transcends her function both as the Virgin and the stereotype of an innocent indigenous girl from
the periphery. The moment Madeinusa leaves the procession to have sexual relations with
Salvador, she transcends the limits put on her body. In turn, Salvador’s role as Madeinusa’s
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savior is inverted against the promise of salvation implied in his name when he ends up
becoming the victim in Made’s plot. Madeinusa subverts both cultural and religious rules by first
disobeying her father’s desire and then misleading and blaming Salvador for her father’s murder.
3.1.3 Poetic Improvisations of the Baroque
Explaining the baroquism of his films and Latin America at large, the Chilean director
Raúl Ruiz, states the following in an interview:
National Chilean popular culture . . . is curiously very baroque because it started
in the moment of the baroque. The poetical improvisation of the countryman, the
peasant, in Chile comes directly from the seventeenth century, around the end of
the 16th century. The themes they talk about are very seventeenth century. There
are, for instance, the themes of “the siesta of the saints,” “the reversed world,”
“the scattered body distributed around the world in pieces,” “the disbursed feast in
many places at the same time,” “the feast of the birds,” “the train which goes from
heaven to hell,” and “the marriers of blacks. (qtd. in Alternative Modernities 199)
Llosa’s film brings out the products of a similar poetic improvisation which finds
expression in the décor of the sets, in Madeinusa’s improvised songs in Quechua and Spanish, in
the carnivalesque celebration and the saturated visuality of the film. We come to encounter this
popular Ruizian baroque in images of a reversed world and the disbursed feast in the carnival of
tiempo santo. The carnivalesque feast that emerges from a religious celebration owes to this
“poetic improvisation of the countrymen” which lies at the core of all syncretic forms. This
poetic improvisation and baroque’s urge to recreate and recycle is what turns Barbie dolls into
decorative angles on tiempo santo’s procession litter. Coincidentally, these elements also point at
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the film’s creativity and improvisation while commenting on the resourcefulness of the popular
culture.

Figure 3-5 Procession of tiempo santo

There are many curious moments in the film that showcase recycling and transformation
of everyday objects into baroque artifacts. When Madeinusa is being carried through the
procession, her hand is calmly resting on a globe, while her other hand is holding a scepter. She
is being carried against the background of the Andean mountains that create a picturesque
contrast between nature and artifice. Added to this is the theatricality of the procession that is to
follow. The orb on which Madeinusa rests her hand is a world globe map with the American
continent facing the spectator and pointedly reminding us of Manayaycuna’s geographical
location. The little angels inserted into the white fluffy material resembling a cloud that
constitute the litter carrying the virgin-queen are an ingenious way to recycle Barbie dolls. These
recycled elements, baroque artifacts per se, not only point at the theatricality and madeness of
the spectacle, but also to the resourcefulness of the baroque imaginary underlying the syncretism
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of this celebration. What was the American baroque if not a resourceful approach to resistance
against destruction of cultural codes through hybrid representations?
Llosa approaches the representation of the festivities, the borrachera and carnival with
unique humor while utilizing baroque’s temptation with parody and mockery of functionality.
For instance, the passing of time during tiempo santo is converted into a public performance.
This hyperbolic visualization of time is part of the baroque spectacle of tiempo santo. What is
more baroque, however, is that the “performer of time” seems to be the very antithesis of a clock.
He seems to be sleepy, unprecise, unworried, and slightly inebriated. The bottle (of alcohol?)
spotted next to the timekeeper comes both as a warning and a proof to the lack of sobriety that
embues both the celebration and the cinema emerging from it. We, baffled by this insobriety, ask
ourselves what happens to tiempo santo when the timekeeper falls asleep? The almost
extradiegetic entry of a man (who serves as an alarm clock to the clock-man) into the scene
answers our question.

Figure 3-6 The timekeeper of tiempo santo
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Is not the timekeeper who regulates the passing of time during tiempo santo, in his
capacity of a human parody of time, a pure mockery of functionality and sobriety? Time
management in Manayaycuna evokes a drunkard’s staggered walk as opposed to the vigorous
regularity of a marching clock. This performance of the passing of time resonates with the
haphazard perception of time during carnival and the function of the timekeeper is not to mimic
time’s unobstructed passing, but rather to create a simulacrum of the notion of time. ¡Cuánto
trabajo perdido!” exclaims Sarduy referring to baroque’s fascination with overdecoration that
makes functionality appear dysfunctional ("El barroco y el neobarroco" 33). Then, talking about
the parodic nature of all non-reproductive activity, he writes: “Juego, pérdida, desperdicio y
placer, es decir, erotismo en tanto que actividad que es siempre puramente lúdica, que no es más
que una parodia de la función de reproducción, una transgresión de lo útil, del diálogo ‘natural’
de los cuerpos” (33). By way of a parody of time, the old timekeeper adds to tiempo santo’s
tendency toward theatricality, simulacrum and exaltation of dysfunctionality. In fact, the whole
carnivalesque feast during tiempo santo revolves around the artificialization and theatricalization
of the simple human desire to sin.
Other interesting moments in the film reflect the obsession with decorations and artifacts
related to tiempo santo and are indicative of an urge to create visual proliferation of concepts and
ideas. This is emphatically achieved, for instance, when the head of Christ’s statue drops
signifying his death, or when the people in the crowd make circular motions with their hands in
the air, perhaps, in imitation of wiping off tears. While, the crystal tears attached to Madeinusa’s
face are an artifact of sadness representing the Virgin’s tears, they also point to the madeness of
the entire spectacle and artificialization of grief. But do the artificial crystal tears on the virgin’s
face only communicate sadness? The crystal tears take up an ambivalent significance as they
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seem to reflect the sparkle of joy in Madeinusa’s eyes as she mumbles to Salvador: “Él ya no nos
ve... ¡Está muerto¡ No puede vernos. Está muerto. Está muerto hasta el domingo.”

Figure 3-7 Madeinusa telling Salvador that God is dead.

The attic of Cayo’s house represents a curious baroque storage of the gifts that Cayo has
received from the villagers during tiempo santo with the promise of offering them to the Virgin.
Transformed into a warehouse of worship, Cayo’s attic now houses the syncretic imaginary of a
pueblo and its faith. This hidden collection of gifts includes a miscellaneous list of things ranging
from a Coca-Cola can to angel wings and saint statuettes of all sizes. Cayo, not wanting to
disappoint the believers of Manayaycuna, has converted his attic into storage cluttered with
religious presents making it yet another space for a laborious expression of a baroque culture and
reminiscent of baroque altars.
A certain need for visualization came to influence Hispanic baroque art as it grew to most
commonly be represented through visual and plastic arts. The reason behind this was the lack of
a common language between indigenous populations and the Spanish colonizers, who had to
resort to the power of images to make the Catholic faith representable to people who did not
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understand the Spanish language. As we see, Llosa manages to create a highly baroque world
through rich visual spectacle and her representation of baroque spaces and the imaginary of
Manayaycunans. She also resorts to a few digressions that add to the playfulness of her cinematic
style and channel a neo-baroque wastefulness of visual forms and games. A scene from the barn
where Madeinusa meets Salvador for the first time after her coronation offers a curious choice of
editing which creates what I see as a visual alliteration of sorts. When Madeinusa peeks through
the opening of the wooden door where Salvador is locked up, we first get a close up of
Madeinusa’s eye which is then cut to a cow eye and then back to Madeinusa’s eye.

Figure 3-8 Images from the barn scene
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Here, the crosscutting of the cow’s eye with Madeinusa’s eye is oddly reminiscent of
Buñuel’s montage technique for the eyeball slicing scene in Un Chien Andalou. Llosa seems to
take pleasure in revealing dissimilar affinities as she gathers them around the image trying to
“hacer surgir el sentido allí donde precisamente todo convoca al juego puro, al azar fonético, es
decir, al sin-sentido” (Sarduy 16). This tiny visual digression that almost goes unnoticed creates
a sort of intensification of seeing, a proliferation of the curiosity seen in Madeinusa’s widened
eye. Alternating with the image of the eye, the cow eye evokes the gaze of the other, of the
unknown, yet at the same time it mimics that of the spectator on the other side of the screen and
the one behind the wooden bars.
3.1.4 Residues of Baroque Cultural Politics
That Madeinusa emanates a baroque sensibility through its exuberant forms, religious
syncretism, the carnivalesque chaos and the absolute baroque image of the Virgin is hardly
deniable. However, there is another layer of the baroque that reveals itself in the film and is
slightly at odds with common readings of the neo-baroque as an inherent element of Latin
American culture and identity. In his work La memoria administrada: El barroco y lo hispano,
Jorge Luis Marzo claims that the idea of an existence of a baroque Hispanic culture is a myth and
argues for the emergence of baroque politics, rather than a baroque culture in the colonial period.
Marzo suggests that the baroque “sería una práctica política antes que una realidad cultural. Se
trataría de un sistema de ‘imaginarios’ que, a la postre, será confundido con los imaginarios
propios del pueblo (82). This claim puts in crisis the idea of cultural integration represented
through baroque art, architecture, and baroque imaginary at large. Marzo explains:
La Iglesia, la Corte, la nobleza, los empresarios, en fin, todo el cuerpo social
autorizado se encaminó hacia la creación de unos medios de socialización
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dirigidos a la masa para hacerla participe de una imagen social en la que se viera
representada. (81)
This take on the Hispanic baroque highlights the confinement of the baroque culture—
one that implies the cultural integration of indigenous populations within the dominant European
and criollo culture of Latin America—to spectacle. That is, the Hispanic cultures were included
in a baroque colonial society only through dramatization. Although this claim potentially
challenges baroque theories and development of the neo-baroque theories based on the idea of
the confluence of diverse identities, cultural practices, and religious syncretism among others, it
does provide a fresh critical inquiry into the discussion of the baroque in contemporary contexts.
Marzo’s ideas provide insight for my further discussion of Claudia Llosa’s films. As we
can see, Madeinusa acquires its baroquism precisely through the dramatization, spectacle and
fiesta of the tiempo santo. Tiempo santo is at the center of the film and the baroque energy
revolves around the religious spectacle that evolves into a carnival. Outside tiempo santo,
however, the film highlights the cultural separation, rather than the confluence and mixture.
Madeinusa’s living spaces are desolate, deprived of baroque ornaments, her true self is revealed
through her song lyrics in Quechua and her contact with Salvador brings out the socio-cultural
abyss between the two worlds. Doesn’t Madeinusa, then, provide a cinematographic space where
Marzo’s “política barroca” obtains representation?
The baroque spirit thrives through the artifice and décor of the dramatization and
procession of the Virgin of Manayaycuna, while the reality outside the carnivalesque picture of
the celebration reveals a stark contrast. Outside the spectacle’s glory of being the Virgin,
Madeinusa is cherishing the scraps of the dominant culture hidden in a small box. The
Westernized culture—reduced to Made’s magazines and a pair of red shoes that Chale cannot
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own—inhabits places outside the limits of the village. Peru’s dominant culture is embodied in
Salvador, in the idea of Lima, in the cutouts from a fashion magazine. Both Made and Chale live
in isolation from the dominant culture, while Made dreams of moving to Lima like her mother.
The film provides a clear-cut picture of the discordance between the profligacy and spirit of the
fiesta and the destitute quotidian life of the inhabitants of Manayaycuna. Kroll’s study of the film
views this through the argument that “Madeinusa reveals the tensions created by incomplete
modernity, the dialectic between urban and rural spheres, and ultimately, underlying subjugation
of indigenous women and Andean cultural tradition (117).
The incomplete integration of the two cultures is also present in the contact between
Made and Salvador, who seem to be separated by linguistic and cultural codes and share
elements of the same culture only ambiguously and remotely. Made expresses her feelings
through songs in Quechua and Spanish, but she hides parts of her most sincere thoughts under
the cover of Quechua—a language inaccessible by Salvador. Quechua represents this secret and
private space where Madeinusa can express her thoughts and feelings while keeping them hidden
from Salvador. In short, while Madeinusa and Salvador seem to participate in the same culture
by sharing a language and a nationality, their imaginaries seem to be detached from each other. If
Madeinusa’s imaginary is a result of a hybridized knowledge and crisscrossed practices of native
and Christian beliefs, Salvador’s imaginary represents the Western culture that remained
impermeable to indigenous adaptations and interpretations of beliefs and practices. Part of the
film’s baroque inversion lies in the fact that the tables are now turned, and Salvador finds
himself in a peculiar position where he is now an awe-struck consumer of unfamiliar cultural
images, signs and sounds which eventually consume him.
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One way to negotiate Marzo’s ideas of the absence of an integrated colonial society and
those views which highlight the inherence of the baroque in the Latin American identity is to
recognize the outcome of the baroque politics in the creation of the imaginaries of Latin
American people and the emergence of these mixed imaginaires, in Gruzinski’s terms, in
modern and postmodern worlds. Gruzinski is right in saying that:
The blurring of references, the confusion of ethnic and cultural registers, the
overlap of life and fiction, the diffusion of drugs, the multiplication of the image’s
bases also turned the New Spain baroque imaginaires into a prefiguration of the
neobaroque or postmodern imaginaires that we experience today. (Images at War
226)
The argument that there was a systematic exercise of politics that promoted separation
rather than unification of Spanish and native cultures does not eliminate the historical fact that
hybrid imaginaires emerged precisely because the point of these baroque politics “was to make
the crowds and heterogeneous cultures share a single imaginaire” (146). And while complete
integration of indigenous cultures into the dominant society never happened, the integration took
form in artistic and cultural expression of these imaginaires, however incomplete, deformed and
modified, giving way to the production of hybrid images and cultural practices that are now
denominated as baroque and neo-baroque. Madeinusa’s name alone points to an overlap of
knowledges and reuse of the products of globalization in a most bizarre and poetic way. Made’s
name that serves as a reminder of the ironic physical distance between her self and the origins of
her name highlights the colonial and contemporary practice of the baroque “decontextualization
and reuse, the destructuralization and restructuralization of languages” (226).
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Madeinusa reveals both baroque imaginaires and effects of baroque politics that have
given birth to a collective hybrid imaginaire. The baroque imaginaire present in the film takes
shape in syncretic and reinterpreted Christian practices, in recycling of products of globalization
and cultural exchange culminated in the title of the film, and eventually in the subversion of
baroque images and politics reigning this fictitious space. Marzo’s baroque politics reveals itself
through Madeinusa’s sharp contrast and cultural abyss between the margins and the periphery,
the Western world and the Andes, Spanish and Quechua, the profligacy of the fictional fiesta and
the scarcity of ornamentation in everyday spaces.
The presence of the long-lasting baroque politics is even more evident in Llosa’s second
feature film titled La teta asustada, which I will explore in the next section of this chapter. La
teta asustada reveals a radically different approach as here Llosa achieves what Monsiváis
would call the highly unusual “melding of the baroque temperament with a minimalist approach
to film production” (186). Llosa herself declares she wanted to strip away all ornamentation for
this film5. However, there is still a sense of subtle baroquism peeking through La teta asustada,
which is harder to pinpoint and classify as baroque as we know it. However, the way the film
pictures Fausta’s existence, her mother’s death and representation of memory create allegories
that can be linked both to the historical memory of violence and the baroque’s temptation with
allegorical forms. In addition, Llosa’s cinematography in La teta asustada also highlights the
persistence of the effects of the colonial baroque politics as defined above.

See “‘No pretendo retratar la realidad. Pretendo interpretar un tema para sacar discusiones que tenemos
reprimidas’: Una entrevista con Claudia Llosa”
5
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3.2

La teta asustada (2009)
Claudia Llosa’s La teta asustada troubles our understanding of trauma. It invites us to

ponder what it means to nurture a traumatic memory for the sake of remembering. It makes us
wonder how fear can be inherited and how one’s body becomes a space for someone else’s
suffering to live on. We encounter these questions through a cinematic exploration of the effects
of sexual violence on the life of a young girl whose mother was raped while she was pregnant
with her. Llosa’s film illuminates the drama of indigenous women who suffered sexual violence
during the years of the internal armed conflict in Peru (1980-1992) and for whom the end of the
war did not bring peace. In broader terms, the film comments on the persistence of trauma in the
minds and bodies of women who were affected by acts of sexual violence. The film explores a
series of questions related to cultural memory, fear, as well as marginality and self-liberation by
drawing together death and life, survival and celebration, scarcity and excess, periphery and
center.
The film’s protagonist, a young woman named Fausta (Magaly Solier), suffers from an
illness called la teta asustada which according to popular belief is caused by the fear Fausta
experienced as a baby in her mother’s womb as she was being raped by a soldier. According to
Andean traditions, being born with la teta asustada implies that Fausta’s “soul has escaped her
body and buried itself” (Lambright 68). Driven by this extreme fear of rape and of men, Fausta
has inserted a potato into her vagina in order to protect herself. She has heard that an indigenous
woman did this to keep the rapists away because the sprouting buds of the potato “dan asco.”
The film starts with Fausta’s elderly mother dying as she is singing about her traumatic
experience of having been raped by a member of the Peruvian army while carrying Fausta inside
her womb. Fausta’s condition often makes her faint and nose bleed whenever she experiences
fear and physical threat, which prevents her from having an independent life and leaving her
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mother’s side. But with her mother dead, Fausta sets on a transformative journey of working as a
night maid at the mansion of an upper-class woman to earn the money necessary to transport and
bury her mother in her native town. Aída (Susi Sánchez), who is a wealthy musician
experiencing a creative crisis right before her annual concert, promises Fausta to give her one
pearl in return for every song she will share. Aída uses Faustas music to deliver a successful
concert to Lima’s upper-class society without giving any credit to the girl. After being mistreated
by Aída and standing up to her, Fausta asks for the potato to be removed from her vagina and
sets on a journey that will mark her eventual liberation from her fears and the burial of her
mother’s body near the ocean.
My study of La teta asustada focuses on the visual representation of memory and fear by
viewing Fausta’s body as an allegory of a haunting past. Llosa’s film evokes in Fausta’s body a
space where dolorous and unresolved past resists forgetting. The body and the corpse in La teta
asustada become baroque allegories, visualizations of history, cultural memory, and trauma. In
addition, I explore the baroque expressions in the portrayal of the cultures of the periphery in
relationship with their interaction with the dominant culture of Lima. I examine Jorge Luis
Marzo’s concept of the baroque as a system of political tactics targeted at domination and
fictional inclusion of indigenous cultures in the dominant society during colonial times in La teta
asustada’s contemporary context. I study the possible presence of this baroque colonial politics
through the representation of the socio-cultural gap between the periphery and the center,
between the dominated and the dominant cultures through La teta asustada.
For the creation of La teta asustada, Claudia Llosa used anthropologic studies based on
testimonies of indigenous women who were victims of sexual violence committed during the
years of the internal armed conflict in Peru. Kimberly Theidon’s antropological study titled Entre
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prójimos: El conflicto armado interno y la política de la reconciliación en el Perú provides an
account of testimonies by indigenous women and explains the origins of the idea of la teta
asustada on which Llosa bases her film. In her analysis of the film, Carolina Rueda states that
Llosa’s film uses this information to “intensify” the testimonies of the women (461). This
intensification happens precisely through the idea of the inheritance of trauma and fear. But,
despite the allegorical perception of Fausta’s body, it is also important to acknowledge that in La
teta asustada, Llosa creates a visual document of an existing psychological condition that has
come to be popularly denominated as the teta asustada or Milk of Sorrow. The metaphorical
language that is used to name this condition that emerged as an effect of a certain historical
event, as opposed to many other illnesses that have popular name variations apart from the
scientific denomination, the equivalent of the teta asustada is nonexistent both in medical
language and books. The metonymic linguistic relationship between the illness and its name
speaks to the radical difference between indigenous knowledge functioning in peripherical
spaces and the official scientific knowledge that gains precedence in institutionalized spaces like
the hospital. The lack of studies about this psychological condition in medical books directly
reflects the exclusion of indigenous knowledge from official spheres. Unlike in cultural and
religious practices, there is no room for epistemological syncretism.
Although, as state above, Llosa creates a visual document inspired by the real testimonies
of victims of rape during the years of the Sendero Luminoso (1980-1992), she also gives an
outlet to a certain allegorical language that functions among indigenous populations and which
obtains another poetic dimension through the signs of cinema. The teta asustada—the symptoms
of which we come to detect in the fear emitted through Fausta’s cinematic presence—implies a
metonymic relationship between signified and signifier. The effects of a physical and
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psychological trauma that constitute the teta asustada according to the popular belief inevitably
render themselves in allegorical form through the figure of Fausta who we perceive as an
embodiment of historical trauma. Thus, apart from representing a real body undergoing painful
experiences, Fausta’s body also becomes a space for the evocation of a historical event that
escapes forgetting. Fausta’s trauma is the side effect of the violence that war leaves behind. The
teta asustada as a psychological condition and side effect points to the existence of a collective
trauma that has congealed into fear. Fausta represents allegory on different levels: first, she
becomes the representation of the continuity of the trauma of her mother within the fiction of the
film. Secondly, on a more extradiegetic level she is an allegory of a traumatic past of a nation, a
representation of an open wound and the continuous suffering of a historical moment of
violence. Llosa’s film takes the already allegorical character of this condition know as the teta
asustada to another level by creating an allegory around Fausta’s figure as the embodiment of
violence in the collective memory of indigenous people.
In the first scene of the film, Llosa offers us a black screen accompanied by Perpetua’s
song in Quechua, giving an account of the rape she underwent as a young woman. We then find
her lying on her deathbed, with her strangely telling and wrinkled face almost blending with her
equally wrinkled bedframe, remembering a traumatic experience from her past through singing.
As we intently watch Perpetua in this first scene, we are affected by the strikingly violent
pictures that her voice evokes in our mind. Llosa does this instead of directly offering them to us
through flashbacks, for examples, or other cinematic techniques. The film—and we—cannot see
Perpetua’s memories. Her song is our testimony which we unwillingly end up processing into
our own perturbing and raw images of violence. Singing is a means of remembering in La teta
asustada and Llosa’s film presents songs as emotional documents, musical testimonies of sorts.
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Beneath the layers of Perpetua’s wrinkled face, her quietly sobbing voice, emerge distressing
images of rape. The seeming immediacy of the details of the rape not only strike us, but also
seem to be at odds with Perpetua’s age and the actual distance of her memories. It feels as if
these memories had been incessantly defining every moment of Perpetua’s life, every line in her
song and on her face, eventually wearing it out while enabling her trauma to live on. La teta
asustada is not a film about violence or memory, but rather the violence of memories; a memory
of sexual trauma and its persistent imprint on female minds and bodies.
The violence of these memories consists in their ability to withstand the effect of time.
There seems to have been no healing. Perpetua’s memories have worn her out, emotionally and
physically, while their presence in her mind is perplexingly vivid. Living and remembering seem
to have coalesced into one single thing for Perpetua. She observes: “No veo mis recuerdos, es
como si ya no viviera.” She asks Fausta to sing to her and water her memories through songs so
that they don’t dry out. Instead of forgetting this traumatic event, Perpetua preserves them,
embalming them in songs. It is an awe-inspiring way of treating trauma and pain. Rather than
hand it over to the past, Perpetua holds on to these memories by reliving them with every song.
This troubles, changes and expands our idea of trauma. We can ask ourselves what would
overcoming, forgetting, letting go of trauma mean for Perpetua? She sees her own pain not as
something that should be overcome and forgotten, but rather as something to be taken care of so
it does not die away. Llosa’s film offers an eloquent comment on historical forgetting. It is as if
Perpetua’s only way of recording her trauma in history, her way of not being forgotten, were to
remember and relive her pain, engraving it in her memory and passing it on to her daughter.
In response to history’s tendency to exclude sexual violence from its official pages, La
teta asustada presents female minds and bodies as spaces where history is remembered and
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preserved. The film reminds us about how they used to embalm the bodies of the victims of the
Peruvian armed conflict, so they had a physical proof to show to authorities because many
victims had no IDs, passports, or birth certificates. The damage caused by sexual violence
committed against Perpetua does not have a form of identification, a record number, a means of
registering its occurrence. Just like the corpses of war victims were embalmed to proof their
existence, Perpetua “mummified” her suffering, keeping it fresh and offering it as testimony
through songs. The survival of Perpetua’s trauma is the survival of her story—unresolved,
unrecorded by history. By way of a survival impulse, her trauma was passed down to Fausta
becoming her legacy.
3.2.1 Allegories of Past, Memory and Remembering
Allegories of history in the form of fragmented, grotesque and dead bodies have been
omnipresent in baroque aesthetics in literature and film. Walter Benjamin, who considers
allegory to be “in the realm of thoughts, what ruins are in the realm of things,” elaborated on the
allegoric nature of the dead body and its relationship with history and the passing of time in his
The Origins of German Tragic Drama (Benjamin 178). We can find examples of neo-baroque
ruins in the cinema of Raúl Ruiz, who creates allegories out of the fragmented, anomalous bodies
and corpses. Llosa’s allegorical bodies, however, make more eloquent appearances than the
grotesque bodies in Ruiz’s films. I propose that the allegory that is constructed through Fausta’s
body is used to visualize her body as a sort of lugar de memoria. Fausta’s body is home to a
traumatic cultural memory that has left its imprint on her body. The idea of the fear transmitted
through the mother’s milk creates a poetic account of history, a testimony of a trauma that has
not received justification or proper documentation. If for Aída, memories and family history are
physical documents framed on her bedroom wall, for Fausta, her prenatal memories, passed
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down to her from her mother’s womb, inhabit her mind “incorporada a su ser físico, hecha
cuerpo” (Lillo 438). Fausta’s condition is portrayed as a hyperbolic expression of trauma the
symbolic inheritance of which comments on its enormity and continuity which in Gastón Lillo’s
words “inscribe ella violentemente en su propio cuerpo, lo asimila a su propia identidad” (436).
It is as if Fausta existed precariously on a thin line, somewhere between her mother’s trauma and
her own incomplete body, between a traumatic past and a fragile presence.
Not only was Fausta born with an anomaly of sorts according to the popular belief, but
she also takes this anomality to another level—allegorizing it at the same time—when she inserts
a potato inside her vagina in order to protect herself from rape. Referring to the potato Fausta
says: “llevo esto como protector.” The film’s use of the potato not only transforms it into a
psychological and physical protective shield for Fausta, but also speaks to the link of Quechuaspeaking cultures with the potato and the various symbolisms attributed to it, which had long
converted it into an emblematic plant of Andean cultures. Rueda suggests:
The potato inserted in the young woman's vagina can be interpreted as a "dialectic
object" that exerts over her a placebo effect full of the affective referents
necessary to partially alleviate her sorrow. I refer here, once again, to Benjamin's
"dialectic image," a unified image, a cultural artifact that brings to the fore a
particular moment from the past, and thus becomes crucial for the comprehensive
analysis of this specific form of trauma. (458)
Apart from its emblematic dimension, it becomes allegorical inside Fausta’s body.
Speaking about allegory, Raúl Ruiz makes a curious observation about the ability of allegory to
multiply itself as it “touches” other things: “You make an allegory and this allegory touches an
element of real life and makes this element become an allegory of something else, of some
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distant object, and when this object is touched it becomes another allegory and so on” (“Never
One Space” 61). Fausta, through her allegorical body, gives new layers of meaning to other
objects she interacts with such as the potato, her mother’s body, her songs, the potato plant, etc.
The potato inserted in Faustas vagina, according to Rueda “metonymically refers to a collective
state of trauma in the present and to the impossibility of Peruvian society to let go of the violent
events that left an unceasing damaging mark” (455–56).
Paradoxically, this protection also implies a new wound inside Fausta’s body. The scenes
where Fausta cuts the grown potato sprouts emphasize the pain she chooses to undergo in order
to feel protected. It is through this type of images informed by indigenous knowledge and
sensibility that the film makes such eloquent use of a potato as to transform it into a protector
from rape. Llosa elaborates further on the ample symbolisms of potatoes among indigenous
populations of the Andes by including the bridal ritual of peeling a potato as a condition for tying
the knots with someone and closing the film with an image of a bloomed potato plant that Noé
gives to Fausta. The scene which shows Maxima peel a potato visually evokes an earlier scene
where Fausta cuts the potato sprouts from inside of her body. The film’s official cover creates
yet another poetic image around potatoes by featuring Fausta surrounded by a sea of potatoes.
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Figure 3-9 The cover of La teta asustada

For Benjamin, “the allegorisation of the physis (nature) can only be carried through in all
its vigor in respect of the corpse and the characters die because its only thus as corpses that they
can enter into the homeland of allegory” (Benjamin 217). Upon Perpetua’s death, her embalmed
corpse now enters the film’s allegorical realm where her body evokes the past in the form of an
embalmed memory. Talking about the strong presence of death in the film, Llosa mentions that
she sees Perpetua’s death as part of a transformation (Chauca et al. 51). To echo Cowan who
maintains that “transforming things into signs is both what allegory does—its technique—and
what it is about—its content,” I propose that the transformation Llosa mentions here also takes
place in the realm of the film’s visual rhetoric (110). Embalming Perpetua’s corpse evokes the
preservation of memory and history from decay.
Fausta’s condition is intrinsically linked with her mother’s body and Llosa lets us
perceive those links in different ways throughout the film. Perpetua’s corpse makes various
appearances throughout the film, both slightly comical and poetically dramatic, between
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weddings and celebrations, until the final scenes of the film when Fausta carries her mother’s
body across the desert. But in one of the most poetic scenes of the film, we see Fausta fondly set
free her mother’s decomposing hair into the air. In this scene, we see Fausta’s arm extended out
of the window, her fingers gently fondling her mother’s hairs, as if they were memories from the
past.

Figure 3-10 Fausta releases her mother's hair into the air

There is a slight sense of resignation in Fausta’s gesture of releasing the hair into the air. It is like
throwing a photograph you cherish but which is no longer relevant to your present into the fire. It
suggests a liberation, a farewell from a fond memory, one you choose to let go. It is Fausta’s way
of letting go, of acknowledging the triumph of time over the bodily. Paradoxically, however, in
this act of resignation before the inevitability of decay lies an act of acknowledging her own
triumph over the bodily. Letting Perpetua’s decomposing hair float away, Fausta releases her ties
with her mother’s wounds, accepting the renewal of her own body. Perpetua’s death and decay
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mark the beginning of Fausta’s recovery from someone else’s leftover pain, her unlinking from
her mother’s trauma and from the violent memories mummified in her body.
This scene offers a subtle visual dialogue between the signs of Perpetua’s decomposing
body and her belated whisper transmitted through the embroidered note on the sheets that reads
“No me olvides.”. By way of a poetic substitution to the Benjaminian baroque emblem of death’s
head “that best combines the notions of fallen nature and the total historicity of the individual”
this image offers a poetic encounter of a spirit’s inner desire for perpetual memory and the
physical world’s subjugation to ruin and decay (Cowan 117). Perpetua’s embalmed corpse that is
nevertheless starting to decompose, aside from serving as a melancholic reminder of the transient
nature of all things is perceived as:
el objeto alegórico por excelencia porque el cuerpo que empieza a descomponerse
remite inevitablemente a esa fascinación con las posibilidades significativas de la
ruina que caracteriza la alegoría… la alegoría vive siempre en tiempo póstumo.
(Avelar 18–19)
Through its decay, Perpetua’s body, becomes a remnant of history, an artifact that points
to a violente past. While the presence of Perpetua’s body is connected to the film’s narrative
intentions as Fausta must earn enough money in order to take her mother’s body to her native
province, Perpetua’s belated burial and the figurative separation of her body from her daughter’s
also suggests Fausta overcoming her fears and becoming complete as an individual. Due to her
condition, Fausta is believed to be incomplete and does not seem to be able to function alone in
the world outside her living spaces and away from her mother. According to Lúcido, Fausta’s
uncle, the girl doesn’t have a soul as is believed when someone is born with the teta asustada.
Fausta, through her incomplete being, seems to be the extension of her mother’s fear and trauma
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captured through her frail presence in the film. The protagonist is haunted by her mother’s past,
but she herself becomes an allegory of a haunting past. We see her move cautiously through the
corridors of Aída’s house, at times blending with it, lost to the dreary colors of her surroundings,
the dead greens of the decor and the lifelessness of the mountains surrounding her daily
commute.

Figure 3-11 Fausta working at Aída's mansion
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This incompleteness gives her a quality of a ruin which communicates a continuous
evocation of a dolorous past and evokes history in Fausta’s figure not only as a remnant from a
violent act of war, but also as a ruin pointing to something that is already not there—her mother.
Through the paradoxical allegory of the ruin, which implies decay and survival at the same time,
the film offers a telling commentary on endurance of cultural memory.
The allegory of the ruin furthermore extends itself to Aída’s figure. Her mansion
consumed by objects representing the past and an archaic idea of criollismo along with her
creative unproductivity and frustration turn her into an allegory of decay. The Lima which Aída
reminds us of is depicted as:
una extraña alteridad encerrada en un tiempo y en un espacio ajenos a cualquier
signo de contemporaneidad. Esta oligarquía residual aparece ubicada
radicalmente fuera del espacio urbano, recluida en una mansión fortificada llena
de objetos-fetiche desde los que se evoca la utopía retrospectiva de un criollismo
tradicional. (Vich 338)
Aída’s body and her living space, as a a condensation of everything that “había sido
símbolo de unidad orgánica” in Avelar’s terms, “se vuelve ruina alegórica de un decaimiento”
(Avelar 22). Aída’s body becomes allegorical in that it “retiene en sí la sobrevida del mundo que
evoca” and “remite antiguos símbolos a totalidades ahora quebradas, datadas, los reinscribe en la
transitoriedad del tiempo histórico. Los lee como cadáveres” (22). Through the allegorization of
Aida’s figure and the images of her house governed by objects and dynamics that evoke the past,
Llosa allows us to perceive Aída as a leftover of a dead culture that is living its extras. This is
further emphasized in Aída’s composer’s block poetically visualized in the image of the
shattered pieces of the piano in Aída’s front yard.
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Figure 3-12 Aída’s piano

Figure 3-13 Aída's bedroom
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3.2.2 Reminiscences and Residues of Colonial Baroque Politics
It has been mentioned that La teta asustada, in comparison to Madeinusa, is less baroque
and is even minimalist to a certain extent6 (Chauca et al. 53–54). While I agree that La teta
asustada liberates itself from baroque ornamentation seen in Madeinusa, I suggest that there is
still a certain baroque sensibility that peaks through the images of La teta asustada through a
poetic imagery of juxtaposition of excess and scarcity, an embalmed corpse and a wedding dress,
death and life, Spanish and Quechua. To explore this further, I will, once again, turn to Jorge
Luis Marzo’s analysis of the emergence of baroque visual arts and the political dynamics that
was involved in the creation of what came to be known as the Spanish-American colonial
baroque and its 20th-century counterpart.
What Jorge Luis Marzo is proposing in his study La memoria administrada: el barroco y
lo hispano is that the baroque was a system of political tactics that was directed toward creating a
false cultural amalgam through the representation of indigenous identities in the visual and
plastic arts, architecture, as well as cultural and religious celebrations. Marzo suggests that a
massive alienation followed the colonization of native lands and cultures, which was to be fixed
through the help of arts and public celebrations. He writes:
La guerra, la explotación salvaje de propios y extraños, apenas protegidos por
leyes ambivalentes que se movían entre perdón y la devoción estatal, llevó a una
alienación masiva, a una auténtica ventriloquia social. La desmemoria y la miopía
se cultivaron con esmero institucional mediante elaboradas técnicas de
comunicación [donde] el público ya no está detrás de una verja: el público es el
objeto y obra de la fiesta. (81)

6

In an interview, Claudia Llosa confirms that in La teta asustada she needed to divest the film of ornament in order
to convey the idea of a journey.
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This means that the general public, the indigenous, the criollo, and the poor all came
together with the elite during public celebrations, maintaining the hierarchical structure of the
parades and fiestas, but were still excluded from the mainstream culture and politics with no
“permeación alguna de las estructuras locales hacia arriba” (80). Other critics of baroque claim
that artworks were the most vital way for indigenous and black populations to make their cultural
heritage survive and maintain that:
Foi a través de atividades artísticas que o patrimônio indígena (México) e negro
(Brasil) fragmentado durante a conquista e colonização da América pôde
revitalizar-se resguardado na sua condição de fenômeno estético. Portanto, não
podemos confundir o que significa o barroco na América com a simples idéia de
mistura. (Schumm 299)
Jorge Luis Marzo’s approach to the matter, as we see, emphasizes the idea that
indigenous culture was revitalized and mingled with the dominant one only through art and
celebrations to comply with the political motifs of the Spanish crown and claims that “no hubo
mestizaje político” (80). Although this idea challenges the concept of the baroque resistance
through inclusion of indigenous and African elements, it also provides a fresh insight into the
politics of baroque works and acquires a resonance with Claudia Llosa’s approach to portraying
marginalized cultures of Peru in the selected films. I venture to propose that the baroque that is
revealed through La teta asustada (similar to its portrayal in Madeinusa) reveals a certain residue
of baroque politics that allows participation of peripheric populations within the dominant
mainstream culture through celebration and spectacle. In the case of La teta asustada, this
baroque spirit takes form within the limits of the wedding parties and events organized by
Fausta’s uncle.
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Against the backdrop of choledad7 that Cynthia Vich analyzes in her study of the film,
Fausta’s psychological drama and experiences highlight the gap between Peru’s migrant
populations inhabiting pueblos jóvenes and Lima’s long-established communities and elites. La
teta asustada directs our eye toward the misunderstanding and dismissal of indigenous
knowledge within the dominant cultural system highlighting the perpetuation of colonial
mechanisms and power dynamics in contemporary contexts.
The film presents moments of high tension associated with the consequences of
the sexual assaults discussed previously, the marginalized condition of the
displaced subject living in the city, and a tense panorama of epistemological
juxtaposition— the pre-modern/indigenous/rural past versus the
contemporary/urban present moment. (Rueda 454)
While Rueda reads the cultural gap in terms of an opposition of the past and the
contemporary, Vich’s sees the film’s visual depiction of choledad as “la manifestación estética
del proceso de integración del migrante a la ciudad contempoánea” (334). I suggest that it is
important to acknowledge the contemporary elements that La teta lets us access through the film,
however Llosa’s cinematography highlights isolation rather than integration of these
communities with the urban spaces. As opposed to Vich’s interpretation that the migrants
“efectivamente se han apropiado de la ciudad…” and that “capitalismo periférico limeño ha
transformado su manera de narrar su propia historia,” I want to highlight that for the most part of
the film, Lima remains firmly out of sight, hidden behind a pile of yellow mass of earth (340).
Llosa’s film places us in the periphery where we find ourselves encircled by mountains that

See Vich in “De estetizaciones y viejos exotismos: apuntes en torno a La teta asustada de Claudia Llosa.”
Choledad is explained as a cultural and social process which dominates architecture, arts, music and other aspects of
contemporary urban life in Peru.
7
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separate the settlement of Manchay from Lima’s center. In La teta asustada, where we are
brought to experience the life of marginalized populations on the outskirts of Lima, we come to
also witness their powers of transformation. We see how Lúcido turns the unhospitable
landscape into a festive venue for weddings, or how he transforms what Fausta takes for a grave
hole for her mother’s body into a small pool for children. Along with this creative impulse and
resourcefulness, the film’s visual weight falls on the exclusion from the dominant cultural,
political and economic systems, which serves as an unshakable reminder of a colonial past.
The view that opens from Fausta’s house is an accumulation of bleak, pale, unfinished
constructions that seem to be precariously put together and give an impression of a city of ruins.
The constructions in Fausta's neighborhood are at once instant ruins, recently
constructed homes of nothing new. In this sense the ruin as a metaphor
emphasizes the precarious and abject life condition of the immigrant communities
within this liminal urban space of Lima. (Rueda 455)
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Figure 3-14 Views of the arid mountains of pueblos jóvenes

Returning to Benjamin’s idea of the ruin in which “history has physically merged into the
setting,” we find that these instant ruins of Manchay allegorically point not to history, passing of
time or destruction, but rather to a suspension of time (Benjamin 177–178). Given the make-shift
and incomplete appearance of the dwellings, they come to signify an unfinished integration of
these populations into the urban landscape and life of Peru. The dwellings of Manchay visually
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merge with the barren mountains that surround the community and suggest scarcity,
precariousness and unending commute.
The scenes from the film that show Fausta walking around in Lima indicate the
precariousness of the spaces that "correspond" to the marginal sectors. These are
desolate suburban spaces partially occupied by groupings of humble, halfconstructed dwellings. To reach the marginal neighborhood where Fausta lives, it
is necessary to climb a seemingly infinite set of stairs that is placed in the center
of a steep and arid hill. (457)
There is nothing remotely baroque about the living spaces in this outskirt of Lima, nor do
we find the intermingling of diverse layers of the society in this urban space. In La teta asustada,
Llosa creates two worlds in sharp contrast: the periphery—dominated by poverty, barren
landscapes, ghostly presence of the past, and the center—represented by an upper-class
household silently and rigidly existing in the middle of a boisterous market (which is almost
encroaching over Aída’s house). The desolate image of Lúcido’s front yard seen in the image
above comes as sharp contrast to the green garden we find in front of Aída’s house.
Fausta’s illness and fragile presence seems to reflect the lifelessness of the landscapes
that surround her living spaces. Rueda explains that according to the book Reconociendo otros
saberes:
Excessively arid urban environments can obstruct the psychophysical recovery of
the victims of war. The study reports that the women affected by the violence
assert that a therapy that is helpful in their recovery involves long walks among
hills and valleys, and pleasant conversations with friends and coworkers while
tending to animals in pasture. Llosa emphasizes the scarcity of a healthy natural
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environment in these liminal zones… and the tortuous transit of the marginal
subject abandoned to its fate. (457)
As we see in La teta, it is only through spectacle and fiesta that the periphery participates
in a hybrid culture of choledad which “lleva inscrita en sí misma la huella de la migración ruralurbana, ya que expresa en toda su hibridez y flexibilidad la convivencia—no la oposición”
between distinct forms of life. To showcase this hybrid culture, however, La teta asustada has to
turn to spaces of celebrations and weddings which is also in line with Marzo’s position on
baroque culture:
Y ciertamente será en la fiesta urbana donde todo ello cobrara especial relevancia,
ya que la fiesta es una manifestación perfectamente codificada y previsible, al
menos desde las quimeras del poder, como lo es el propio sistema social, pero en
la que la variación, la “actualización” aporta una constante ilusión de renovación
y adaptación. (83-84)
It is only as part of the exaggerated spectacles of weddings that the baroque artifice and excess
incorporated into the chola culture, come to the forefront of the mise-en-scène in La teta
asustada. And they do so by way of a contrast with the arid backdrop of lifeless mountains and
Fausta’s melancholy. Llosa showcases exuberant weddings that serve as background for the
film’s narrative and its excessive photography that “abraza el kitsch sin ironía8” (Gonzalez). The
elements of a Westernized culture—the wedding ceremony, the white dress, the ornaments,
Mendelssohn’s wedding march, etc. are all inserted within this poverty-ridden, dry, colorless
space to paradoxically reveal both a junction and a gap.

See Eduardo Gonzalez’s review of La teta asustada titled “La ofrenda. Una lectura de La teta asustada de Claudia
Llosa”
8
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The organizations of weddings and events at the backdrop of this lifeless nature, implies
a peculiar resourcefulness such as using the vast mountainous landscape to display wedding
wishes, or planting an artificial tree to gather around before crashing it in celebrative spirit and
inserting a poster of a waterfall that is an absolute failure of a trompe l’oeil.

Figure 3-15 A scene from Maxima's wedding

The huge poster of a scenery with a waterfall which serves as a background for wedding
photos and whose artificiality makes it fall short of its photographic effect, draws more emphasis
to the arid landscape extended in the background rather than to the utopian image of the poster.
While Vich links the insertion of the poster as “el verdadero paisaje que la familia ve” and which
represents “un progreso económico y social que les ha permitido apropiarse de los mecanismos
de elaboración de fantasías,” for the spectator this poster remains as an element of
artificialization, a failed illusion that refuses to merge with the landscape or the film’s fiction.
While for the wedding guests and the family, the poster serves as a natural background for
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creating photographic memories, for the camera’s eye it becomes a doubly artificial element
inorganically projected onto the landscape and indicating the absence of the thing it depicts.
The still below is taken from a scene from Maxima’s wedding, who is Fausta’s cousin
and who is not happy with the length of her wedding dress and keeps asking for more fabric. The
excess of the decorations, bright colors, the long wedding gown, the abundance of food and the
exuberance of the feast once again come to create a striking contrast both with the barren
mountains and Fausta’s melancholic and gray world.

Figure 3-16 Maxima getting ready to climb on top of the decorative stairs

The fiesta provides a space for the fragments of different cultural knowledge and
practices to come together in a baroque fashion. Two little boys are holding a huge decorative
ring while Maxima is walking toward decorative stairs that emblematize all baroque
dysfunctionality. Llosa constructs an artificially created ceremoniousness around the wedding
with a peculiar humor. The stairs become hyperbolic due to their inert effort to produce
ceremony but fall short of this function. It is interesting to see these scenes as both expressions of
hyperbole and scarcity at the same time. It is as if the length of the tail of the gown and the size
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of the stairs were to compensate a certain lack. In Llosa’s words, “nos llenamos de este tipo de
elementos para enfrentarnos a la escasez. Y todo tiene su registro visual, como por ejemplo esa
escalera que baja de la nada o el techo sin construir. Es la cultura del simulacro (Chauca et al.
54). Just like the proverbial ladder, the one that is part of the wedding décor does not lead
anywhere and evokes the impossibility of social integration.
The color and vitality projected onto the barren landscape through weddings highlights
the artificial insertedness of the baroque spectacle into the peripheral spaces. Due to their
excessive ornamentation and decorations, Rueda describes the weddings’ oasis-like venue as a
baroque space, which is:
transformed into what Benjamin would call an idyllic conglomeration of
astonishing and magical objects where almost excessive ornamentation radically
contrasts with the colorless and inhospitable landscape. During the collective
weddings, the brides become the "princesses" of an extraordinary world in which
their extravagant dresses and bright decorative objects are arranged to
complement their fantasies. In this colorful and baroque-like space, artificially
created, Fausta's family survives. (458)
Although Rueda does not seem to distinguish between the festive space and the one
where Fausta lives, I see the space of the celebrations and Fausta’s home as two separate worlds
creating distinct experiences. The survival that Rueda mentions takes place outside this
celebrative realm.
The exclusion of the indigenous believes and practices from the mainstream knowledge
and culture is also emphasized in other moments of the film, such as the hospital scene which
reflects “the discrepancy between the pragmatism of the Western world and the beliefs of the
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indigenous universe” (Rueda 456). Not only are cultural codes not shared, but they also highlight
the communicative and cultural gap between the doctor, who shows disbelief and denial of
Fausta’s physical condition and suggests to simply remove the potato, and Fausta’s uncle, who
keeps on explaining the symptoms of the teta asustada to the doctor based on traditional and
popular believes, and Fausta, who continues to insist that she carries the potato “como un
protector” or “escudo de guerra” and “tapón.” The indigenous cultural knowledge and practices
are not integrated and acknowledged outside the periphery in a space informed by Western
knowledge, which is not the case in celebrative and carnivalesque realms where hybrid cultural
codes can intermingle. Furthermore, Fausta’s attempts to keep the potato inside of her a secret
evokes a parallel with colonial times when indigenous cultural rituals and practices had to be
exercised in secret. Lastly, the use of the potato—both a staple crop among indigenous
populations and a treatment for different illnesses—adds to the significance of this crop for
Quechua-speaking populations of Peru.
La teta asustada further shows the cultural gap between Quechua-speaking indigenous
and mestizo populations and Lima’s elite through the tense dynamics between Fausta and Aída,
an upper-class musician for whom Fausta has to work in order to secure the money for her
mother’s funeral. The world Fausta steps into on the other side of the gates is at sharp contrast
with Manchay and the overall setting of the film’s mise-en-scène:
In La teta asustada, the decorative objects inside Aida's mansion—a grand piano,
Victorian furniture, carved pedestals, renaissance paintings and sculptures—are
displayed the same way such objects are displayed in museums. For the owner,
these objects are valuable relics that, to the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Latin American aristocracy, represented social prestige, wealth, and power. In
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2009, the year in which the film is set, these relics appear as simple, inert, static
objects. (Rueda 459)
Fausta passes through the long hallways of Aída’s place half-ghostly as if her life were
pending from something. In her pale green uniform, Fausta’s presence becomes even less
palpable and her walk through the hallways emulates a shadow, a ghost, a fragile figurine that
blends with the décor of the room. On the other hand, the two worlds do not seem to mix and
Fausta, in her ghostly presence seems to be in eternal commute from one to another, moving over
a thin thread that connects the two worlds. But the contrast between the two spaces is also visible
in the boisterous and crowded space of the periphery as opposed to the somber and silent
atmosphere dominating the woman’s place:
In La teta asustada, the visual references to the nineteenth-century privileged
aristocracy appear stagnant… Aida is almost a quote from the past, part of the
decoration, a ruin that configures the allegory of a deadening social class that
looks for ways to continue with tactics of class oppression. Her prejudiced actions
against Fausta, her inability to compose music, and her hysterical actions, such as
damaging her piano, are symptoms of her anxiety and inner tension. (Rueda 459)
Just like Fausta’s presence in Aída’s house is lost to the surroundings, so does her name
from Aída’s annual concert. Aída’s act of intellectual theft against Fausta is reminiscent of
colonial dynamics where “social status rests on the productivity of the subjugated local natives”
(Alternative Modernities 164). Lillo furthermore draws a parallel between Aída’s agreement of
exchanging Fausta’s songs with pearls and the first intercultural exchange between Columbus
and indigenous people (442).
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La teta asustada touches a certain historical event and in a way shows us an alternative
way of documenting history, not through photographs or written documents, but through its
effect and imprint on one’s body and it is interesting to compare this with the way history is
recorded and displayed in Aida’s mansion. In Fausta’s first encounter with Aida, where the latter
is busy hanging family photographs on her bedroom wall, Fausta finds a photograph of a military
officer hanging on the wall, while we discover her fearful look reflected in the glass frame of the
picture. Aída’s place not only becomes a space for the evocation of the colonial past, but also to
the recent past documented by photographs covering an entire wall in her bedroom. Along with a
house that resembles a museum, the collection of photographs over Aída’s bed testify to her links
to Lima’s military elite, as well as the documented and official history she is part of. Among
these photographs, there is one that leaves Fausta awestruck as we find her image reflected in the
glass frame of the photo of a military officer. Fausta’s image, holding up a drill in her hand as if
it were some type of weapon, is superimposed on this document of history in her encounter with
the representation of her biggest fear. This photo showcasing a man seated in a peculiar military
posture that transmits a sense of terrifying calm, unsettles Fausta’s inner world.
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Figure 3-17 Fausta finds her reflection in a photograph of a military officer

In Figure 3-17, Fausta’s body blends in with the black and whites of the officer’s picture.
It is as if Fausta found her way into the picture, imposing herself over a forgetful history. Oddly
enough, this is the only place in Aída’s mansion where Fausta can find a part of herself, literally
and metaphorically, represented. Amongst all the pieces of furniture and culture that is at odds
with her identity, Fausta comes to discover an object that is linked directly to her fear. The photo
is the only thing that seems to evoke familiarity for her, however painfully. The scene leaves one
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questioning whether it is the photo by itself that provokes this reaction or seeing her own
reflection in the photo is what causes Fausta to nosebleed. Toward the end of the film, when
Fausta returns to Aída’s house to reclaim her pearls, she finds her image reflected in the glass
frame of the photograph again. However, this time Fausta is not blended into the picture, but
rather her vibrant blue dress disturbs the unity of the photograph as we find her reflection amidst
history’s black and whites.
These photographs, icons of Aida’s family history are in sharp contrast with what
represents Fausta’s family history. If these photographs from Aída’s family album, quoting
André Bazin “embalm[s] time, rescuing it from its proper corruption,” Perpetua’s embalmed
corpse is there to rescue memory from corruption. In Fausta’s case, we are not dealing with icons
of her family, but rather, indices: Fausta’s condition points to her mother’s traumatic experience
(an index does not offer physical resemblance but is rather an effect of something else). If
photographs arrest the moment and signify its death, the undocumented, unphotographed
memories imprinted in Perpetua’s mind and present in Fausta’s body are alive and constantly
relived. Photographs, according to Roland Barthes, can be conceptualized in the idea of “Thathas-been” (77). This photographic “has been” takes another form of representation in Fausta’s
body. The condition of the teta asustada implies an imprint that eludes x-rays or medical
diagnosis, but which continuously radiates into the present from hidden depths of history. Llosa
lets us see that which “has been,” but which is invisible in historical photographs and medical
analysis. The film and our response to it become spaces where the teta asustada acquires
visibility and acknowledgement.
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Both Madeinusa and La teta asustada showcase the baroque inheritance of the Peruvian
culture and reveal the tensions that emerges upon the encounter of this inheritance—mainly
confined to marginal spaces such as the fictional Manayaycuna or pueblos jóvenes on the
outskirts of Lima—with modern realities. While both films comment on the coexistence of
different cultural and linguistic practices, they also draw attention to the socio-economic and
cultural gap that divides these groups. As opposed to the films described in the previous chapter,
Claudia Llosa’s films do not follow non-linear or anticlassical models to bring out a baroque
sensibility, but rather do so by highlighting the baroque tension that underlies the encounter
between different cultural groups making up Peru’s modern society.
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THE NEO-BAROQUE AND AUTEUR CINEMA

My final chapter focuses on two directors whose work has been consistently and broadly
associated with the baroque: the Chilean Raúl Ruiz and the Mexican Arutro Ripstein. Ruiz’s
cinema has been thoroughly studied in its affinity with the baroque starting with Christine BuciGlucksman famous 1987 essay “The Baroque eye of the Camera,” which permanently situated
Ruiz’s cinema within a baroque-oriented critical frame. The Chilean director’s eloquent farewell
film La noche de enfrente (2012), which seems to have escaped the attention of film scholarship
so far, is no exception and exemplifies the themes, tendencies and temptations that defined
Ruiz’s work throughout his prolific career. Arturo Ripstein’s cinema, to the contrary, has been
only ambiguously associated with the baroque by many of his critics, and the most specific
definition of this baroque was offered by Daniel Savauget’s two-page reflection on Ripstein’s
cinema as one offering “un barroco social” (305). In short, the baroque character in Ripstein’s
films has been quite elusive and hard to grasp. While Ruiz’s cinematography uses sharp
anticlassical and experimental techniques (theorized in Ruiz’s two volumes of Poetics of
Cinema) along with the use of artificios, trompes-l’oeil and other baroque devices across
different genres, which make it easier to establish a connection between his work and the neobaroque aesthetics, Ripstein’s baroque seems to be elusive to our understanding of this concept,
which is perhaps partly due to his commitment to the melodramatic genre. However, I suggest
that Ripstein’s subversive approach to melodrama is what gives rise to a certain baroque
temperament that imbues many of his films. The following section analyzes one of Ripstein’s
most understudied films, El carnaval de Sodoma (2006), illuminating the baroque sensibility that
underlies the film’s poetics. This chapter illustrates that both Ruiz’s and Ripsteins’ auteur
cinema create a baroque temperament not on the surfaces of the film—through saturated
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decorations, spectacular sets, carnivalesque characters or ghosts, but rather inscribe baroque into
the films’ texture and structure in a way that these baroque elements radiate from every corner of
the film and penetrate the spectator’s experience of it.

4.1

Arturo Ripstein: El carnaval de Sodoma (2006)
Arturo Ripstein’s El carnaval de Sodoma centers around the obsessions and frustrations

of a small-town brothel’s employees and their clients. Coming from all walks of life, the brothel
people make up a microcosm of exaggeratedly archetypical characters with peculiar obsessions.
The characters’ frustrations extend themselves to the entire brothel which is facing the threat of
closing due to religious pressure and/or unsanitary conditions of the brothel. This “and/or” in
relation to the motif of the brothel’s closing also applies to the film’s plot. Ripstein keeps the
film’s main plot points revolving around the carnival and the brothel’s closure, but creates
different plot elements, characters and sensibilities around it layering each version on top of the
other. Viewed from this perspective, therefore, the film constitutes a series of revised and refilmed scenarios that we have already seen in previous sequences or chapters as I will call them.
The story is presented in five chapters, each of which focuses on one main character. The
opening sequences introduce us to the Royal Palace, a brothel in a small Mexican town and its
Chinese owner Chang. Next, we find a religious group backed by the town’s priest protesting in
front of the brothel and requesting its shutdown. The events that unfold in the subsequent
chapters of the film reveal the different frustrations of the characters, a carnival at the brothel, the
brothel’s imminent closedown due to sanitary issues and a rat plague and the occasional
appearance of a mysterious Chinese woman lying on her bed in a hidden upstairs room and
receiving visits from clients enchanted by her.
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The first chapter of the film is titled “La china Lulú” and introduces us to Chang’s wife
who is the stereotype of an abused and loyal wife who must put up with her husband’s public
humiliations. This chapter follows Lulú’s attempts at fighting the rat plague at the brothel while
suffering Chang’s abusive behavior and secretly praying to the Virgin. The second chapter
focuses on an infamously unlucky prostitute named Mónica and her obsession over a romantic
deception from the past. Mónica is frustrated because she is not able to attract clients, even
without money, because everyone believes her to bring bad luck. We constantly find her
passionately singing along to Amanda Miguel’s heart-wrenching song “El me mintió” and crying
over her fate only to drive away her clients. The third chapter titled “Los tres mosqueteros” is
about a group of three men: a poet who has never published, a revolutionary whose aspirations
are historically out of context, and a bully who enjoys getting beaten at the brothel more than
anything. The three pay visits to the Chinese princess whose hidden identity concealed by her
traditional Chinese make-up does not impede the three men from subsequently falling for her.
The next chapter focuses on the town’s sanitary inspector who calls himself Travolta and is
obsessed with John Travolta’s image from the Saturday Night Fever which inspires the posters
covering the walls of his apartment. After his visit to the brothel, the sanitary inspector falls in
love with Lulú and plans to solve the rat problem with poison to win Lulú’s heart, then close the
brothel, and get rid of the husband. After unsuccessful attempts with Lulú, Travolta uses the
evidence of dead rats at the town hall to shut down the brothel. This chapter ends with the
closing of the brothel and Lulu’s departure, accompanied by Travolta. The final chapter is titled
“Los padres de la iglesia” and shows an elderly priest who is obsessed with obtaining
incorruptibility and being beatified as a saint. His great sacred mission is to close “la casa de
Sodoma,” that is—the Royal Palace. His godson and cardinal Ponciano, who has just returned
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from Rome, promises to help him. However, Ponciano ends up attending the carnival in a priest
costume, visiting the princess and falling in love with her. He then kills his Godfather with rat
poison, but on his next visit with the princess, Ponciano finds out that the princess is Chang
himself, who had concealed his identity by dressing up like a woman. Anguished for having
betrayed his beliefs for the love of a homosexual, Ponciano kills Chang and Lulú to “save his
soul.” This chapter and the film itself close with Ponciano and La Patria (whose small role
remains ambiguous throughout the film) sharing a piece of bread on the Royal’s stairs.
The obsessions engulfing the brothel seem to oddly mirror Ripstein’s own directorial
frustration of not being able to commit to one single way of letting the film play out. It is as if
Ripstein, by way of an ambitious revisional obsession, had wanted to see his film from different
places and perspectives. This allows him to endow characters who had appeared as extras in one
chapter with protagonism in the next. This action, at the same time implies robbing protagonism
of those who had been at the film’s center up to a certain point. It is a proliferation, in a way, of
the film’s plot through amplification of the characters that make it up. By applying a
metaphorical zoom to the extras’ lives, Ripstein’s film acquires new dimensions and reveals the
film’s potential to multiply its elements infinitely. As if in front of a baroque altar, our eye is
disoriented, lost, consumed by the amount of imagery poured into it from all sides. Speaking
about baroque works, Umberto Eco suggests:
Baroque form is dynamic; it tends to an indeterminacy of effect… it conveys the
idea of space being progressively dilated. Its search for kinetic excitement and
illusory effect leads to a situation where the plastic mass in the Baroque work of
art never allows a privileged, definitive, frontal view; rather, it induces the
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spectator to shift his position continuously in order to see the work in constantly
new aspects, as if it were in a state of perpetual transformation. (52, italics mine)
It becomes difficult to achieve a coherent perception of the film’s plot and resolution. As
if following Lezama Lima’s maxim on baroque which says that “sólo lo difícil es estimulante,”
Ripstein creates a film with labyrinthic routes difficult to navigate (Lezama Lima 9). In this
process, we find ourselves caught in a cinematic redundancy where the same events reinvent
themselves newly in every chapter. The characters play the same episodes repeatedly as either
extras or protagonists, while we light up when we discover lines and details that serve as a
compass inside this chaotic universe. Such recurrent mapping devices inside the film are, for
instance, the declaration about organizing a carnival, the brothel’s eventual closure, the image of
rats moving across the brothel’s floors, among others.
Ripstein reinvents the events of the film assigning them a new protagonist every time,
which the film as a whole lacks. In fact, it is even odd to refer to this film as a whole. In El
carnaval de Sodoma, Ripstein breaks the film and our experience of it into fragmented parts. The
film’s sequences are divided by title pages, usually displaying the name of the main character of
the sequence. Daniel Sauvaget suggests the following in relation to Ripstein’s La mujer del
puerto (1991) which, according to the critic:
presenta varias versiones contradictorias y a menudo muy violentas de los mismos
hechos narrados por distintas personas, demuestra que Ripstein, en vez de
especular sobre lo absurdo o sobre algún tipo de relativismo, prefiere reflejar el
mundo imaginario mediante las vías de la insistencia barroca. (306)
By the same token, El carnival de Sodoma, presents various versions of the same story by
shifting the focus of our eye to a different protagonist in each of these versions without adopting
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a different narrative perspective per se. We constantly find ourselves in scenes where we have
already been. The camera that had until now brushed over a certain character leaving him/her
outside the focus, now turns to those extras giving them life in the film’s alternative version.
Daniel Sauvaget further describes Ripstein’s cinematic style as one that offers “un
barroco social” (305). Now, let us explore this social baroque which, according to the critic, is
achieved through “vías de la insistencia barroca” (306). The following sections will focus on the
discovery of these routes that rely on a baroque persistence in El carnaval de Sodoma.
4.1.1 Baroque Mirrors: Icons and Indices of Deformed Realities
It is impossible not to notice the presence of mirrors in El carnaval de Sodoma, both in
literal and metaphoric ways. In desperate attempts to fill the emptiness of their rooms, Ripstein’s
characters surround themselves with mirrors, collaged images, photographs of themselves, film
clips, and posters of cultural icons, which also serve as their doubles. The posters filling the
surfaces of la Mónica’s bedroom are not only icons of a musical icon in the image of Amanda
Miguel (the singer of “El me mintió”), but also serve as an index of la Mónica’s loneliness and
of the lie that affected her so strongly. Paradoxically, both mirrors and huge posters filling the
walls of these intimate spaces also create an illusion of having a company. We often find la
Mónica singing to the mirror or having a conversation with Amanda Miguel’s image decorating
the walls of her bedroom.
Ripstein’s characters unvoluntarily create their own doubles through the posters on the
walls or turn to mirrors to find a listener in their vulnerable moments or an audience in glorious
ones. The visitors and employees of the Royal Palace interact with mirrors and images as if they
had ears and in doing so they direct our eyes to their doubles reflected in the mirrors. Mirrors
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become illusionary performative spaces for these characters while serving the film’s temptation
to play with appearance and reality.

Figure 4-1 Travolta and his mirrors
Travolta talks to and winks at himself (and at us) through the mirror. Like in the paradoxic
game of perspective in Las Meninas, Ripstein lets gestures, hints, and emotions also reach us
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through mirrors or images pinned on the walls. Talking about his La reina de la noche (1994)
Ripstein mentions that the film “está plagada de espejo; todo lo importante que ocurre en ella
sucede a través de espejos o en presencia de ellos. Me parece que la mejor forma de ilustrar uno
de los grandes temas del melodrama, como es la confusión entre lo real y lo aparente” (Ripstein
1995). Similarly, a good portion of El carnaval and specifically Travlota’s scenes constantly
give us double images of this character. The mirrors in the film not only multiply the tension
between the real and the apparent in Ripstein’s words, but also—in service of melodrama’s
aesthetics— multiply the emotion by revealing it from different angles. Seeing Travolta’s
reactions reflected from two perspectives amplifies his pain, confidence and comic character at
the same time.
Apart from actual mirrors, we also find mirrored images of the characters in posters,
pictures, and film clips that make the characters’ frustrations radiate back. The most significant
and revelatory mirror-image, however, is that of Chang as his princess self. On multiple
occasions throughout the film, we find the princess lying on his bed separated from the rest of
the room by transparent veils with an image of a Chinese woman projected into the curtains
decorating the room.
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Figure 4-2 Chang in his hidden room

While this image presents a counterpart to Travolta’s pictures and Monica’s posters of
Amanda Miguel, it takes up a deeper significance in Chang’s storyline considering the final
inversion that happens through the revelation of the princess’ real identity. Ripstein never gives
us a close-up to this mysterious woman until the very end. Throughout the entire film, we buy
into the image projected on the drapes as one reflecting the princess’ image, precisely by
projecting it into the body of the mysterious woman lying on the bed. The revelation of the
princess’ real identity, which shocks the priest at the end of the final chapter, mirrors our own
shock and disillusionment.
Lastly and metacinematically speaking, it is the film that creates mirrored images of
itself. By offering us a different scenario while presenting the same events, the film produces its
own deformed replica, its own cross-dressing of sorts. It is as if El carnaval de Sodoma were
also placed inside a room filled with mirrors which ends up multiplying its content and creating
another version of it in every chapter. Ripstein’s film looks at itself from different angles and
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takes the liberty of modifying the fiction reproduced in each of its versions. While Ripstein’s
seduction with mirrors and deformed representations is often connected with Valle Inclán’s
esperpento, which is evident in the caricatured characters emphasized through the use of mirrors,
the cinema that unfolds with this game of reflections and doubling in El carnaval is also one that
lends itself to baroque temptation with disillusion, trompes l’oeil, and paradoxical perspectives
of a baroque painting.
4.1.2 Operating on the Limit: Melodrama and Excess
Arturo Ripstein has religiously produced melodramas and tragicomedies with
“temperamento barroco y su humor negro y corrosivo” (Ciment 380). However, this baroque
temperament or “insistencia barroca” mentioned above is somewhat elusive to criticism and
explains the lack of scholarship on El carnaval de Sodoma and the baroque aspect in Ripstein’s
works in general, as most of the criticism focuses on the melodramatic character of his films. It is
explained by the fact that throughout his half-century long career Ripstein has produced
“important melodramas that challenge the conventions of the classical Mexican melodramas,
while at the same time subverting the accepted codes of what constitutes ‘la mexicanidad,’
Mexican identity as molded by the official State-sponsored discourse (Jacovkis 148). Ripstein
approaches the melodrama genre from the vantage point of modernity and “through the revision
of the genre's conventions, therefore subverting the dominant discourses that were at the base of
the emergence of the classical Mexican melodrama (148). Ripstein, who pushes melodrama to its
limits, is cited to have said that “sólo en el melodrama se puede ser corrosivo” (Marzo 275).One
could argue that Ripstein’s social baroque is, thus, privileged by “melodrama’s rhetoric of
excess” along with the corrosive devices and subversive spirit that he introduces into the
exploration of melodramatic themes (Connelly 25).
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In El carnaval de Sodoma, this corrosiveness acknowledged by Ripstein and often cited
by his critics not only touches us through the scathing sarcasm of the film, but also through the
visuality of the mold and corrosion covering the surfaces of the Royal Palace. The most climactic
moment of this, perhaps, plays out in the bathroom scene with Travolta—the town’s health
inspector. The way the town’s sanitary inspector interacts with the moldy surfaces of the
bathroom shifts our attention from his emotional turmoil to his physical condition, not to
mention that it also delivers sarcasm in service of Ripstein’s filmic aesthetics. The scene
transmits the bathroom’s humidity and dampness to the spectator when Travolta puts his
dripping wig back on his head after having dropped it into a moldy and corroded sink. This scene
is so intense, that staying in it (i.e. in the bathroom) with Travolta, surround by layers of mold,
dead rats, and trash scattered all over the floor, entails an uncontrollable muscular tension on our
part.

Figure 4-3 Travolta in the Royal's bathroom
Ripstein takes our sanitary sensibilities to their limits by placing us in a scene where
metaphorical and literal corrosion encounter each other. So, the film not only becomes corrosive
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through its use of sarcasm of stereotypical, archaic, religious and patriarchal norms, but through
revealing a physical corrosion that penetrates different textures and spaces of the film.
4.1.3 Royal’s Labyrinthine Routes
Despite the free and levitated camera movements that carry us through the hallways of
the brothel, we find ourselves stranded inside its walls. Along with this claustrophobic feeling,
there is a constant motion in the film evoked by long tracking shots that follow characters
through this chaotic set. The film makes of this brothel and the film a sort of a labyrinth which
seems hard to navigate on both sides of the screen. The interiors of Royal Palace look like they
have been soaked in green and red paint, while the traditional red Chinese lanterns and
decorations hanging all over mingle with the phosphorescent green lights reflecting off the
windows. But the experience that the film offers is more chaotic than this oddly structured space
cluttered with decorations and saturated with color. Our movement through the film, like through
the brothel, evokes a spiral pathway which does not lead to an exit or a culmination. The
characters’ stories remain unconcluded and are lost to the background scenes in the following
chapter. In Christine Buci-Glucksmann’s terms the film hinges on “a baroque gaze that opens
out, in which a film is always several films, in a sort of arborescent, proliferation structure which
respects no chronology, no dramatization of the action, no Euclidian space” (33). The emotional
climax typical of melodramas seems to be suspended, scattered all over the brothel and the film.
4.1.4 The Carnival of the Film and Carnivalesque Film
As has been discussed earlier, carnival and carnivalesque concepts are essential to
baroque forms of expression. Given that carnivals are such essential elements of the Latin
American culture and are practiced until today, neo-baroque cinema and literature thrive in
carnivalized spaces, figures, or the carnival itself. In El carnaval, melodrama and carnival
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encounter each other through Ripstein’s peculiar sense of humor that liberates an oppressed
laughter. The heightened emotions and dramatic aspects typical of this genre lose their
seriousness precisely because Ripstein passes them through a filter of “corrective of laughter”
(Bakhtin 22). A brothel is an essentially carnival-prone space because its celebrates a temporary
liberation from the official way of life and most importantly, implies a celebration of the bodily
lower stratum. So, it is ironic that a brothel would even need a carnival to stimulate a liberation
from all sorts of pressures in the first place. But Riptsein’s Royal Palace is a socially tense place
and despite its pre-set functionality of liberating, it seems to wind people up in more anguish and
frustration. “El Royal necesita un carnaval” is emphatically pronounced by the poet of the three
musketeers while he tries to convince Chang to let them organize a carnival as if it were to solve
the frustrations of the people of the Royal.
The Royal Palace eventually does get its carnival, but what is more notable is that
Ripstein creates a bigger carnival through the film rather than through the actual carnival event
at the Royal. The liberation from social norms and overthrowing of seriousness during carnival
does take place within the fictional carnival of the film captured only as a spectacle. In addition,
despite the fact that laughter is omnipresent and coupled with drama throughout the film and
during Royal’s carnival, a somewhat suppressed and oppressive giggle replaces the carnival’s
liberating laughter, for instance, when the health inspector is ridiculed on the dancefloor while
channeling Travolta’s disco moves during Royal’s carnival. Furthermore, Ripstein’s camera
glides over the carnival organized at the Royal several times throughout the film as if to
announce about it and punctuate the chaotic plot of the film with the carnival itself. In Ripstein’s
films where the plot is in constant transformation, carnival becomes one of the few stable plot
elements that persists in all revisions.
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Figure 4-4 Brief scene from Royal's carnival

The image above is taken from one of the scenes that show Royal’s carnival. While this
scene highlights the theatrical and fabricated aspect of the carnival, the image that this scene cuts
to offers a curiously rawer carnivalesque and Rabelaisian element—the belly and the lower
stratum—which Ripstein emphasizes but situates outside the brothel. We see Travolta dancing
and getting dressed to go to the carnival to conquer Lulú, while our eye focuses on the folds on
his belly (which Travolta covers with a girdle) emphasized through Ripstein’s direction.
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Figure 4-5 Travolta getting ready for the carnival
Interestingly, the carnival in El carnaval de Sodoma seems to be less strong in its
function as a plot element, and more powerful as a cinematic device. Therefore, I suggest that the
main carnival of the film occurs not as an event at the Royal Palace through the film’s fictional
carnival, but rather through the film El carnaval de Sodoma and the carnivalesque world
unfolding outside the actual limits of the carnival as an event. In the next section, I will discuss
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Bakhtinian ideas of the bodily principle, grotesque realism, laughter, renewal and change, as well
as transvestism in relation to the carnivalesque cinema contained in El carnaval de Sodoma.
In Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin emphasizes the significance of the materiality and
bodily principle in relation to Rabelais’ work and the medieval carnival expressed in “images of
the human body with its food, drink, defecation, and sexual life” (18). Ripstein’s brothel
characters offer these bodily images in exaggeratedly comic and/or sad ways. The bathroom
scene with Travolta encapsulates the image of the grotesque body by comically transferring the
town’s health inspector to the lowest stratum of life by putting him on a toilet and in contact with
mold, dead rats, and the waste of food and drinks. Through Travolta’s metamorphosis from
carnival’s glossy, triumphant disco king seen in the above image into a filthy sanitary inspector,
we are brought to discover a grotesque realism where “laughter degrades and materializes”
(Bakhtin 20).
Further on, Bakhtin connects the medieval culture of laughter with the drama of bodily
life:
It was not the drama of an individual body or of a private material way of
life; it was the drama of the great generic body of the people, and for this
generic body birth and death are not an absolute beginning and end but
merely elements of continuous growth and renewal. (88)
By presenting to us the private drama of its characters in a paradoxically public way,
Ripstein manages to give a cinematic representation of this “great generic body of the people”
precisely through a caricatured and stereotypical portrayal of his characters. Ripstein utilizes
melodrama’s license for exaggeration to create carnivalesque figures in corrosive ways while
making a social commentary on this generic body of people and the need for renewal.
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The laughter heard in every corner of the brothel is directed at and linked with the bodily
drama of the characters: a prostitute who cannot attract any men at the brothel; an impotent
musician who finds satisfaction in consoling unlucky prostitutes; a priest who obsessively eats
brine to achieve incorruptibility and become a saint; an ambitious impersonator of Travolta who
is ridiculed on the dancefloor, a cardinal who attends carnival to face his bodily temptations, a
physically and emotionally abused wife who cannot procreate, and finally a macho whose source
of transvestism is his desire to be a mother. These bodies, in their grotesque carnivalesque
character, are also ambivalent in that they “show two bodies in one: the one giving birth and
dying, the other conceived, generated, and born” (Bakhtin 26). The brothel is inhabited and
frequented by such two-sided bodies. For example, Lulú is a hybrid figure not only as a
transnational and bilingual character, but also as an abused wife who serves as the brothel’s
Cinderella, wears a princess costume to the carnival, claims to be guadalupana, and finds herself
between her frustrated desire to give birth and her imagined and actual deaths. La Mónica, the
innocent victim and the prostitute, considers herself to be the most beautiful of the brothel, yet
cannot find clients. A priest and a cruel murderer inhabit Ponciano’s body. In a more comic
example, we keep being reminded of Travolta’s presence in the body of the town’s health
inspector: while asking Lulú to escape with him, he includes Travolta in their relationship as if
the two lived in his body: “Tú, yo y Travolta. ¿Qué podía ser major?”
But the most salient example of this type of body is, of course, that of the transvestite.
Chang’s body is highly contradictory as it contains both a feminized figure of a transvestite and
an extremely machista husband. The grotesque image represented through Chang becomes such
due to this very bodily ambivalence. In Chang’s case, we do not discover this grotesque aspect
until his very last scene where Ripstein finally reveals the princess’ identity through a close-up.
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In a carnivalesque temptation to focus on the lower body, Ripstein’s camera zooms in only to
reveal an image of dirt and calluses on the princess’ feet, preparing us for the big revelation. As
the camera continues revealing more of the princess’ body, we come to witness an awkward
embrace when her ornamented head covering comically falls off revealing Chang’s partial
baldness and terrified face.
Chang’s image, or a transvestite’s image in general, is “contrary to the classic images of
the finished, completed man, cleansed, as it were, of all the scoriae of birth and development
(Bakhtin 25). Chang’s body is in an endless transformative cycle, in constant becoming where
his body metamorphosizes from male to female, while his character vacillates between an
authoritative husband to a fragile princess. This transformation grounded in transvestism, which
is highly pertinent in baroque and carnivalesque contexts as part of the spectacles as
demonstrated by Bakhtin, takes on a renewed significance in contemporary times. Chang’s
transvestism not only stands for symbolic regeneration and renewal in the face of a degenerated
reality, but also takes the ultimate step in turning the film’s already carnivalized world inside out
by provoking an inversion of the established order of gender and sexuality. As confirms Bakhtin,
“the material bodily lower stratum and the entire system of degradation, turnovers, and travesties
presented this essential relation to time and to social and historical transformation” (Bakhtin 81).
He further notes:
All the symbols of the carnival idiom are filled with this pathos of change and
renewal, with the sense of the gay relativism of prevailing truths and authorities.
We find here a characteristic logic, the peculiar logic of the “inside out” of the
turnabout of a continual shifting… of numerous parodies and travesties,
humiliations, profanations, comic crownings and uncrownings. (11)
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In El carnaval, Ripstein makes a contemporary social commentary by defying and
inverting the established patriarchal system not through a strong female or homosexual character,
but rather through introducing an ambivalent body of a transvestite who both represents (as an
abusive husband) and destabilizes (as a transvestite) patriarchal codes. This inversion and
destabilization affects both the state—materialized in Chang’s sexual contact with the three
musketeers, and the church—through Chang’s relations with Ponciano and the latter’s eventual
“betrayal” of his religion.
Arturo Ripstein has explored the figure of transvestite in other films with the cinematic
adaptation of José Donoso’s novel El lugar sin límites being one of the most well-known
examples. Like in El carnaval de Sodoma, the transvestism of El lugar sin límites comes to
destabilize the rigid machismo of a small Mexican town when transvestite Manuela shares a kiss
with the manliest character of the town before being brutally killed by him. While in comparison
with El carnaval de Sodoma, it may seem that the transvestism in Ripstein’s El lugar sin límites
(1978), is explored only on a thematic level, this is what Sarduy says about Manuela’s
transvestite figure in Donoso’s novel:
El travestismo, tal y como lo practica la novela de Donoso, sería la metáfora
mejor de lo que es la escritura: lo que Manuela nos hace ver no es una mujer bajo
la apariencia de la cual se escondería un hombre, una máscara cosmética que al
caer dejara al descubierto una barba, un rostro ajado y duro, sino el hecho mismo
del travestismo. (Escrito 48)
What seems to interest Sarduy in the figure of the transvestite here is the act of
transformation and the revelation of something else. The figure of transvestite has been largely
explored by Sarduy in his literary works such as Cobra and through his theoretical writings
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particularly in its affinity to the neo-baroque. Borrowing Sarduy’s idea of looking at transvestism
as an act of transformation, I suggest that Chang’s transvestism illuminates the film’s selfconscious desire for constant apotheosis and becoming. Thus, from a semiotic point of view,
summarizing Sarduy’s idea, “la simulación de la mujer se puede comparar a la escritura: al
pintarse y vestirse de mujer el travesti se señala como objeto cifrado” (Birkenmaier). It is
through Chang’s transvestite body (whose identity is concealed until the end of the film) that the
film’s baroque temperament deciphers itself. In Chang’s princess image we find both the
baroque inversion of the order and the Bakhtinian renewal through grotesque image, as well as
laughter and uncrowning licensed by the carnival. According to Bakhtin “The grotesque image
reflects a phenomenon in transformation, an as yet unfinished metamorphosis, of death and birth,
growth and becoming (24). While we find this in Chang’s image, we also discover that the film
itself is in a constant process of becoming, of renewing itself, while the carnivalesque laughter
rings through the film and reaches its climax by decrowning patriarchal values. The truth that
bursts out at the end of the film from under the layers of the drama of a patriarchal and religious
society, rings in a loud and liberating laughter that resonates with the spectator.
What makes El carnaval de Sodoma such an intense and chaotic filmic experience is that
Ripstein manages to interlace the thematic concerns of the film into its texture. The actual
mirrors decorating the film’s sets have their virtual counterparts in Ripstein’s filmmaking which
creates mirrored and deformed images of the film as it reveals the film’s replicas in every
chapter. The carnival as a plot element becomes a temperament that informs the film’s
metanarrative spirit. The idea of transvestism itself is woven into the film’s fabric. With every
new chapter, the film is clothed with new shades, voices and perspectives that project a different
film in front of us. By creating new versions coexisting in one film, Ripstein makes El Carnaval
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de Sodoma a transvestite of sorts whose changing identities can only be discovered with a closeup by a spectator’s eye. Ripstein’s film creates this multilayered mirrored film in a way that
implicates the spectators through their own disillusion, chaos and laughter, as if reflecting their
gaze onto the film’s interiors through yet another mirror.
I suggest that the baroque of El carnival de Sodoma lies in its carnivalesque elements
which not only find expression in the film’s highly decorated sets, spectacle and saturated
images, but more so through the film’s ability to soak in the carnival it aims to capture. The
carnival’s liberation promised in the film’s title happens through the spectator’s laughter and
experience of chaos rather than its characters. I propose that the carnival in El carnival de
Sodoma, occurs under the fictional layers of the film rather than in the carnival event that serves
as a plot point in the film. This results in adopting the actual chaos, carnival, mirrors,
transvestism and corrosion that we find in the film’s plot into the film’s cinematic texture and
language. Everything that happens in the film finds its double in the editing room and in the
film’s extradiegetic life.

4.2

Raúl Ruiz: La noche de enfrente (2012)
I want to conclude this chapter and my dissertation with a work that wraps up the

cinematographic career of the most baroque among baroque directors—the Chilean Raúl Ruiz.
La noche de enfrente, a drama about an office worker on the verge of retirement who begins to
relive both real and imagined events, is not only Ruiz’s last film, but his eloquent farewell to
filmmaking, a mindful meditation over the ideas of retirement, time, memory, death, and
imagination. Above all, it is Ruiz’s last cinematic venture that seeks to prove once again the
maxim that sums up his baroque cinematic vision: “In cinema, everything is possible” (qtd. in
Buci-Glucksmann 31).
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Ruiz’s auteur cinema has been difficult to classify; however, it is one that has
consistently been associated with the baroque and the neo-baroque by his major critics. Ruiz’s
films from the 1970s-80s have been positioned and specifically discussed within the framework
of the neo-baroque aesthetics, starting with Christine Buci-Glucksmann’s 1987 article “The
Baroque Eye of the Camera” to Michel Goddard’s recent book Cinema of Raúl Ruiz: Impossible
Cartographies and the collection of essays on Ruiz titled El cine de Raúl Ruiz: Fantasmas,
simulacros y artificios. Buci-Glucksmann has famously made the case for Raul Ruiz’s cinema as
hinging on an aesthetics of “a second-degree baroque—a baroque of the baroque” as compared
to the original baroque poetics seen in Greenway’s or Fellini’s cinema, for instance (33). Ruiz’s
cinematic vision is informed by his Latin American condition which, in turn, implies an intrinsic
relation to the neo-baroque aesthetics. La noche de enfrente, perhaps, by virtue of it being the
director’s last film, has not yet been studied from this perspective. Nevertheless, the film
presents an intriguing account of the director’s lifelong interests and obsessions related to visual
and narrative tricks, including the idiosyncratic baroque traits that are often associated with
Ruiz’s cinematic vision. The film touches upon themes Ruiz has worked throughout his career,
such as piracy, dreams, death, the line between fiction and reality, dreams, ghosts, and above
all—the labyrinthic routes of his cinematic realm and the spectator’s journey through it.
Therefore, I would like to draw attention to the type of experience that emerges from Ruiz’s
baroque cinema and the disorientated journey he takes us on in La noche de enfrente. This said, I
intend to explore the type of cinematic experience the Ruizian baroque offers us. To answer this
question, I will venture to adopt a somewhat Ruizian approach to the analysis of the film.
To give my reader an idea about the film, I will include a brief synopsis of the plot below.
But before I even start writing, one question arises: how should I summarize this film? The
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simple attempt at providing the film’s plot summary serves as an entry point to Ruiz’s cinematic
universe and leads me to the first point of my analysis—the elusiveness of the synopsis in Ruiz’s
films. This is quite in line both with neo-baroque narratives and with the director’s philosophy in
his writings on cinema. Ruiz’s vision of film challenges any plot-driven discussions of cinema.
His approach to film rejects conventional forms of narrative and plot as is evident both in his
films and his Poetics of Cinema, where Ruiz dedicates a chapter on the criticism of Hollywood’s
Central Conflict Theory which makes any film revolve around a conflict that needs to be
resolved by the protagonist. Now, I will provide an approximate idea of the film’s events and
will outline the major events happening in the film as coherently as possible.
La noche de enfrente shows us the final days of the protagonist Don Celso’s career,
which also happen to be the last days of his life. Or so it appears. Don Celso works at an
ambiguous organization where he writes poetry, but as pointed out by the department head, Don
Celso has lost his wit and cannot postpone his retirement anymore. His farewell party is
scheduled to happen in a few days. Before that happens, we find Don Celso revisitomg what
seem to be both imagined and lived memories from his childhood, conversations with fictional
and historical characters such as Captain Silver from the Treasure Island, and Beethoven, as well
as the French writer Jean Giono. In fact, the film starts with Giono lecturing on nuances of
poetry in what appears to be a literature or translation class where we find Don Celso among the
students. We encounter him in several other episodes with Giono, who is apparently not sure of
his real identity and doubts being the author of his works. We can assume that Don Celso’s
meetings with Giono happen in the dimension of memory or the past. Another important
character of the film is Don Celso’s childhood self, called Rododendro who appears in episodes
with Captain Silver and Beethoven.
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Figure 4-6 Rododendro and Captain Silver
Apart from this dimension, most of the events occurs in the present at the boarding home
where Don Celso is staying. He claims to be waiting for the person who is supposed to kill him.
A few characters make mysterious appearances at the boarding home and toward the end of the
film a massive murder takes place with all the characters including the host of the boarding home
ending up dead. However unexpectedly, Don Celso’s assassin appears to be Rododendro—the
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child version of himself. By way of a mediated suicide, Don Celso is now dead. However, we
come to see Don Celso’s ghost talking to another dead character through his passage to the other
world—which in this case is the barrel of the gun that killed Celso. We soon find out that the
ghosts of the characters that had died earlier are invoking Don Celso and another dead character
but cannot see them when they appear. Soon, we realize that other ghosts, this time the ghosts of
Beethoven, Captain Silver and Jean Giono are invoking them as well. The film ends with what
looks like a memorial service for Don Celso with speeches pronounced by his work colleagues.
Ruiz explores the drama of a retiree by presenting poetry writing as an office job for
which Don Celso is no longer apt. Don Celso’s boss challenges him by asking him to find an
analogy for “a port without ships.” Celso struggles to find a simile for it and comes up with
bizarre analogies such as “un puerto sin barcos es como una puta sin abogado” or “un ciclista sin
sobrinas” only proving that he, in fact, has lost his “ocurrencias.” Then, in a sort of an epiphany,
this metaphoric image comes back and points at him: Don Celso, is the port without ships. He
confesses that he is a port without seagulls, just like a poet without his wit. “Se me fueron las
gaviotas” says Don Celso with resignation filling his voice. However, Celso, driven by an
ambiguous notion of time that can conveniently extend itself, believes that his retirement can be
postponed forever. Don Celso’s boss cynically reminds him that his retirement party is the next
day. Interestingly, Celso’s retirement not only signifies a metaphorical death for Celso as a poet,
but also stands for the end of Ruiz’s cinematic career and his retirement. In this sense, Celso’s
character can be perceived as Ruiz’s alter ego.
Ruiz helps us penetrate a retiree’s inner drama by taking us on a journey to the different
worlds inhabiting his mind. At Don Celso’s retirement party, the department head refers to him
as “un viajero inmóvil” as if alluding to the mental journeys that Don Celso is about to undertake
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in his hours of “no hacer nada.” The immobile traveler in Celso’s mind journeys through his
memories and imagined realities of the present and the past. Don Celso’s fabrications, memories,
lived and imagined moments inhabited by shadows of the past, are punctuated with his immobile
moments spent at his office or the boarding house as he awaits his retirement, his metaphorical
and coincidentally literal death. La noche de enfrente seems to emulate Don Celso’s rhythm of a
retiree: the scenes take time, become pensive and sometimes move slower than the things they
capture.
In La noche de enfrente, Ruiz makes the idea of retirement look more funereal than a
death sentence. Confronted by the idea of serving a “life sentence” in a metaphorical prison of a
life without ocurrencias, Don Celso responds to this untimely verdict of retirement by
performing his own suicide. The mournful tone of Don Celso’s retirement party and the words
his colleagues offer him provide a foresight into Celso’s upcoming death. Ruiz first takes us to
Celso’s farewell party to stage a memorial service for a retirement, then goes on to show us an
actual one attended by Don Celso’s ghost himself. Ruiz plays with ideas of retirement and death
by turning each one into a metaphor for the other. Isn’t a mental journey to the past an inevitable
response both to one’s retirement and death?
Ruiz, with his signature metacinematic gestures, provides us with clues to his vision on
cinema that comes to life through arbitrary poetic and visual associations. Throughout the entire
film, we find Celso creating poetic images and associations through words. This way of
incorporating poetry into the film also mimics Ruiz’s way of approaching cinema—via
associations and analogies. It is as if Ruiz hinted that we need to use Celso’s logic of finding
metaphors in order to enter the complex universe of La noche de enfrente. What if our role as a
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spectator is to detect the metaphors and analogies in order to enter Ruiz’s idiosyncratic cinematic
world?
4.2.1 How Much Fiction is There?
La noche de enfrente is about a retiring poet who cannot come to terms with his imminent
retirement and turns to his childhood memories, fictional characters, imagined recollections and
spaces before he stages his own suicide. The journey we undertake with the film takes us through
these layers so smoothly we are almost unable to tell the difference between these dimensions.
Instead of establishing explicit limits between the different dimensions of film, time and space,
Ruiz leaves it to the spectator to figure things out (or not). But if we look closely, Ruiz engages
us more intimately with some scenes and less with others. At times, he puts us into or in front of
certain scenes where we get close-ups and navigate the space freely, while in others, we find
ourselves at a firm distance from the film’s fiction. It is as if Ruiz were challenging our
sensibility of telling between the film’s main story and the multiple inner fictions it contains.
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Figure 4-7 Images of the aftermath of Don Celso’s death
The parts of the film that take place in the dimension of memories and imagination have a
different feel. Some moments in the film seem to contain more fiction, while others engage raw
elements of everyday realities. Let’s examine the scene from Don Celso’s retirement party to
explore this point. This scene is particularly interesting, as most of it is filmed in an establishing
shot which situates us across from the room where Don Celso is receiving goodbye wishes from
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his colleagues. Not allowing his camera (and therefore us) to navigate the room, Ruiz makes us
sit in the hallway while Celso’s retirement party happens across from our cinematic seat. It feels
like being in the film’s waiting room from where we almost stretch out our neck to see what is
going on. It is as if Ruiz had left us outside the room (and the film), not allowing us to see or
interact with Celso’s companions from up close. Thus, Don Celso’s colleagues fall short of a
fictional status in the film and seem to be firmly holding on to their office personas instead. Ruiz
puts us through a painful waiting time filled with a prolonged off-screen typing noise that fills
office realities with its persistent clickety-clack, overpowering Celso’s poetic goodbye speech.

Figure 4-8 Don Celso's farewell party at work
Furthermore, the tone of this awkward, distant corporate goodbye is completely at odds
with the emotional and intimate tone of the rest of the film that transpires in Celso’s memory and
imagination. Our spectatorship of this portion of the film resembles the imposed, idle observing
we undertake when we are waiting for someone to finish running an errand. A sense of
everydayness imbues this scene and our experience of it. Ruiz lets the spectator tell the
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difference between the layers of his filmic realities and their metafictions not through editing, but
rather through the amount and degree of fiction contained in them and our engagement with
these scenes. Everything about the goodbye party seems to point to a fictionless office reality,
rather than a cinematic one. The unedited noise of the typewriter that transmits echoes of
bureaucratic activity materializes the office for us. This scene not only stands for don Celso’s
withdrawal from his career, but also, in a way, our withdrawal from the film’s metafictional
realms. In turn, it highlights the fictionalized world of the other realities contained in the film.
Ruiz puts us through cinema’s waiting room to make the fiction in other layers of his film feel
more vivid.
4.2.2 Ruizian Allegories: Marbles of Time
Ruiz creates mysteries around notions of time, memory, death, dreams and reality by
engaging us with wordplay and a search for words. He explores the terrain of words and makes
them into gates to the different dimensions and themes of the film. He provides us with clues to
approach the mysteries in his film, however through a peculiar Ruizian playfulness he also
makes sure that the mysteries remain unsolved. At the beginning of the film, Ruiz throws in a
metaphor of time, which later establishes an allegorical relationship with the idea of cinema
itself. To Don Celso’s comment that “la vida pasa a tropezones por aquí,” Giono’s character
responds: “Sí, casi se puede tocar el tiempo que pasa. Yo tengo una imagen que me persigue. El
tiempo no transcurre, las horas no se siguen una tras otra, son canicas, como dicen ustedes,
¿bolitas?” I believe Ruiz is offering us a brilliant metaphor of memory, where time does not pass,
where each moment is a marble and the past is a necklace of memories put together. And cinema
is the best device for playing with this image. Metaphorically, the film is composed of these
marbles of time which encapsulate don Celso’s experiences and where he travels to relive the
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past. Celso continues: “Se puede jugar con esas bolitas de tiempo” and make “collares de bolitas
de tiempo, collares añosos, añares de cristal, mensualidades de bronze, quinquenales de acero.”
In Celso’s poetic vision, one image gives birth to another eventually creating a chain of words.
Don Celso then suggests that they could play with these marbles of time and Ruiz proceeds to do
just that in the film. He plays with the notion of time in cinema by experimenting with the
marbles representing episodes, memories and imagined moments from the past and the present.
Don Celso’s way of playing with words resembles a sort of juggling where he makes new
combinations with the associations that occur to him. Where Ruiz can make associations
between words, he may as well create new dimensions of film out of these associations. Ruiz
makes from film a sort of a time-machine, but unlike conventional time-machines which travel to
a specific point in the past or future, Ruiz’s device reshuffles its components exquisitely
metaphorized as bolitas de tiempo. The freedom to rearrange these marbles of time, as suggested
by Don Celso, evokes the idea of montage implied in the creation of a film, the discontinuity of
life within cinema, a life that moves “a tropezones.” La noche de enfrente, by the same token,
places us in undefined moments of time where chronology matters as much as the arbitrary order
of marbles on a necklace. Ruiz introduces us into a vast cinematic world with no defined sense of
time or space and evokes this very experience through a game of words that allegorizes his idea
of cinema.
The scene with Don Celso and Giono is particularly illuminating for appreciating the
film’s self-reflexive wit. The scene is imbued in dim light that turns everyone else in the
background into a shadow, making them look like a distant memory while the two characters
seem to be walking in front of a strip of film with which they are out of sync. Celso soon notes
how time moves “a tropezones por aquí.”
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Figure 4-9 Don Celso and Jean Giono discuss the metaphor of the “marbles of
time”
“But what is here?” we may ask ourselves at the end of this scene. Time, indeed, passes in fits
and starts in the film. And at the end of this particular scene silhouettes of cyclists start moving
backwards to give us a perfect example of how Ruiz plays with the marbles of time.
Ruiz does several other things with this ingenious metaphor. To give these marbles of
time another cinematic dimension, he turns them into a self-reflexive element in the film. By
casually throwing these marbles of time into the conversation between Celso and Giono, Ruiz
enlightens us about how he is going to put the film together. He composes scenes of memories,
dreams and imagination as if they were marbles that he can arrange however he likes. The
metafilm and the metaphor in La noche de enfrente are encapsulated in the image of the marbles
of time which are arranged in a way that allow Celso’s childhood self, recollections, and
imagined realities to interfere with his present and the film’s structure.
Furthermore, Ruiz takes this metaphor of bolitas de tiempo to yet another level by
visualizing it in a scene of marbles being scattered all over the sand. Apart from being a self-
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reflexive thought about cinema and the idea of discontinuity implied in cinematic montage and
arrangement of time, the film proves to us that this collar that don Celso is referring to is the film
itself. This scene, inserted into the film with no specific logic, is the absolute allegory of La
noche de enfrente: a broken chain of marbles representing the film’s stories. This is a sort of a
second-degree baroque that Buci-Glucksmann links with Ruiz’s cinema: memory is allegorized
as marbles of time, which in turn allegorizes Ruiz’s idea of cinema.

Figure 4-10 Marbles scattered over the sand
Ruiz is interested in arbitrary and free associations that images can evoke. In Poetics of
Cinema, he plays with the term “photographic unconscious” coined by Walter Benjamin to
explain our relation with the images on the screen “as seen from the dark jungle of involuntary or
uncontrolled signs” (Ruiz 58, Poetics of Cinema). With this term, Ruiz does not intend to explain
or theorize things on the screen, but rather seeks to illuminate the idea of unconscious
associations, or borrowing the term from don Celso—ocurrencias, experienced by the spectator
in front of the screen. Indeed, as we delve into the multiple worlds existing in La noche, free
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associations, fleeting images and metaphors come to prevail over our concern for plot
development. In La noche de enfrente, Ruiz engages spectators with witty combinations of
words and expressions that suddenly obtain multiple levels of meaning and visuality as the film
unfolds.
Let’s analyze other self-reflexive moments that provide us interesting metaphors about
Ruiz’s cinematography in La noche de enfrente. As stated above, the film starts with what looks
like a translation class, where Jean Giono is lecturing on nuances of translation from French to
Spanish. A few lines are worth pointing out from Giono’s lecture which are illuminating for the
rest of the film. Giono is helping students correct an unprecise translation of Mallarmé’s poem
“Le phénomène futur” into Spanish, which, he claims, does not quite transmit the meaning of
certain metaphors in French. Giono points out: “En castellano no se dice ‘expositor de sombras’.
Cuando alguien dice ‘Montreur de choses Passées’ está aludiendo al pasado, como si este pasado
fuera un teatro de sombras.” He then continues: “Juguemos con la idea. El mago que nos hace
ver las sombras de las cosas del pasado, ¿estamos más cerca?” These lines become illuminating
in understanding Ruiz’s idea of the past and the film’s ability of depicting it. It is as if these
words were addressing the spectator to help her see the director as a magician who conjures up
shadows of the past. Ruiz seems to be providing us with keys to open the doors to the film, but
even after entering the realm of the film, we find ourselves surrounded by its shadows, or rather
“shadows of shadows” in Michael Goddard’s words (63). The next section will explore the idea
of shadows and its relation to Ruiz’s baroque cinematography in La noche de enfrente.
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4.2.3 Cinema of Shadows
Michael Goddard elaborates Buci-Glucksmann’s idea of Ruiz’s cinema of second-degree
baroque by stating that “rather than being presented with distorted perspectives of a pre-existing
reality, in Ruiz’s work this assumed reality is subtracted, leaving us with the shadows of
shadows or the ghosts of fiction” (Goddard 63). He then connects this idea of the second-degree
baroque with “the modern neo-baroque aesthetics of Borges, in which incompossible realities coexist in a single ‘motley’ world” (63). Given the recurrent allusions to shadows in relation to
Ruiz’s cinema, both in the scholarship on Ruiz’s cinema and in Ruiz’s own writings on film, it
would be helpful to understand the varied implications of this term as related both to Ruiz’s
cinema and to its relevance in our discussion of a cinematic neo-baroque.
What, who and where are the shadows of shadows in Ruiz’s cinema and how do we
perceive them? Through what kind of lighting, camera movement or narrative does Ruiz make
these shadows visible? Perhaps a good place to delve into this inquiry is in Ruiz’s own
understanding of shadows in cinema. In a speech given in Lyon in 2005, the director claims that
film viewing implies watching two films—the one we watch and the one that watches us. He
continues:
But our second film is created in the penumbra, in some sense “dreamt”. Made up
of panic and bliss. An agitated dream in revolt, a turbulent mirror, as certain poets
distracted by the paradoxical world of quantum physics would assert. A shadow
film comprised of doubles, a doubling of the very film we are in the process of
watching, composed of slightly dephased lines of dialogue from the film of light,
phantom-landscapes, phantom-houses, felgyas and Hamrs. (“Cinema Is Another
Life”)
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Note that our film’s essence, according to Ruiz, is not composed of any element relevant
to plot, mise-en-scène or types of shots, but rather our response and interaction with it: one of
panic and bliss. To explain the essence of his cinema, or cinema in general, Ruiz turns to the
realm of metaphors. He offers us images of “a turbulent mirror” and “a dream in revolt.” Ruiz’s
own way of describing his understanding of film as a director lacks references to the technicality
(and therefore materiality) of filmmaking that fills pages of film criticism, textbooks, and
classrooms. Instead, Ruiz replaces this edifice of film terminology, and therefore theory, with an
allegorization of the cinematic medium itself. Allegories, in turn, point back to the same
ambiguity of a world which is governed by shadows in the form of slippery associations, a world
where the meaning of a sign is magnified and amplified by substituting its signified with
unrelated signifiers. Thus, I believe, Ruiz’ cinema becomes baroque not through a spectacular
mise-en-scène or imitation of baroque wastefulness of form and visuality, but first and foremost,
through his allegorical conception of all cinematic activity. The baroque in his films derives from
an inner baroque spirit that entails an inevitable self-conscious cinematic production.
Cinema does not seem to have an objective existence for Ruiz, let alone for the spectator
of his films. It is a creature whose double is constantly being generated in the spectator’s eye.
Ruiz’s cinema, or perhaps any cinema, as claimed by the director, upon reaching our retina, is
nothing but a shadow, a dim double with which we cannot establish a physical, real or objective
interaction, but rather one that is purely perceptive and emerges from our subjective response to
it, which occurs in the penumbra of the film we are watching. It is hardly possible to prescribe
any logic to such an experience. Our interaction with a shadow is limited to seeing it or
projecting ourselves onto it. A shadow, conversely, can touch us, spread over us, cover us, hide
or expose us, and finally double us. All filmic reality, for Ruiz, is composed of a shadow, an
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impalpable projection that reaches and touches us and which we can only touch with our eye or
with our own shadow.
Ruiz is Giono’s magician who conjures up the shadows of the past creating “teatro de
sombras.” But something is lost while the film reaches us, and the thing lost is the same as the
thing that separates me and my shadow—the palpable body. According to the passage from
Ruiz’s speech cited above, the location of all cinematic activity is the penumbra. Michael
Goddard’s interpretation of the “subtracted reality” that emerges from this baroque cinema of
shadows is another way to describe the cinematic world taking shape in the penumbras of the
action (63). Buci-Glucksmann’s reflection on Ruiz’s second-degree baroque is also relevant
here. The French philosopher sees Ruiz’s imaginary as one which creates “the first visual
paradox of this cinema: how to create a second-degree baroque, how to show phantoms, those
phantoms which haunt, as if repressed, the Latin American imaginary?”(33–34) And she goes on
to quote Ruiz: “As soon as something becomes visual it ceases to be fantastic. The moment we
see a ghost it stops being a ghost: a ghost is only a ghost if it is barely visible” (qtd. in BuciGlucksmann 34). Ruiz prefers to endow his ghosts with viscerality. Instead of resorting to
conventional forms of representation of ghosts, Ruiz asks us to believe in his anomalic cinematic
ghosts of flesh and blood. So paradoxically, to subtract this assumed reality of the film, the
action undertaken by Ruiz, often counterintuitively, constitutes adding another element to this
reality.
This brings us to somewhat paradoxical inferences. The cinematic “almost invisible”
effect of the ghosts in La noche de enfrente is subtracted by their very realness transmitted
through their visibility and corporeality. As if to emphasize this bodily presence and play with
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the spectrality of the ghosts, Ruiz makes his ghosts touch one another, make fun of one another,
and most oddly, invoke one another.

Figure 4-11 Ghosts invoking other ghosts
The way ghosts are depicted in La noche de enfrente is a common technique in Ruiz as
confirmed by Goddard who sees Ruiz’s spectral figures as “surprisingly corporeal with their
constant eating, various sores and diseases, and mysterious tattoos” (Goddard 73). When Don
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Celso and Rolo Pedro travel from the gun’s barrel back to the boarding home where they find the
ghosts of the other killed characters invoking them, it appears as if they existed in different
dimensions and are invisible to the ghosts that invoked them. To Rolo’s question whether they
are alive, Don Celso jokes: “están más muertos que nosotros.” This is followed by this group of
ghosts being invoked by the fictional ghosts of Beethoven, Giono and Captain Silver, who
cannot see the ghosts when they appear either. This last group of fictional ghosts soon leaves
because they are being invoked by Don Celso’s colleagues who are waiting for them in another
room. This last scene of the film seems to suggest that Don Celso’s passing implies the death of
other fictional characters that had accompanied him in his life and in the course of the film.
Ruiz teases our spectatorship in this sequence of scenes. The assumed invisibility of the
ghosts becomes questionable through their hard-to-deny visibility which is quite pointedly
proven to the spectator through the ghosts’ actions. This is, however, at odds with their
imperceptibility by the characters in this scene. There is a certain element of humor that gives
away its intent to ridicule the conventional rules of cinema of picturing spectral figures as hardly
visible.
These scenes challenge our commitment to the film’s fiction as Ruiz seems to be testing
our ability to deal with the viscerality of his ghosts. This is a moment in our film experience
where we, like nowhere else in the film, are to perceive the gaze of the film directed at us. The
film seems to be conscious of our response as the ghosts’ tangibility is pointed directly at the
spectator. By way of a curious inversion, it is as if the film were looking at us, directing its
cameras toward the penumbra where our shadow film is taking shape thus placing our
spectatorship in the spotlight. Ruiz’s film here is not asking us for suspension of our disbelief,
but rather goes against it by poking at our disbelief. Ruiz does not seem to ask for suspension of
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disbelief for the sake of our enjoyment of cinema’s fiction, but rather makes the cinematic
medium palpable to us for the sake of our involvement in his cinema. This, of course, implies
more work on our part as spectators. Seeing Captain Silver push against another ghost’s body on
his way out of the scene feels like a cinematic hiccup that passes through the spectator’s throat. It
is through such hiccups that Ruiz implicates us in his cinema and makes our spectatorship more
perceptible to us, even if it is achieved at the cost of the spectrality of his fictional ghosts. Ruiz
makes of us all-seeing spectators, actors, directors of our own shadow film, and above all,
accomplices in the creation of his cinema.
In a film that employs various cinematic tricks to create imaginary narratives and
illusions, Ruiz turns to theater’s inevitable commitment to the actor’s body in order to incarnate
his ghosts. We are left with a scene which, instead of using cinema’s magical tricks to give
ghostliness to the ghosts, asks us to believe in the spectrality of exaggeratedly unghostly ghosts.
4.2.4 Film as Someone Else’s Dream
Watching La noche de enfrente feels like being in someone else’s dream—a sense of
lostness, confusion and not belonging that one experiences in dreams is doubled here. The film
becomes like an oneiric boarding home, literally and metaphorically, where we cannot find the
comfort of home—analogous with the comfort we receive from a coherent film experience.
Here, comfort is subtracted, and so is the cinematic experience that absorbs us when watching
films from our couch. By subtracting layers of reality and realism, Ruiz takes away a feeling of
comfort cushioned by classic or Hollywood cinema. It as is if we were watching the film from
across the street, so we can only get an obstructed window view. We find ourselves in a strange
place that gives us panic. Ruiz’s film welcomes us into an eerie guesthouse where each door
takes us to a stranger world and “you gradually drift into where it leads you, its great, founding
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myths, into this initial confusion of the spectacle and the real, the actual and the virtual” (BuciGlucksmann 31). The labyrinthine structure of the film reflects our own sense of lostness in the
film’s passage. Our surprise or confusion is not identifiable with the responses of the characters
who seem to operate with a logic that eludes us. We are a guest, an outsider to Ruiz’ film. His
criticism of the Central Conflict Theory and mechanisms of identification in Hollywood cinema
is, again, visible and at work here as Ruiz’s effort is to keep us outside the film’s fiction—
materializing the presence of the screen between spectator and film.
Contrary to classic cinema, Ruiz employs a hyperbolic rhetoric of artificialization to
ensure the spectator’s awareness of the madeness of cinema, and not the opposite. One of the
metaphors that Ruiz offers to describe cinematic experience is that of a mirror which reflects our
panic, and therefore becomes a turbulent mirror. This mirror, it seems, does not reflect things as
they are, but rather generates a confluence of the film and our response of panic. Ruiz employs
hyperbolic figures of self-reflexivity to make us aware of the film we are creating from beneath
the penumbra—a mirror where our reflection marries with the film we watch and the one that
watches us. For Ruiz, cinema is only possible with us being outside it: as spectators, we belong
not inside, but outside the film’s dreamt reality, reflected off its troubled mirror.
4.2.5 Mapping La noche de enfrente
In his discussion of several of Ruiz’s films, Michael Goddard mentions that these films
“can be seen as the exploration or mapping of labyrinthine territories, in order to elaborate their
particular systems, all of which are predicated on the suspension of spatio-temporal and therefore
sociocultural norms” (Goddard 68). In La noche de enfrente, we find an exploration of mental,
rather than physical territories: the realm of words, memories, imaginaries and associations and
the territory of cinematic visuality and narrative. The idea of “impossible cartography” that
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underlies Goddard’s work on Ruiz explains his claim that these explorations remain only
explorations as Ruiz’s films are not possible to map (67). Let’s examine this idea further.
Ruiz’s decision to start the film by handing us metaphoric keys about the film resembles
a pirate’s act of handing over a treasure map of an island—a map we are not very conversant in,
so our journey becomes a disoriented cinematic expedition to unknown lands. If we view film as
a sort of a territory through which we navigate, our journey through Ruiz’s cinematic realm
would resemble hopping from one island to another in a scattered archipelago. Buci-Glucksmann
coincidentally uses this metaphor to describe our experience with Ruiz’s cinematography: “the
spectator-in-exile slides from narrative to narrative and into the resulting form of an archipelago,
maze or spiral, where a cinema lives, practicing as its own visual syntax the great baroque
rhetorical figures derived from Gracián or Tesauro” (32). The type of movement we perform as
spectators is described by the French critic as one of sliding from narrative to narrative, or to
paraphrase for the sake of our metaphor—from island to island. Sliding is a type of movement
we do not have control over. Isn’t that the general effect of nearly any cinema on us? Perhaps.
But in Ruiz’s case, this sliding occurs while we are awestruck and asking the same question as
Ruiz’s unemployed actor whom Buci-Glucksmann recalls in her essay: “Where am I?” (31).
Unlike in classic cinema, we slide from one narrative to another, one realm to another without
having any coordinates at hand. In La noche de enfrente, fictional, historical, imagined names
(Captain Silver, Beethoven, Rododendro) become the ambiguous coordinates of our location in
Ruiz’s time-space marble. Our question inevitably becomes double-sided as we ask ourselves:
Where and when am I?
By exploring the peripherical spaces outside the plot, Ruiz illuminates the amount of
hidden life that transpires under the layers of the film. We encounter cinema which animates the
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hidden life contained in objects and visualizes the different imaginary layers that we are unaware
of. One of the most interesting moments in La noche de enfrente happens when we are
introduced to the memories of the gun that kills Don Celso. Once Celso dies, we see characters
coming through the barrel of a gun that had killed them. By way of a hyperbolic visualization of
memory, Ruiz puts Celso into dialogue with former victims of the gun who are rushing through
the metaphoric tunnel as if they are about to catch a train to the afterlife. The exploration of
spaces, as small as the inside of a gun and as big as the fictional sea from the Treasure Island,
make them also into an exploration of narrative possibilities as pointed out by Goddard:
Ruiz’s cinema can be seen as a type of cartography but a uniquely cinematic one that
instead of exploring ‘real’ spaces, instead maps the potentials of the second order
space of cinema itself and is therefore a type of virtual or impossible cartography.
(77)
In this new fictional dimension, we find an amplification of the cinematic and semiotic
space of a gun. Ruiz “dispone al cinematógrafo al serivicio de la producción de una virtualidad
infinita” and proves cinema’s limitless baroque possibilities by endowing a simple inanimate
object such as a gun with its own hidden layer of cinematic life (Cangi 247).
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation argued for the relevance of neo-baroque expression in contemporary
films from Latin America filling an existing gap in film scholarship which tends to situate Latin
America’s cinematic baroque and neo-baroque within the anti-dictatorship contexts of the 1970s80s. This tendency not only goes against fundamental theories of the neo-baroque that see it as a
recurring form of expression but is also at odds with the current interest in the baroque and the
neo-baroque outside Latin America. By incorporating fundamental theories on neo-baroque with
a particular focus on Severo Sarduy’s ideas, this dissertation engaged in close analysis of films,
produced since 2000. Chapter one provided a theoretical background in the studies of the
baroque and neo-baroque in Latin America paying specific attention to the theories elaborated by
Alejo Carpentier, Severo Sarduy, and José Lezama Lima. It also provided a review of the
scholarship related to neo-baroque cinema, illustrated the applicability of this aesthetics to
contemporary cinema and the visual culture, as well as showed a renovated relevance of neobaroque forms within modern and post-modern studies in Latin American and elsewhere. The
theoretical approach adopted in this project relies heavily on Severo Sarduy’s ideas developed in
“El barroco y el neobarroco” making this dissertation one of the few studies that connects
Sarduy’s work with Latin American cinema.
Chapter two studied neo-baroque expression in three contemporary films namely
¡Bolívar soy yo! (2002) directed by Jorge Alí Triana, as well as Cronicamente inviável (2000)
and Quanto vale ou é por quilo? (2005) directed by Sérgio Bianchi. I turned to Sarduy’s ideas
and approaches to the neo-baroque in arts to explore this form of expression as a a defiant
gesture in contesting ideologies—a feature that the contemporary neo-baroque shares with the
colonial baroque. My discussion of ¡Bolívar soy yo! viewed the transformation and appropriation
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of Simón Bolívar’s figure by a quixotic and half-insane actor as a neo-baroque response to the
state ideology that promotes the image of national unity and stability. Just like with the
Americanization of the baroque when local elements permeated the inherited forms of the
Spanish baroque to mold a new symbol, ¡Bolívar soy yo! presents a cinematic space where a
completely new and unstable figure of Bolívar emerges to refuse false homogeneities and
harmonies. By offering a Simón Bolívar’s whose quixotic presence is stragely relevant in
Colombia’s contemporary socio-political picture, the film questions our belief in state
symbolisms and asks us to amplify our idea of a national hero. This amplification of the
Bolivarian figure rests on a carnivalization—a concept Sarduy relates to the Latin American neobaroque. Aside from carnivalization, I engaged neo-baroque tools such as Sarduy’s
condensación to comment on the superimposition of epochs, characters and genre over each
other to generate a neo-baroque sensibility. This, along with trompe l’oeil effects, intertextuality
and self-reflexivity further contribute to the neo-baroque poetics in ¡Bolívar soy yo!
My discussion of Cronicamente inviável (2000) and Quanto vale ou é por quilo? (2005)
directed by Sérgio Bianchi focused on the way the films make the neo-baroque traits speak to the
critical discourse challenging contemporary ideologies. In Cronicamente inviável, for instance,
Bianchi utilizes neo-baroque techniques such as self-reflexive gestures and perspectives to activate
a self-reflective viewing on part of the spectator. In Quanto vale ou é por quilo? for example,
Bianchi visually condenses two historical epochs into one revealing residues of historical injustice
and their perpetuation in contemporary contexts.
Chapter three explored neo-baroque expression as one inscribed in the experiences of
peripheral populations in spaces of spectacle and fiesta. It responded to the need to make a
distinction between neo-baroque form discussed in Chapter one and neo-baroque culture
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encountered in Madeinusa (2006) and La teta asustada (2009) directed by Claudia Llosa. In my
discussion of Madeinunsa, I focused on the neo-baroque sensibilities and the syncretism born
from the confluence of indigenous popular traditions and the Occidental culture. My study of the
film looked into the syncretic festivities of the village, the carnivalesque spirit of the tiempo
santo, and the inversion of the social order privileged by the carnival. I also incorporated Jorge
Luiz Marzo’s ideas on the baroque culture to show that, while Llosa’s films thrives on the neobaroque cultural syncretism, it also showcases the incomplete integration of indigenous cultures
into the dominant Peruvian culture. Both Madeinusa and La teta asustada limit expressions of
the neo-baroque culture to spaces of carnival or celebration, which echoes colonial dynamics
when different layers of the society would come together during religious festivities and
celebrations. Outside these celebrative realm, however, the films reveal a desolate and crude
reality where the cultural encounters between indigenous characters with the ones representing
the metropolis is marked by a cultural, religious, linguistic and epistemological disconnect.
Chapter four focused on the exploration of neo-baroque expression in the works of two
directors that have been associated with this aesthetics. It offered analysis of Arturo Ripstein’s El
carnaval de Sodoma (2006) and Latin America’s most baroque director Raúl Ruiz’s farewell
film titled La noche de enfrente (2012). This chapter argued that both Ruiz and Ripstein bring a
baroque temperament to their cinema not only through the spectacle created in them, but also
make this baroque available through the texture and narrative of their works.
My analysis of El carnaval de Sodoma suggested that it is through Ripstein’s idiosyncratic
approach to the melodramatic genre and themes that the film allows a certain baroque sensibility
to imbue its textures. I explored the idea of “barroco social” attributed to Ripstein’s filmmaking
and identified specific baroque roads that Ripstein’s film takes. In El carnaval de Sodoma,
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Ripstein achieves a baroque play between reality and appearance both through the use of
mirrored images that fill the film’s spaces and the metaphorical mirrors that create replicas of the
film in its alternative versions. I studied how Ripstein makes the melodramatic genre serve for
the purpose of offering carnivalesque figures in corrosive ways. I also suggested that while the
film revolves around the carnival as an event or plot point, we come to encounter another
carnival that takes place outside Royal’s carnival event and transpires in the bodily drama of the
characters and the eventual carnivalesque laughter that pours out at the inversion and
uncrowning of patriarchal codes. I suggested that the baroque figure of the transvestite in
Chang’s character becomes relevant in contemporary contexts since it is Chang’s transvestism
and transnational condition that eventually inverts the rigid order of gender, nationality and
sexuality, providing a commentary on the need for a regeneration and renewal of social roles in
contemporary contexts. Along with Chang’s transvestite body, we also discovered the film’s own
transvestism as it presents itself to us in a new way in each of its alternative versions, allowing us
to observe its own carnival and its own becoming.
My discussion of Raúl Ruiz’s La noche de enfrente illuminated the hidden allegories that
Ruiz, verbally or visually, incorporates in his film as if they were keys to our understanding of
this puzzling film. I explored the baroque labyrinthine routes and the fictional limits that the film
takes us to by challenging the notions of space and time. Ruiz creates varying degrees of fiction
by applying specific camera movements and creating contrasting mises-en-scène to engage us
differently with the fictionally dimensions of his film. Ruiz’s own philosophy on experiencing
film helped us see how he creates a cinema of shadows and the possible ways of navigating
through his film. Finally, I suggested that Ruiz’ cinema becomes neo-baroque through his
allegorical conception of all cinematic activity. The baroque and neo-baroque in his films arise
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out of an inner baroque temperament and neo-baroque mode of seeing that offers a restless
exploration of the limitless possibilities of cinema.
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